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Résumé 

  

 Les muscles squelettiques sont présents dans tout le corps et présentent un niveau 

surprenant d'hétérogénéité, dans leur susceptibilité aux maladies, potentiel de régénération ou 

capacités métaboliques. Cette diversité est également retrouvée au cours du développement 

embryonnaire où les cellules myogéniques et non myogéniques établissent le système 

musculo-squelettique. La tête et le cou sont constitués d'une grande variété de muscles qui 

remplissent des fonctions essentielles, mais nous en savons peu sur la biologie des muscles 

craniofaciaux. Ces structures sont associées à l'émergence de cellules de la crête neurale 

(CCN) qui donnent naissance à la plupart des tissus non myogéniques crâniens et qui sont 

cruciales à la formation des muscles. Cependant, certains muscles crâniens sont privés de 

CCN, et nous ignorons comment les cellules myogéniques et non myogéniques contribuent à 

ces domaines. Cette thèse fournit des preuves démontrant que les progéniteurs en amont du 

muscle se détournent du programme myogénique pour donner naissance au tissu conjonctif. 

Nous avons utilisé une approche de single-cell RNAseq non biaisée et restreinte avec 

différentes lignées transgéniques de souris à des stades embryonnaires distincts, des 

marquages in situ et de nouvelles méthodes analytiques, et avons montré que les progéniteurs 

bipotents issus du mésoderme exprimant le gène de détermination musculaire Myf5 donnent 

naissance au muscle squelettique et au tissu conjonctif anatomiquement associé dans les 

muscles partiellement privés de CCN. Cette transition est caractérisée par une 

complémentarité de signalisation de récepteurs tyrosine kinase entre les cellules musculaires 

et non musculaires, ainsi que par des modules régulateurs distincts. Les muscles crâniens 

proviennent également de différentes lignées qui impliquent l'activité de cascades de 

régulation génique spécifiques. Ici, nous avons utilisé une approche non biaisée et large pour 

découvrir des modules de régulation spécifiques qui sous-tendent différentes populations de 

cellules myogéniques dans la tête et à travers plusieurs stades de développement. Certaines de 

ces « tâches de naissance génétiques » uniques sont des facteurs de transcription spécifiques 

et sont conservées dans les cellules souches musculaires adultes, ce qui indique que leur 

importance potentielle est de fournir les propriétés uniques qui ont été signalées pour 

différentes populations de cellules souches musculaires. Enfin, ces études utilisent des 

méthodes analytiques inédites qui bénéficient des dernières avancées algorithmiques et offrent 

de nouvelles perspectives pour la découverte de processus biologiques à partir de données à 

haut débit.
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Abstract 

 

Skeletal muscles are found throughout the body and they display a surprising level of 

heterogeneity in properties and function. For example, some muscles are specifically 

susceptible to diseases, and some have better regenerative potential or different metabolic 

capacities. Diversity is also found during embryonic development where myogenic and non-

myogenic cells establish the musculoskeletal system. The head and neck are comprised of a 

wide variety of muscles that perform essential functions such as feeding, breathing and 

vocalising, yet little is known about craniofacial muscle biology. Novel structures are 

associated with the emergence of neural crest cells (NCC) which give rise to most craniofacial 

connective tissue, cartilage and bone and are crucial for muscle morphogenesis. However, some 

cranial muscles are deprived of NCC, and it is unclear how myogenic and non-myogenic cells 

contribute to those domains. This thesis provides evidence demonstrating that upstream 

progenitors redirect from the myogenic program to give rise to the muscle-associated 

connective tissue that supports the formation of muscular structures. We employed unbiased 

and lineage-restricted single-cell RNAseq using different mouse transgenic lines at distinct 

embryonic stages, in situ labelling, and new analytical methods, and show that bipotent 

progenitors expressing the muscle determination gene Myf5 give rise to skeletal muscle and 

anatomically associated connective tissue in distinct muscle groups spatiotemporally. Notably, 

this property was restricted to muscles with only partial contribution from NCCs suggesting 

that in their absence, the balance of myogenic and connective tissue cells is undertaken by 

somite-derived or cranial-derived mesoderm. This transition is characterised by a 

complementarity of tyrosine kinase receptor signalling between muscle and non-muscle cells, 

as well as distinct regulatory modules. Cranial muscles also originate from different lineages 

that involve the activity of specific gene regulatory cascades. Here, we used an all-inclusive 

unbiased approach to uncover specific regulatory modules that underlie different myogenic cell 

populations in the head and across multiple developmental stages. Some of these unique 

“genetic birthmarks” are specific transcription factors, and are retained in adult muscle stem 

cells pointing to their potential importance is delivering the unique properties that have been 

reported for different muscle stem cell populations. Finally, these studies employ novel 

computational methods that benefit from the latest algorithmic advancements and they provide 

prospects for the discovery of new biological processes from high throughput data. 
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Objectives 
 

 

Skeletal muscles accounts for about 40% of the body mass, and they are required for 

voluntary movement. Building and preserving muscle tissue is widely regarded as a 

determining factor for maintaining a regulated metabolism, reducing risks of obesity, diabetes, 

cardiovascular defects, increasing longevity, and delaying the onset of ageing. Loss of muscle 

function during injury, disease or ageing can significantly hamper quality of life and can be a 

direct cause of death. In recent years, numerous studies have demonstrated remarkable 

improvements in therapeutic approaches for various myopathies, as illustrated by the use of 

viral vectors for targeted gene therapy. Although these biotechnological advances are 

undeniably promising, currently most treatments are disease-specific. To date, numerous 

disorders cannot be treated, and they worsen with age. Additionally, skeletal muscles are 

inherently heterogeneous, such that distinct diseases will affect different muscles. Skeletal 

muscles possess different proliferative and regenerative capacities and arise from diverse 

developmental origins. Throughout their lifetime, they will receive signaling cues from their 

microenvironment that will affect their commitment and self-renewal capacities. This raises a 

number of questions: 1) What specific factors underly muscle diversity? 2) Can certain factors 

safeguard specific muscles against lasting damage, or confer plasticity? 3) What are the relative 

contributions of intrinsic and extrinsic cues on muscle function? This thesis aims at initiating a 

comprehensive 4D map of the developing head and neck musculature, with a specific focus on 

the unique molecular cues characterising various muscles groups and how they may control cell 

fate decisions. Building on this knowledge can shed light on the specific pathological outcomes 

of various muscle diseases and inform on new therapeutic approaches.
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Chapter I 

The rules of myogenesis: a common ground 

1. Mesodermal origin 

All skeletal muscles derive from mesodermal embryonic progenitors (Figure 1). 

Mesoderm is formed during early embryogenesis (3rd week in humans, embryonic day (E) 6 in 

mice), during a process known as gastrulation (Solnica-Krezel and Sepich, 2012). Cells located 

in the inner cell mass of the embryo, called epiblast cells, undergo an epithelial-to-mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) and delaminate along a primitive streak towards the ventral side to first form 

a second embryonic layer called endoderm. Subsequently, epiblasts will continue to delaminate 

ventrally, proliferate, leading to the appearance of a third middle layer: the mesoderm. By the 

end of gastrulation, three embryonic layers are formed: the ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm. 

The ectoderm gives rise to multiple tissues including skin, central and peripheral nervous 

system, while endoderm gives rise to the digestive tract and glands. Mesoderm, on the other 

hand, generates heart, kidney, blood, reproductive system, bones, skeletal and smooth muscle, 

connective tissues, tendons, ligaments, vasculature, dermis and cartilage (Carlson, 2014). 

Another population in vertebrates, called the “neural crest cells” (NCCs), derive from the 

ectoderm and gives rise to most structural elements of the face and contributes to innervation, 

vasculature, melanocytes, bone, cartilage and connective tissue (Douarin and Kalcheim, 1999).

  

Figure 1. Common myogenic history.  

Mesodermal cells give rise to myogenic progenitors that will express the myogenic regulatory 

factors (MRFs), proliferate and commit to myogenesis. A pool of Pax7+ stem cells will be 

generated and maintained for repair or growth. 
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2. The myogenic regulatory factors 

Skeletal muscle formation has long been considered to be a prime example to study cell 

fate determination and lineage progression. More than 3 decades ago, the stem cell field was 

marked by the seminal discovery of the transdifferentiation potential of Myod. The induction 

of this single transcription factor could activate the myogenic program in fibroblasts and 

generate differentiated myofibres (Davis et al., 1987). This work inspired a search for similar 

conversion potential in other tissues, which was for some time unsuccessful. However, this 

breakthough laid the conceptual foundation for experiments that eventually led to the Nobel 

prize discovery of the Yamanaka factors 20 years later, and which allowed the production of 

induced-pluripotent-stem (“iPS”) cells (Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006).  

In vivo, myogenesis is achieved through the timely expression of “myogenic regulatory 

factors” (MRFs). These genes named Myod, Myf5, Mrf4 (Myf6), and Myog (myogenin) are 

bHLH (basic helix-loop-helix) transcription factors that are thought to be the products of 

multiple duplication events of Myf5 during evolution (Atchley et al., 1994; Megeney and 

Rudnicki, 1995) (Figure 2). During mouse embryonic myogenesis, progenitors first activate 

Myf5, followed by Mrf4 (in most muscles) then Myod (Figure 1). Individually or combined, 

these myogenic fate determinants give rise to committed myoblasts. Myogenin expression in 

Myod+ myoblasts promotes differentiation and the expression of Mymk (Myomaker) and Mymx 

(Myomixer), 2 molecules located in the cell membrane that allow fusion of myoblasts into 

elongated multi-nucleated myofibres (Bi et al., 2017; Millay et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2017). 

Myofibres are enriched in acto-myosin protein complexes, which upon maturation and further 

additive fusion of myoblasts constitute the primary units of contraction (Rayment et al., 1993). 

In the adult, Pax7+ (a gene encoding a paired box transcription factor) cells are muscle stem 

cells (MuSCs, known as “satellite cells”). During homeostasis in the mouse, these cells reside 

under the basal lamina of the myofibres, do not express Myod and are quiescent (Figure 1). 

Upon injury or damage, disruption of the basal lamina will activate these cells that will enter 

the cell cycle, proliferate symmetric or asymmetrically to generate new Myod+ myoblasts and 

regenerate the injured muscle (Dumont et al., 2015; Evano and Tajbakhsh, 2018; Relaix and 

Zammit, 2012; Zammit et al., 2006). 

Despite their common ancestry, the individual MRFs exhibit differential capacities to 

promote myogenesis due to their different motifs outside the highly conserved bHLH domain 
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(Figure 2) (Fong and Tapscott, 2013; Tapscott, 2005). In vitro studies using domain swapping 

(Fong and Tapscott, 2013; Tapscott, 2005), and in vivo genetic studies using single and 

compound mutants provided critical information on the requirement and sufficiency of each 

MRF in initiating embryonic and fetal myogenesis (Braun et al., 1990; Comai and Tajbakhsh, 

2014; Rudnicki et al., 1992; Rudnicki et al., 1993; Sambasivan et al., 2009; Tajbakhsh et al., 

1996; Tajbakhsh et al., 1997; Winter et al., 1992; Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004). These and 

other loss-of-function experiments, as well as experiments in avians, underscored the intrinsic 

heterogeneity of skeletal muscles which deploy combinatorial programs to safeguard 

myogenesis (Table 1, Figure 7). Yet, genetic studies in the mouse showed that in the absence 

of the 3 determination genes Myf5, Mrf4, and Myod, no muscle is formed in the embryo (Kablar 

et al., 1997; Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004; Rudnicki et al., 1993). In this context, Myog is not 

sufficient to initiate myogenesis, suggesting that the C terminal domain of Myf5 and Myod is 

necessary for activation of downstream targets. In addition, deletion of Myog leads to lethality 

at birth, but it is dispensable for postnatal life (Hasty et al., 1993; Meadows et al., 2008; Venuti 

et al., 1995). Although embryonic myogenesis seems occur normally in these mutants, fetal 

myogenesis is impaired and muscle formation is halted before birth (Hasty et al., 1993; 

Nabeshima et al., 1993; Venuti et al., 1995).  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Ancestry and structure of the MRFs, bHLH transcription factors.  

(A) Phylogeny tree of the MRFs. 3 duplication events were reported to take place during 

evolution, leading to 4 MRFs (Atchley et al., 1994)  

(B) Different structures of the MRFs, suggesting different activation potential. Scheme 

adapted from (Hernández-Hernández et al., 2017). 
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3. Fine-tuning the function of the myogenic regulatory factors 

A. Cofactors and repressors 

 

To activate transcription, the MRF bHLH proteins heterodimerize with the ubiquitously 

expressed E proteins (Lassar et al., 1991). This bHLH-E complex will bind E-box (enhancer 

box) DNA motifs at the level of a promoter or enhancer (Figure 3A-B). E-box DNA sequences 

(CANNTG, where N can be any nucleotide) are located throughout the genome, raising the 

issue of specificity for muscle genes. In this context, flanking regions of an E-box will influence 

its specificity and affinity for various MRFs (Yutzey and Konieczny, 1992).  

The best characterised cofactors associated with MRFs are members of the Mef2 family 

(Black et al., 1998; Potthoff and Olson, 2007). MEF2 proteins (myocyte enhancer factors 2; 4 

members: a, b, c and d) bind a MADS domain and they play a central in many differentiation 

processes by potentiating transcription (Potthoff and Olson, 2007). Other cofactors include 

RUNX, PPARG and MYB (MacQuarrie et al., 2012). The interaction of Myod (and other 

MRFs) with E proteins can be altered by the expression of the Id gene family members that 

encode bHLH proteins that lack a transactivation domain and that will sequester E proteins and 

prevent Myod from activating E-box containing genes (Jen et al., 1992). Apart from bHLH 

containing proteins, E-boxes can also bind zinc-finger proteins such as the transcription 

repressor SNAIL, which recruits histone modifiers HDAC1/2 to inhibit transcription 

(Soleimani et al., 2012). Interestingly though, SNAIL binds to E-boxes that have a G/C-rich 

central dinucleotide, which are often found in genes expressed in myotubes, but not in 

myoblasts genes. Snail overexpression blocks differentiation while knocking it down induces 

precocious differentiation (Soleimani et al., 2012). ZEB1 was shown to have a similar effect by 

binding G/C-rich domains and associating with CtBP (C-terminal binding proteins, which are 

transcriptional regulators). Similarly, disrupting Zeb1 function induces precocious 

differentiation (Siles et al., 2013). The PBX/MEIS complex (a homeodomain transcription 

factor complex) was shown to promote MYOD activation of Myog by providing a non-

canonical second E-box element to Myog (Tapscott, 2005). MYOD can also directly bind the 

BAF60c subunit of the SWI/SNF remodeling complex, consistent with the higher chromatin 

remodeling capacity of MYOD over MYF5 (Conerly et al., 2016). Interestingly, this complex 

is found at the promoter region of untranscribed MYOD target genes in myoblasts (Forcales et 

al., 2011). Upon differentiation cues, BAF60c is phosphorylated by p38 (MAPK14) and the 
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MYOD/BAF60c complex becomes integrated in a Brg1-based SWI/SNF ATP-dependent 

chromatin remodeling complex to robustly activate transcription (Forcales et al., 2011).  

 

B. microRNAs 

Regulation can also occur indirectly, through the action of miRNAs. miRNAs have 

emerged as important post-transcriptional regulators of myogenesis by acting on RNA stability 

and translation through binding of the 3’UTR region (Xu et al., 2019) (Figure 3C-D). For 

example, miR1, miR206, miR27 and miR486 repress the expression of upstream genes Pax3 

and Pax7 (paired box transcription factors) in Myod+/Myf5+ cells, to promote their 

commitment and differentiation. Our group recently showed that also in the adult, miR708 is 

induced by Notch signaling, thereby maintaining adult muscle stem cells in their niche and 

preventing their entry into the cell cycle (Baghdadi et al., 2018). It was reported that Myf5 

transcripts can be targeted by miR31 (Crist et al., 2012), preventing precocious activation of 

myogenesis in myogenic progenitors and in the central nervous system where Myf5 is 

transcribed during embryogenesis but no protein is produced (Daubas et al., 2000; Crist et al., 

2012; Gayraud-Morel et al., 2012). As indicated above, Snail can act as a repressor, and its 

activity is regulated by miR30a and miR206 which prevent accumulation of SNAIL protein 

during the onset of differentiation. Mef2 genes act at the onset of differentiation by promoting 

(like Myod) a miRNA gene cluster: miR1/206/133 (Liu et al., 2007). A feedback circuit operates 

where miR1 regulates HDAC4 (histone deacetylase, a transcriptional repressor) that inhibits 

MEF2C, while miR133 targets the mRNA of Maml1, a transcriptional coactivator of Mef2 

(Cesana et al., 2011). Additionally, miR133 preRNA also encodes a competing endogenous 

(ce) long non-coding RNA, named linc-MD1, that binds to and sequesters miR133 but also 

miR135, which targets the mRNA for Mef2c (Cesana et al., 2011). In another context, adult 

stem cells transcribe Prdm16 that encodes a key regulator of myogenic to brown fat cell fate, 

however miR133 targets Prdm16 mRNA and prevents its function (Yin et al., 2013). It was 

reported that when miR133 is disrupted, MuSCs give rise to brown adipocytes. The authors 

proposed a role for that mechanism where cold exposure allows conversion of MuSCs to 

thermogenic brown fat cells (Yin et al., 2013). 
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Figure 3. Activation and repression of MRF activity. 

(A-B) Cofactors like MEF2C and MEIS1/PBX promote MYOD function in activating 

pro-myogenic genes, while ZEB1 and SNAIL recruit transcription repressors. ID 

segregates E proteins in order to reduce MYOD binding 

(C-D) Numerous micro RNAs act as intermediate molecules to fine tune myogenesis 
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4. Myogenesis: a multistep process 

A. Primary and secondary myogenesis 

 

Figure 4: Myogenesis is a multistep process. 

Myogenic progenitors first form primary fibres first and this is followed by a second wave of 

secondary fibres which results in fusion of secondary myoblast between themselves, or with 

the primary fibres. At perinatal stages, growth is supported by proliferating Pax7+ cells which 

will adopt a quiescent state in the adult (Tajbakhsh, 2009). 

Muscle formation has been defined as a multistep process, most studied in limb and 

trunk muscles, but the principles appear to apply also to most cranial-derived muscles. In the 

trunk, myogenic progenitors start appearing in the trunk at around E8.5, and primary 

myogenesis takes place from about E10.5 to E12.5 (Comai and Tajbakhsh, 2014; Duxson et al., 

1989). This process involves the fusion of early myoblasts into primary fibres that contain 

several myonuclei (Kalcheim et al., 1999). This results in the formation of “myotomes” in early 

myogenesis, and other muscles from mid-embryogenesis in an anteroposterior developmental 

gradient. From E14.5 to birth, a second wave of progenitors will fuse using primary myofibres 

as a scaffold to form secondary multinucleated fibres (Figure 4) (Comai and Tajbakhsh, 2014; 

Deries et al., 2010; Duxson et al., 1989). The latter are gradually surrounded by a basal lamina 

(Duxson et al., 1989). Embryonic and fetal myoblasts also display heterogeneity in the Myosin 

Heavy Chain (MyHC) isoform that they express, categorized as “fast” and “slow”, with 
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different ATPase activities, contraction speeds and associated metabolism. While embryonic 

fibres can possess both types (but more generally slow), fetal fibres usually consists of “fast” 

type (Biressi et al., 2007; Kelly and Rubinstein, 1980; Wigmore and Evans, 2002). Notably, 

different muscles have different compositions of fast and slow fibre types, which will be 

developped in Chapter II. 

After birth, skeletal muscle enters a hypertophic phase where perinatal stem cells 

continuously divide and contribute to the growing muscles. The majority of this expansion 

happens within the first 2 weeks after birth (White et al., 2010). Following postnatal growth, a 

subpopulation is set aside and these cells act as a reservoir of quiescent stem cells lodged in a 

highly regulated niche, under the basal lamina of the muscle fibres.  

The different progenitor states that were identified during development were shown to 

differ in their expansion capacities in vitro and their morphological aspects. Embryonic 

myoblasts are elongated cells, and are more prone to differentiation in vitro (and thus proliferate 

less), forming mononucleated or oligonucleated myofibres. Fetal myoblasts appear as triangular 

in shape, form larger colonies and fuse into longer multinucleated fibres. Their differentiation 

is inhibited by growth factors Tgfb and Bmp4, contrary to their embryonic counterparts (Cossu 

et al., 2000; Biressi et al., 2007a; Biressi et al., 2007b; Yablonka-Reuveni and Seifert, 1993). 

B. Fetal and perinatal stages 

 Another common feature of all skeletal muscles is the dramatic growth taking place at 

fetal and perinatal stages, marked by the high proliferation of Pax7+/Myf5+ cells. Importantly, 

these stages coinside with the emergence of a reserve pool of muscle stem cells (Messina and 

Cossu, 2009). 

a) Muscle stem cells self-regulate 

Muscle stem cells will shape their niche to a certain extent by depositing extracellular 

matrix (ECM) components including high levels of collagen VI and fibronectin (Tierney and 

Sacco, 2016). Tenascin-C, which is known to modulate proliferation and differentiation in other 

niche contexts, was shown to be expressed only by fetal progenitors and required for fetal 

MuSC proliferation and differentiation (Tierney et al., 2016). 
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A major intercellular signaling pathway that is required to maintain MuSCs is 

mediated by Notch. Notch is expressed by prenatal MuSCs at multiple developmental stages, 

and it interacts with Delta-like1/2 (Dll1/2) and Jagged1/2 to regulate their maintenance. 

Disruption of Dll1 or Notch effector RBPJ at fetal stages leads to hypotrophy and the exhaustion 

of the upstream cells (Schuster-Gossler et al., 2006; Vasyutina et al., 2007). Constitutive Notch 

signaling on the other hand blocks lineage progression and differentiation, but maintains the 

founder stem cell population in the absence of differentiated cells (Mourikis et al., 2012). In 

addition, fetal fibre growth requires the expression of Nfix, which is a potential target of Pax7 

(Messina et al., 2010). 

b) Support from stromal cells 

 As development proceeds to perinatal growth, stromal mesenchymal cells, which have 

been most extensively studied in the adult, play important roles. One such cell population 

identified as PW1+/Sca1+ (a zinc-finger transcription factor and a cell surface protein 

respectively) interstitial cells (PICs), secrete IGF1 which promotes proliferation and 

differentiation of MuSCs (Formicola et al., 2014; Pannerec et al., 2013). In Pax7-null mice at 

perinatal stages, the MuSC pool is depleted and PICs increase in number (Mitchell et al., 2010). 

Other populations of Tcf4+ (Mathew et al., 2011) mesenchymal stromal cells are present in the 

perinatal niche and they promote differentiation and maturation of muscle fibres (Biferali et al., 

2019). Other populations include endothelial cells, which secretome induces proliferation of 

MuSC (Kostallari et al., 2015). Much of these interactions are carried over to the adult stem 

cell niche. 

5. Adult muscle stem cells and their niche 

 Skeletal muscle is a particularly resilient tissue. Owing to its stem cells, this tissue 

possesses an outstanding capability to recover from repeated injuries, resulting in multiple 

rounds of degeneration/regeneration without major long-term consequences (Bentzinger et al., 

2013). However, a number of disorders can impair muscle function, such as muscular 

dystrophies, cachexia (cancer-induced muscle wasting), diabetes, and ageing (Ali and Garcia, 

2014). In many pathologies, a chronic cycle of impaired stem cell function, muscle weakening, 

disuse, inflammation and fibrosis undermines muscle integrity. Therefore, understanding the 

mechanisms safeguarding satellite cell function has been at the core of the discipline for many 

years. 
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A. Satellite cells: the muscle stem cells 

 Postnatal and adult satellite cells are marked by the expression of Pax7, a paired 

domain transcription factor. It is thought that Myod but not Myf5 requires Pax7 since Myf5 can 

initiate myogenesis in the absence of Pax7 in adult satellite cells in vitro (Relaix et al., 2006). 

The function of Pax7 in adult stem cells has been controversial. A first study showed that even 

when both Pax3 (another member of the family with overlapping function in the embryo) and 

Pax7 where conditionally deleted in adult MuSCs, these cells were still present and muscle 

regeneration could take place (Lepper et al., 2009). Conversely, conditional deletion of Pax7 in 

satellite cells before P21 leads to defective regeneration, but not after (Lepper et al., 2009). The 

authors proposed that myogenic cells differentiate prematurely in this context. These results 

suggested that Pax7 was required within a specific period in the context of combined demands 

for growth and repair following injury (Seale et al., 2000). Follow-up studies then showed that 

long-term depletion of Pax7 in satellite cells resulted in failed regeneration following injury 

(Günther et al., 2013; Maltzahn et al., 2013; Relaix and Zammit, 2012). 

  

B. The muscle stem cell niche 

 The concept of the stem cell niche was first proposed in the hematopoietic system, 

based on the observation that stem cells require communication with surrounding cells to 

maintain their stem cell properties (Schofield, 1978). The MuSC niche is home to many 

molecular and mechanical interactions between the satellite cell and its environment that control 

its maintenance and activation. During puberty, the expansion of satellite cells and muscle 

growth will progressively stop, as MuSCs begin entering quiescence from late perinatal stages 

and homeostasis is established (Tajbakhsh, 2009). In the adult niche, MuSCs are in contact with 

the basal lamina rich in ECM components on one side and the myofibre on the other (Figure 

5).  

a) Intrinsic and autocrine control of MuSC quiescence 

 During homeostasis, satellite cells are mostly quiescent in the majority of muscles. As 

indicated above, Notch signaling was shown to be a main factor in sustaining this state. Notch 

activity represses Myod, and the downregulation of its canonical target genes (HeyL and Hes1) 

allows cell cycle entry during activation (Lemos et al., 2015; Ontell and Kozeka, 1984). When 
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its effector RBPJ is disrupted, MuSCs exit the quiescent state (Bi et al., 2016; Mourikis and 

Tajbakhsh, 2014).  

 In addition to Pax7, quiescent satellite cells express Calcr and Odz4 as markers (2 

transmembrane proteins). Odz4 deletion induces a reduction in muscle mass/satellite cell pool, 

and MuSCs have a prolonged proliferation and increased differentiation in vitro (Ishii et al., 

2015). Calcr was shown to act on quiescence, and its disruption results in an increase in cell-

cycle related genes (Yamaguchi et al., 2015). Our group recently showed that ColV, expressed 

by satellite cells and under the control of Notch/RBPJ, can bind Calcr and regulate quiescence 

cell-autonomously (Baghdadi et al., 2018b). Similarly, it was shown that autocrine ANG1/TIE2 

signaling in a subset of MuSCs, as well as paracrine signaling, promotes cell cycle exit (Abou-

Khalil et al., 2009). MuSC also produce their own ECM components, as well as receptors like 

Syndecan3/4 (SDC3/4) which bind a number of growth factors like HGF, FGF, TGFB1 and 

VEGF (Xian et al., 2009). A number of other factors have been shown to regulate MuSC 

quiescence and activation suggesting that this is a tightly regulated process (Evano and 

Tajbakhsh, 2018). 

 

  

Figure 5. The adult muscle stem cell: the satellite cell. 

Satellite cells are found at the periphery of adult myofibre, under the basal lamina, and are 

marked by Pax7 (Relaix and Zammit, 2012; Tajbakhsh, 2009). 

(A) Schematic view a myofibre in the context of the entire muscle. 

(B-C) Pax7 and Caveolin 1 immunostaining highlighting a satellite cell.  

(D-E) Pax7/Dystrophin immunostaining of a cross-sectioned muscle highlighting the 

peripheral location of the satellite cells, under the basal lamina. 
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b) Extrinsic and paracrine control of MuSC quiescence 

The ECM is comprised of many structural proteins that support maintenance of the 

MuSC quiescent state by providing a physical barrier and sequestering growth factors (Gohring 

et al., 1998). Smooth muscles and pericytes, produce IGF1 and angiopoietin 1 (ANG1 signaling 

through TIE2) which promotes cell cycle exit and transition to quiescence of MuSCs (Abou-

Khalil et al., 2009; Kostallari et al., 2015).  

 Extrinsic signals coming from fibroblast populations, immune cells, endothelial cells, 

pericytes and the myofibre can all impact on MuSC fate. For example, Oncostatin M produced 

by the myofibre can promote quiescence of the associated MuSCs (Sampath et al., 2018). 

During injury, immune and inflammatory response can act directly on MuSC. Neutrophils and 

macrophages secrete TNFa which results in a lower expression of Pax7 and Notch thereby 

promoting their activation (Acharyya et al., 2010; Palacios et al., 2010). A non-myogenic 

interstitial population, identified based on the expression of PDGFRa and their fibro-

adipogenic potential in vitro, have been shown to contribute to fibrosis if not sufficiently cleared 

(Joe et al., 2010; Uezumi et al., 2010). These cells, called FAPs (fibroadipogenic progenitors), 

secrete IL-6 among other factors, and promote myogenic differentiation (Biferali et al., 2019; 

Joe et al., 2010). In addition, it was recently shown that WISP1 expression by FAPs regulates 

myogenic expansion and asymmetric cell division, and this activity is impaired during ageing 

(Lukjanenko et al., 2019). Finally, Follistatin and IL-10 secreted by FAPs were also suggested 

to promote myogenic differentiation (Lemos et al., 2012; Mozzetta et al., 2013). 

c) Extrinsic plasticity: myogenic interstitial cells 

 Interstitial cells play a critical role in the maintenance and activation of MuSCs, and 

skeletal muscle regeneration. In addition, some of these cells present an intriguing myogenic 

potential. PW1+ cells were shown to contribute to myofibres during regeneration (Mitchell et 

al., 2010). Similarly, Pax7-/Twist2+ interstitial cells were shown to give rise to fast myofibres 

in normal and regenerative conditions (Liu et al., 2017; Joe et al., 2010; Uezumi et al., 2010). 

Notably, recent scRNAseq experiments have provided a clearer view on the local environment 

of MuSCs in the adult muscles, including cells with myogenic potential, expressing smooth 

muscle and mesenchymal markers (Giordani et al., 2019; Rubenstein et al., 2020). Of interest, 

these stromal cells with myogenic potential cannot regenerate the muscle following injury, at 
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least over a short-term period, when Pax7+ cells are genetically ablated with diphtheria toxin 

(Lepper et al., 2011; Murphy et al., 2011; Sambasivan et al., 2011).  

 Taken together, from perinatal stages to adulthood, the MuSC niche is a highly 

regulated environment, where MuSC receive signaling and mechanical cues from various 

sources, while also directing their own fate (Figure 6).  

  

Figure 6. The muscle stem cell niche. 

(A) An integrated schematic view of the MuSC in the context of extrinsic (systemic and local), 

and intrinsic cues. (ECM: Extracellular Matrix, MuSC: Muscle Stem Cell) (Mashinchian et al., 

2018). 

(B) Scheme the signaling networks between the MuSCs and their local environment.(Evano 

and Tajbakhsh, 2018). 
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Chapter II 

An intriguing heterogeneity  

1. Myopathies and regenerative capacities 

Given that contraction is the principal function of all skeletal muscles, it would be 

reasonable to assume that identical structural proteins would be found in all muscle groups. 

Yet, skeletal muscles display a wide range of differences in properties. First, skeletal muscles 

in different anatomical locations are more or less prone to degenerative diseases like 

dystrophies (Figure 7). These disorders are characterised by a progressive muscle weakness 

that affects the limb, face, body, heart, respiratory and swallowing muscles to variable degrees 

(Mercuri and Muntoni, 2013). Different classes of myopathies have been reported depending 

on the muscles affected and the genetic defect underlying the individual forms of the disease. 

In the most prevalent cases, the disorder is associated with a genetic mutation that affects an 

extracellular, cytoskeletal, membranous or enzymatic protein. Most of these structural elements 

are ubiquitous to skeletal muscles, which makes the selective aspect of these diseases puzzling. 

The origins of these discrepancies are largely unknown, but it is possible that distinct muscles 

are able to compensate for the loss of certain proteins by mobilising other mechanisms to 

maintain function.  

A. Limb 

 Therapeutic studies involving muscle stem cells have for the most part used limb as a 

source of donor cells. This is due to the easily accessible nature of the limb and its size, as 

collection of tissue samples from individuals would be relatively innocuous. Notably, limb 

myogenic cells expand to a limited extent and for relatively short periods in vitro, presumably 

due to the lack of defined culture conditions promoting their expansion, and a limited stem cell 

capacity in vitro (Konieczny et al., 2013; Miller et al., 1997; Tremblay et al., 1993; Wilschut et 

al., 2012). 
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B. Extraocular muscles 

 The extraocular muscles (EOM) are a set of specialized muscles that control the 

movements of the eye. These muscles are uniquely spared in Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

and dystrophic animal models, and have mostly positive outcomes in numerous diseases 

including ageing (Kaminski et al., 2002; Man et al., 2005; Schoser and Pongratz, 2006; Valdez 

et al., 2012). Moreover, they possess a super-fast myosin-heavy-chain isoform, Myh13, as well 

as unique distinct metabolic and cytoskeletal transcriptomic signatures (Cheng et al., 2004; 

Spencer and Porter, 2006). In culture conditions, EOM stem cells proliferate at a higher rate 

than their diaphragm and limb counterparts (Stuelsatz et al., 2015). This high proliferative 

capacity in vitro is also maintained in aged mice. The same study also measured proliferation 

capacities of dystrophic satellite cells, again showing an in vitro potential that is maintained 

compared to limb and diaphragm. Also, when grafted into the hindlimb of an immune-

compromised mouse, EOM stem cells performed better than those from the limb (Stuelsatz et 

al., 2015). EOM MuSCs continuously contribute myonuclei to myofibres in the adult in the 

absence of injury (Keefe et al., 2015). In addition, EOM cells possess a higher portion of PW1+ 

interstitial cells compared to limb, and this has been suggested to provide resistance cues within 

the satellite cell niche (Formicola et al., 2014; Stuelsatz et al., 2014) 

C. Masseter 

 Masseter muscles control movements of the jaw and possess a lower regenerative 

potential than Tibialis anterior (TA; lower limb) muscles, with a lower number of satellite cells 

during regeneration (Pavlath et al., 1998). The number of satellite cells per masseter myofibre 

increases with age, but their proliferative capacity declines (Ono et al., 2009).   

D. Pharyngeal muscles 

 Pharyngeal muscles are critical for proper feeding, speech and breathing. These 

muscles also receive sustained contribution of myonuclei from their stem cell pool during 

homeostasis (Randolph et al., 2015). Ablation of satellite cells showed that they are required 

for maintaining myofibre size and nuclear count of pharyngeal muscles (Kim et al., 2020; 

Randolph et al., 2015). In both an ageing and an oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy mouse 

model, muscles of the pharynx were affected to a greater extent than other muscles, leading to 

dysphagia (Randolph et al., 2014). 
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E. Diaphragm 

 Diaphragm MuSCs have been shown to possess particular properties compared with 

other somitic muscles. The expression of the upstream gene Pax3 is maintained in satellite cells 

postnatally (Day et al., 2007; Relaix et al., 2006; Stuelsatz et al., 2012). They also possess a 

higher proliferative potential and reduced differentiation capacity compared to limb and 

craniofacial muscles in vitro (Ippolito et al., 2012). Additionally, diaphragm muscle stem cells 

continuously give rise to muscle in the adult, while myofibre size remains unchanged (Keefe et 

al., 2015).  

F. Laryngeal muscles 

A similar observation was made in rabbit laryngeal muscles (Goding et al., 2005). 

Also, elevated Erk phosphorylation was detected in laryngeal muscle cultures compared with 

limb (Walz et al., 2008). Another study found myogenic cells expressing Myod and Myog, still 

present in thyroarytenoid muscles 2 years post-denervation in humans. This points to a unique 

prolonged regenerative potential of laryngeal muscles (Donghui et al., 2009).  

2. Distinct genetic requirements of skeletal muscle progenitors 

 Another level of muscle heterogeneity was noted in the developing embryo regarding 

the requirements for different MRFs. Over the last 3 decades, multiple combinatorial loss-of-

function studies were done to better characterise the overlapping and unique functions of the 

MRFs for embryonic and fetal myogenesis. Most studies compared trunk muscles (referred to 

as epaxial and hypaxial muscles, see Chapter IV), limb, Pharyngeal arch 1/2 muscles 

(corresponding to masticatory and facial muscles respectively, see Chapter III) and 

extraocular muscles. Notably, most of these studies examined at few selected muscles. For 

example, caudal head muscles, derived from the caudal arches during development, were not 

reported in any of these studies, presumably because they are not visible in whole-mount 

stainings.  
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Figure 7. Skeletal muscle heterogeneity 

(A) Defective muscles in various myopathies. A: Duchenne and Becker muscular 

dystrophy. B: Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy. C: Limb girdle muscular dystrophy. D: 

Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy. E: Distal muscular dystrophy. F: 

Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy. 

(B) Muscle-specific features of satellite cells. 
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 Importantly, initial studies using single mutants of Myf5 or Mrf4 used mouse models 

where both Myf5 and Mrf4 expression were affected (Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004; Yoon et 

al., 1997). These genes are linked on chromosome 10 in mouse, and possess juxtaposed 

regulatory sequences (Carvajal et al., 2001). Specific mutant alleles have been generated since 

then (Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004). Multiple common and muscle-specific requirements have 

emerged from these studies, which are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 7. 

 Briefly, myogenic progenitors require the expression of either Myf5, Mrf4 or Myod for 

embryonic myogenesis (Kablar et al., 1997; Rudnicki et al., 1993), and Myog for foetal 

myogenesis (Hasty et al., 1993; Nabeshima et al., 1993; Venuti et al., 1995). Notably, the EOM 

and some deep epaxial muscles require the expression of both Myf5 and Mrf4; in their absence, 

these muscles do not form (Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004; Sambasivan et al., 2009). 

Interestingly, other cranial muscles such as the masticatory muscles remained unaffected in 

those studies, pointing to a distinct regulatory hierarchy among head muscles (Sambasivan et 

al., 2009) (see Chapter III). Interestingly, Myod deletion leads to delayed myogenesis in 

anterior arch and limb muscles, but it is compensated in trunk and EOM by Myf5 and Mrf4 

(Kablar et al., 1997; Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004; Sambasivan et al., 2009). As pharyngeal 

and laryngeal muscles were not specifically explored in these studies, we examined their 

phenotype in Myf5;Mrf4 double mutant embryos, and found that muscle integrity was 

conserved (Annex 1A-B). 

 It is therefore apparent that skeletal muscles are heterogeneous with regard to initiation 

of myogenesis, activation of MRFs, response to myopathies, and regenerative/proliferative 

potential. The molecular mechanisms underlying these differences remain largely undefined. 

Both extrinsic and intrinsic factors are susceptible to affect cellular behaviours including 

proliferation, differentiation, fusion, migration, and cell death. These differences in properties 

and function may be deeply rooted in prenatal development, as the emergence of skeletal 

muscle masses also refects diversity. 
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Table 1. Requirement for MRFs in embryonic and fetal myogenesis. 

Different compound mutants of the MRFs have been made to identify their distinct properties. In 

doing so, a first level of diversity was revealed.  
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Figure 8. Sufficiency of MRFs. 

Specific requirement and sufficiency of MRFs in different muscles of the body point at a 

muscle-specific intrinsic regulatory hierarchy (Buckingham and Rigby, 2014). 
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Chapter III 

Intrinsic cues to diversity 

 For more than 30 years, a number of studies have focused on the morphogenic, genetic 

and molecular components at work in the establishment of various skeletal muscles, and 

revealed an unsuspected molecular diversity. It appears clear now that intricate and sometimes 

non-overlapping gene regulatory networks are required for the activation of myogenesis in 

distinct parts of the body. Multiple layers of heterogeneity are present within large muscle 

groups and it is tempting to consider these as multi-dimensional modules, a concept often 

suggested in an evolutionary context (Espinosa-Soto, 2018; Martik et al., 2019). 

1. Trunk and limb myogenesis 

A. Somites are the source of trunk and limb skeletal muscles 

Trunk, limb, and some neck and head muscles derive from segmented paraxial 

mesodermal structures known as somites. They are transient epithelial segments on the dorsal 

side of the embryo, flanking the developing neural tube. Sequentially, each newly formed 

somite transitions from a ball-like shape and progressively undergoes and epithelial-to-

mesenchymal transition (EMT) as cells commit to various lineages (Figure 8). The most dorsal 

part is called the dermomyotome and remains epithelial for an extended period until about E12 

in mouse (Comai and Tajbakhsh, 2014; Kalcheim et al., 1999). This region will give rise to 

skeletal muscle, dorsal dermis, smooth muscle, endothelium (Eichmann et al., 1997; Huber et 

al., 2004; Yvernogeau et al., 2011), and brown fat (Shapira et al., 2017). Ventrally to the 

dermomyotome lies the syndetome, giving rise to tendons (Brent et al., 2003) and the 

sclerotome, giving rise to cartilage and bone of the vertebrae and ribs (Brent et al., 2003). Under 

the control of signals from surrounding tissues, myogenic progenitors emerge from the 

dermomyotome and undergo a progressive EMT to populate the muscle forming regions of the 

embryo (trunk, limbs, tongue and some neck muscles) (Tosney et al., 1994). Trunk muscles are 

divided into epaxial and hypaxial muscles (Shih et al., 2008; Wotton et al., 2014).  
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Epaxial muscles refer to the muscles of the back and they are innervated by the dorsal 

branch of the spinal nerves (Fetcho, 1987). Hypaxial muscles are located ventrolaterally and 

comprise the major muscle mass in amniotes, including muscles of the tongue, diaphragm, 

abdomen, and limb (Wotton et al., 2014). The trunk hypaxial muscles are innervated by the 

ventral branch of the spinal nerves (Dietrich et al., 1998; Fetcho, 1987).  

  

Figure 9. Somitic myogenesis at limb level. 

Pax3+/Pax7+ progenitors delaminate from the dermomyotome to form the myotome. Epaxial 

muscles arise from the dorsomedial lip of the dermomyotome while hypaxial muscle arise 

from the ventrolateral lip. Limb progenitors migrate from the hypaxial region to the limb bud 

following an HGF gradient coming from lateral plate mesoderm. Epaxial progenitors receive 

signals from the notochord/floor plate and the dorsal neural tube to activate the expression of 

the Myf5. Cartilage and bone arise from the sclerotome as Pax1+/Sox9+ progenitors and 

Scleraxis+ tendon progenitors arise from the syndetome. 
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Subdivisions within the somite are observable from the earliest stages where epaxial 

muscle progenitors that emerge require Shh from the notochord and Wnt1/Wnt3a from the 

neural tube to activate Myf5 in the dorsal dermomyotome (Summerbell et al., 2000; Teboul et 

al., 2002). In contrast, hypaxial precursors rely on Wnt7a signals emanating from the dorsal 

ectoderm that will activate Myf5 and Mrf4 which in turn induce Myod expression and myogenic 

commitment (Cossu et al., 2000; Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004). This appears consistent with 

Myf5 (also affecting Mrf4) and Myod single mutant phenotypes, where epaxial and hypaxial 

muscles are affected selectively, although other MRFs are able to compensate this effect and 

promote an almost normal skeletal muscle development in most regions (Kablar et al., 1997) 

(Table 1, Figure 7). To that series of molecular events is added a temporal control, since Myf5 

expression is first detected in the epaxial domain, then it appears on the opposite hypaxial side 

of somites (most prominently at the interlimb level), almost concomitant with the expression of 

Mrf4. Mrf4 expression is subsequently restricted to differentiated cells from mid-

embryogenesis. Myod expression follows that of Myf5 and Mrf4, but first in the hypaxial 

domain, and subsequentially in the epaxial region (Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004). Regulation 

of the Myf5/Mrf4 locus is complex, where the promoters of these genes are separated by about 

9 kb. Multiple enhancer sequences upstream of the Myf5/Mrf4 locus have been identified 

(Chang et al., 2004). Studies with transgenic mice coupling these enhancers with heterologous 

promoters showed a variety of expression patterns in the dermomyotome (Hadchouel et al., 

2003). Notably, it was shown that Myf5 possesses a large regulatory sequence 100 kb upstream 

of its promoter, allowing multiple levels of spatiotemporal control (Moncaut et al., 2013). This 

level of regulation is adjusted intricately by transcription balancing sequences (called TRABS) 

that act as cryptic promoters and finely control the expression of Myf5 and Mrf4 specifically  

(Carvajal et al., 2008). The epaxial activation of Myf5 by Shh and Wnts is performed through 

binding of GLI1 and TCF transcriptional effectors on the “early epaxial element” (EEE) 

(Summerbell et al., 2000; Teboul et al., 2002). ZIC1 and ZIC2 (zinc finger transcription factors) 

function as important GLI cofactors is this activation (Pan et al., 2011). 

 Myogenic progenitors delaminate first from the dorsal then ventral dermomyotome to 

form the primary myotomes in the trunk. Hypaxial progenitors delaminate from the ventro-

lateral lip of the dermomyotome and migrate to more distal locations (e.g. body wall, limbs, 

diaphragm, tongue) where they will give rise to differentiated muscles. As the dermomyotome 

continues to release progenitors from the dorsal and ventral edges while remaining epithelial, 

the central dermomyotome undergoes a full EMT from about E11, to generate a reserve pool 
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of progenitors that assure continued muscle growth in the trunk (Gros et al., 2005; Kassar-

Duchossoy et al., 2005; Relaix et al., 2005). It has been suggested that the balance between 

differentiating and proliferating precursors is undertaken by NOTCH/DELTA lateral inhibition, 

as shown in Drosophila, consistent with similar mechanisms in the adult stem cell niche where 

Notch represses myogenic differentiation (Baghdadi et al., 2018a; Baghdadi et al., 2018b; 

Baylies et al., 1998; Mourikis et al., 2012; Vasyutina et al., 2007). En1 (Engrailed1) and Sim1 

(an homeobox and a bHLH transcription factors) have been identified as specific markers of 

epaxial and hypaxial regions of the dermomyotome respectively (Cheng et al., 2004b).  

It is interesting to comment here that epaxial muscles initiate and terminate their 

formation within the dorsal side of the embryo, while hypaxial muscles displace to the ventral 

region to reach their final anatomical location. This transition involves either active migration 

through stroma or passive displacement accompanying morphogenic remodeling (Tajbakhsh, 

2009).  

B. Initiation of limb muscles 

Limb muscle progenitors appear as migratory Pax3+ precursors that delaminate from 

the ventrolateral lip of dermomyotomes opposing the forming limb bud and migrate through 

the adjacent lateral plate mesoderm (LPM) (Deries and Thorsteinsdóttir, 2016).This process 

requires a set of genes and signals to establish migratory competence and to maintain cells 

undifferentiated until migration is complete. One of the main genes in that context, is the pair 

cMet/Hgf. cMet encodes a tyrosine kinase receptor that directs migration towards a physical 

gradient of released HGH, its ligand. In the context of the limb, myogenic progenitors require 

the expression of cMet cell-autonomously and the expression of Hgf from the LPM to 

delaminate and migrate (Bladt et al., 1995; Dietrich et al., 1999). Lbx1 is also expressed in 

premigratory hypaxial cells and it is necessary for migration of lateral but not ventral 

progenitors (Gross et al., 2000). Lbx1 activates the expression of Cxcr4 (encoding SDF1 

receptor) (Vasyutina et al., 2005). Loss of function of Lbx1 leads to the absence of lateral 

forelimb and hindlimb muscles. In addition, myogenic progenitors at the level of the limb are 

misplaced into the adjacent somites (Schäfer and Braun, 1999). Pax3 promotes the expression 

of Lbx1 and cMet, providing migratory competence to somitic progenitors. In Pax3 mutant 

embryos, cMet expression is abrogated and limb muscles do not delaminate to migrate away 

from the dermomyotome (Dietrich et al., 1999; Relaix et al., 2004). Although necessary for 
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migration, Lbx1 is not required for delamination from the dermomyotome (Schäfer and Braun, 

1999). Lbx1 is a potential direct target of Pax3, but its expression is limited to migratory cells, 

and Hox genes (homeobox genes involved in axial segment identity) contribute to that axial 

specificity (Alvares et al., 2003).  

 

Figure 10. Regulatory network of trunk and limb myogenesis. 

Pax3/7 regulate myogenic commitment, self-renewal and migration within the dermomyotome. 

Foxc2 and Pax3 reciprocally repress each other to produce myogenic and non-myogenic cells. 

 

C. Gene regulatory networks 

 Muscle development originating from somites is regulated by 2 paired domain 

transcription factors, Pax3 and Pax7 (Relaix et al., 2004; Relaix et al., 2006). Unlike the MRFs, 

Pax3 and Pax7 are not muscle specific, but expressed in other tissues including neurectoderm, 

brain, neural tube and neural crest (Mansouri and Gruss, 1998). Pax3 expression is found 

throughout the dermomyotomes, in particular in myogenic progenitors that have not yet 

activated the myogenic program, then it is rapidly downregulated following the expression of 

Myf5 (Groves et al., 2005). Pax3 deletion leads to the absence of limb muscles, and later 

apoptosis of hypaxial progenitors (Auerbach, 1954; Bober et al., 1994; Franz, 1989). Pax3 also 
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acts on the balance of progenitor/differentiating cells by activating Fgfr4 to promote 

differentiation and Sprouty to maintain an undifferentiated myogenic pool (Lagha et al., 2008). 

Therefore, Pax3 has a dual role in regulating trunk myogenesis.  

Pax3 also activates Myf5 in epaxial muscles by promoting Dmrt2, that binds the EEE 

(Sato et al., 2010). Pax3 also directly binds the regulatory elements of the limb and the hypaxial 

somites of Myf5 to initiate myogenesis in these regions. These 2 domains are also subject to 

extrinsic cues: Tead activity (Hippo pathway) in the hypaxial and Gli (Shh) in the limb 

(Gustafsson et al., 2002; Ribas et al., 2011).  

 Myod regulation is carried out in part by an enhancer at -20 kb (CE) which does not 

appear to be a target of Pax3, but of Pax7 (Hu et al., 2008; Tapscott, 2005). Pax3 expression 

overlaps with that of Pax7 in the central dermomyotome and in Pax3;Pax7 double mutants, 

muscle development is arrested from mid-embryogenesis in the trunk after initial formation of 

the myotome (Relaix et al., 2005). As development proceeds, Pax7 replaces Pax3 in the 

majority of myogenic progenitors, but some limb and trunk muscles and the diaphragm continue 

to express Pax3 (Montarras et al., 2013). However, this expression cannot compensate for the 

lack of Pax7 in Pax7 knock out mice (Soleimani et al., 2012b). 

Another transcription factor, Foxc2 (forkhead-box), is also expressed at this time in 

the somite and appears to have an antagonistic effect with Pax3 (Lagha et al., 2009). Foxc2 

represses Pax3 and favours non-myogenic lineages while Pax3 reciprocally represses Foxc2 to 

promote myogenesis. Foxc2 was found to increase the vascular/smooth muscle potential of 

dermomyotomal cells (Lagha et al., 2009). In chick, NOTCH and BMP signaling also promote 

endothelial/smooth muscle cell fate over myogenic in the dermomyotome (Ben-Yair and 

Kalcheim, 2008). In mouse embryogenesis, clonal relationship was found between Pax3-

derived skeletal muscle and smooth muscle of the aorta, indicative of the multipotent nature of 

Pax3+ cells in the dermomyotome (Esner et al., 2006). 

 

 Six gene family members are homeodomain transcription factors that act in 

conjunction with co-factors Eya1 and Dach throughout myogenesis (Grifone et al., 2007; Maire 

et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2014). Specifically, Eya1 inhibits Dach, a corepressor of the Six complex. 

In addition, Eya1 helps to recruit CBP (CREB-binding protein, a transcription activator) to 

promote transcription by Six (Maire et al., 2020). Ectopic activation of Eya and Six in the chick 

promotes the expression of Pax3 and the MRFs. During embryonic myogenesis, Six1, Six4, 
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Eya1 and Eya2 are expressed in the dermomyotome and Pax3+ progenitors (Grifone et al., 

2007; Wurmser et al., 2020). Their expression is then maintained in differentiated progenitors. 

Eya1 and 2 are most specifically expressed in the epaxial and hypaxial regions of the anterior 

and middle region, but not the posterior somites. In Six1/4 and Eya1/2 double mutants, all 

hypaxial muscles are absent and epaxial muscle are less affected (Grifone et al., 2005; Grifone 

et al., 2007). Here, Pax3 expression is lost in the hypaxial region, and cells undergo apoptosis 

or are found mislocated, and change fates. Pax3 is thought to be normally upregulated by Six 

through a hypaxial enhancer (Brown et al., 2005). Furthermore, Six acts on regulatory 

sequences of the MRFs, notably Mrf4 and Myf5, on a hypaxial specific regulatory element 

(Giordani et al., 2007). Six also binds the CE enhancer of Myod at -20 kb as well as a distal 

enhancer at -6 kb (DRR, distal regulatory region) (Relaix et al., 2013). In addition, Six controls 

the expression of Myog through proximal regulatory elements (Spitz et al., 1998). Six has not 

been shown to activate the EEE region of the Myf5 locus, suggesting that its role in epaxial 

development might be less prominent, as observed Six1/4 mutants. Six1/4 also activate the 

expression of fast fibre genes, and Sox6, which represses the expression of slow fibre type 

genes (Niro et al., 2010). In this context, it was also shown that Six1 and Eya1 can convert slow 

and fast fibre types when their expression is artificially increased. Notably, Six1 also plays a 

role in adult stem cells, were it regulates their self-renewing potential (Grand et al., 2012). 

 

 Meox1 and Meox2 are transcription factors expressed in somites. Meox2 is required 

for limb muscle formation as an activator of myogenesis, particularly in the forelimb (Mankoo 

et al., 1999). In Meox2 mutants, Pax3 is downregulated and Myf5 expression is delayed. As for 

repressors of myogenesis, Msx1 and Sim2 are expressed in the migratory limb progenitors, and 

they repress the transcription of Myod by recruiting the repressive Polycomb complex at its -

20kb enhancer region (Havis et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2011). In Msx1 mutants, Myf5 is 

upregulated (Wang et al., 2011). Msx1 is regulated by Tcf4, a key transcription factor for 

connective tissue development (Miller et al., 2007). Forced expression of Msx1 in fibroblasts 

prevents transdifferentiation by Myod, in accordance with its role as a repressor of myogenesis. 

Msx1 function is necessary to delay the onset of differentiation and maintain the progenitor pool 

(Bendall et al., 1999). Interestingly, Msx1 is a key transcription factor for craniofacial 

development and it promotes cranial neural crest survival and patterning, a tissue that does not 

give rise to skeletal muscles (Ishii et al., 2005; Montarras et al., 2013; Soleimani et al., 2012b). 
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 Pitx genes also play a prominent role in myogenesis (Hernandez-Torres et al., 2017). 

These transcription factors were first described for their involvement in pituary development, 

but were found to act on trunk and craniofacial development, left/right asymmetry as well as 

multiple other organs (Gage et al., 1999). Pitx2 is the most extensively studied gene in 

myogenesis out of the 3 members of the paired-related homeodomain transcription factors. In 

the embryo, Pitx2 is expressed in myogenic progenitors while Pitx3 is expressed in 

differentiated cells. In Pitx2 loss-of-function mice, limb muscles are severely affected 

(Hernandez-Torres et al., 2017). Pitx2 can directly activate Myod by binding to the -20kb 

enhancer, and in the absence of Pitx2, Myod is downregulated. However, Pitx2 was also 

reported to promote proliferation in the somite, as proliferation was reduced in its absence 

(Kioussi et al., 2002). In the trunk, Pitx2;Myf5;Mrf4 triple mutants show a complete lack of 

muscle, a similar phenotype to the Pax3 mutant, suggesting that Pitx2 is a downstream effector 

of Pax3 (L’Honoré et al., 2010). Indeed, when Pax3 is overexpressed, Pitx2 was found to be 

upregulated, and thus to be a potential direct target (Lagha et al., 2010).  

 

1. Head myogenesis 

 Muscles of the head and neck form a highly heterogeneous group. The intricate bone 

arrangement of the mammalian skull is accompanied by a complex network of more than 60 

muscles. They allow a wide range of movements, with tremendous differences in force. For 

instance, humans can crush food with strong mandibular muscles while maintaining breathing, 

facial expressions, speech and eye movements, all with astonishing coordination. This 

complexity is joined by a great diversity of origin and distinct regulatory mechanisms (Arnold, 

2020; Chai and Maxson, 2006; Heude et al., 2018; Kelly, 2013; Noden and Francis‐West, 2006; 

Sambasivan et al., 2009; Tzahor, 2015). 

Cranial and neck musculature can be divided into two groups depending on their origin: those 

derived from unsegmented cranial paraxial mesoderm, (cardiopharyngeal mesoderm (CPM) 

and prechordal mesoderm (PCM)), and those derived from somites. Those derived from 

unsegmented cranial mesoderm include EOMs, mandibular, facial, pharyngeal, soft palate and 

laryngeal muscles, as well as few muscles of the neck (comprising the cucullaris-derived 

muscles, discussed below). Somite-derived muscles include the tongue, and some neck muscles 

(Michailovici et al., 2015; Schubert et al., 2018) (Figure 11). 
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A. The pharyngeal arches: the source of branchiomeric muscles 

 CPM is contained in “pharyngeal arches” (PAs), which are transient structures in 

development, visible as multiple pairs of swellings forming sequentially on the ventrolateral 

sides of the developing foregut (Figure 11). Together with the frontonasal prominence, which 

will form the forehead and the nose, the pharyngeal arches give rise to most of the face and 

neck. Each pharyngeal arch contains neural crest mesenchyme, a mesodermal core, innervation 

and vascularization (Frisdal and Trainor, 2014). Neural crest cells (NCCs), are a vertebrate-

specific population of multipotent progenitors that give rise to most of the craniofacial 

structures, including cartilage, bone, connective tissue and innervation (Douarin and Kalcheim, 

1999; Gans and Northcutt, 1983; Green et al., 2015; Kuratani, 2007; Noden, 1983; Santagati 

and Rijli, 2003; Ziermann et al., 2018).  

 Between each arch, the endoderm and ectoderm are pinched together, forming 

pharyngeal pouches and clefts (Dennis, 2019). Pharyngeal pouches give rise to the eustachian 

tube, tonsils, and glands such as the thymus, parathyroid glands and ultimobranchial bodies 

(Carlson, 2014). Pharyngeal clefts give rise to the external auditory tube, and cervical sinus 

(Carlson, 2014; Dennis, 2019). The organization of the PAs is also highly conserved from 

invertebrate chordates such as amphioxus (even in absence of NCCs), to vertebrate agnathans 

and gnasthostomes including avians, squamates, and mammals. The number of arches varies 

between species but all developing vertebrate possesses this pharyngeal conformation (Graham, 

2001; Miyashita, 2016; Poopalasundaram et al., 2019). Since this organization is thought to 

originate from gills (“branchiae” in latin), the muscles derived from these arches are sometimes 

referred to as “branchiomeric muscles”. In mammals, there are 5 pairs of PAs. Classically, the 

numbering of these arches has been 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, arguing that derivatives of the 5th arch 

degenerate as they appear in development (Frisdal and Trainor, 2014). Recent reports have 

since questioned this nomenclature, arguing that there is no convincing justification for this odd 

numbering (Graham et al., 2019). However, this issue being rather recent, herein, we will use 

the traditional nomenclature of arch 4 and 6 while referring to them as “caudal arches”.  
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Figure 11. Head myogenic progenitors and their derivatives. 

(A-B) Sagittal and ventral schematic views of the developing mouse embryo, showing the 

anatomy of the early pharyngeal apparatus and its myogenic compartments. E: Eye, F: 

Foregut, FNP: Frontonasal process, NP: Nasopharynx, OP: Oropharynx 

(C-D) Sagittal schematic view of a newborn mouse highlighting the derivatives of the 

embryonic structures.  
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Head muscles arise from CPM, with the exception of the EOM, that derive from CPM and 

prechordal mesoderm (Diogo et al., 2015; Evans and Noden, 2006; Noden and Francis‐West, 

2006). PCM is defined mainly by its location, anterior to the notochord. It is known to 

contribute to the EOMs, but its boundaries with regards to the CPM (and their relevance for 

embryogenesis) are not well established (Ziermann et al., 2018). CPM progenitors were shown 

to give rise to both cranial and cardiac muscles, with specific clonal relationships (Diogo et al., 

2015). Interestingly, lineage studies in mouse demonstrated that specific head muscles have a 

clonal ancestry with specific parts of the heart (Lescroart et al., 2010; Lescroart et al., 2015) 

These results suggest that 3 main “CPM fields” of multipotent progenitors can be distinguished: 

1)EOM-PA1-Right Ventricle, 2) PA2-Pulmonary trunk-Aorta, 3) Caudal arches-Atria-Caval 

veins-Pulmonary vein (Figure 12). Interestingly, these 3 clonal CPM fields might correspond 

to the 3 main streams of NCCs from the dorsal side of the embryo to the ventral side. Indeed, 

in the pharyngeal arches, neural crest is completely surrounding the CPM mesodermal core 

(Douarin and Kalcheim, 1999; Frisdal and Trainor, 2014). During this phase, CPM myogenic 

progenitors and NCCs are juxtaposed, and NCCs have been shown to provide cues to pattern 

cranial muscles once myogenesis has been initiated (Rinon et al., 2007). This intricate 

relationship will be developed further in Chapter IV. 

B. The caudal arch muscles 

Muscles derived from the caudal pharyngeal arches (4-6) comprise the soft palate 

muscles (except the tensor veli palatini and the tensor tympani which derive from the first arch), 

pharyngeal constrictor, laryngeal, esophageal, trapezius and sternocleidomastoid muscles. In 

comparison with muscles of the first and second arches, these muscles have been less well 

investigated, and no markers are currently available (Lescroart et al., 2015; Naumann et al., 

2017; Ziermann et al., 2018). To clarify the genetic regulatory networks operating in the caudal 

arches, we investigated the expression patterns of Hox genes and found that Hoxb4 expression 

specifies the anterior boundary of the caudal arches (Annex 2). More specifically, Hoxb4 

delineates the mesenchymal frontier between arch 3 and 4. The origin of caudal arch-derived 

muscles has long been a subject of controversy, and most of them are absent in avian models 

and reptiles (Smith, 1992). 
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B. The cardiopharyngeal mesoderm 

 

 

This lack of information is possibly related to the facts that these muscles are not all 

directly visible in a whole mount preparation of mouse embryo, their development timeline is 

shifted compared with anterior muscles and their anatomy is particularly complex (Figure 13). 

Figure 12. Branchiomeric and cardiac muscles have common ancestors. 

(A) Hierarchical representation of cardiopharyngeal progenitors. FHF: First heart field (an 

initial population of cardiac progenitor giving rise to the left ventricle), SHF: Second wave of 

cardiac progenitors, associated with head muscles), aSHF, pSHF: anterior and posterior heart 

field. Adapted from (Buckingham, 2017). 

(B) Ilustration of head and cardiac muscle associations. From (Diogo et al., 2015) 

(C) Schematic representation of neural crest migration stream as they populate the cranial 

region. From (Ziermann et al., 2018). 
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The first evidence of muscle formation in pharyngeal, soft palate and laryngeal muscles starts 

at E12.5 and E11.5 in mouse, when most other cranial muscles have undergone terminal 

embryonic differentiation (Grimaldi et al., 2015) (present study). The esophagus striated 

muscles (ESM), were shown to be the most posterior CPM-derived muscles that start to be 

muscularised at around E13.5, and skeletal muscle formation continues into postnatal stages in 

an anteroposterior gradient with the concomittant displacement of smooth muscle cells 

(Baguma-Nibasheka et al., 2019; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2015). Previously thought to originate 

from smooth muscle to striated transdifferentiation (Patapoutian et al., 1995; Rishniw et al., 

2003), ESM progenitors actively migrate along a smooth muscle scaffold from the pharyngeal 

end towards the stomach, through the action of MET/HGF signaling (Comai et al., 2019). 

Laryngeal muscles are one of the most recently acquired in vertebrates and are linked 

to a substantial variety of social and behavioural characteristics of mammals by allowing 

refined vocalizations (Smith, 1992). Despite their importance in communication, their 

development is poorly understood and their origin remains controversial, as retroviral labeling 

experiments have identified them to be derived from the 1st occipital somites in the chick (Evans 

and Noden, 2006). However, as the authors of that study indicate, the boundary between the 

first occipital somite and the unsegmented CPM is particularly challenging to delineate, hinting 

that these muscles could arise from CPM in chick. In mouse, these muscles were shown to be 

CPM-derived, marked by the expression of Isl1 (Heude et al., 2018; Tabler et al., 2017). 

Accordingly, using a Mef2c-AHF-Cre (a specific Mef2c anterior heart field enhancer) line 

(Dodou et al., 2004), a recent cell lineage tracing approach showed that these muscles, some of 

their cartilages, and their surrounding mesenchyme are CPM-derived (Adachi et al., 2020).  

Owing to their location adjacent to the developing foregut, laryngeal myogenic 

progenitors are in range of Shh signaling emanating from the endoderm (Sagai et al., 2017). 

This proximity was found to be relevant in the context NCC expansion into the laryngeal region 

(Tabler et al., 2017). Indeed, contrary to previously reports, the NCC posterior frontier is 

located in the larynx, where it only gives rise to most of the thyroid cartilage and associated 

connective tissues. In Fuz mutant mice, where cilia-mediated Shh signaling is disrupted, this 

frontier is lost and NCC surrounds the foregut, leading to massive morphological defects. More 

subtle disturbance of the pathway using Gli3 loss-of-function leads to milder effects, impacting 

on vocalization frequencies (Tabler et al., 2017). Importantly, the laryngeal muscles in avians 

where most of their vocalization capacity originates from the syrinx are greatly reduced 
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compared with mammals (Kingsley et al., 2018). This specialized muscle structure is located 

at the base of the bronchi and allows tight control of air flow (developed in discussion).  

Although cranial mesodermal progenitors appear relatively early in development, as 

morphogenesis progresses anteroposteriorly, head muscles differentiate later than those in the 

somites. It is interesting to note that Pax7+ stem cells also appear later, from mid-

embryogenesis, after the onset of myogenesis (Nogueira et al., 2015). 

 

 

Figure 13. Developmental timeline of caudal arch-derived muscles. 

Arrows represent the extend of full differentiation across the muscle anlage. 

Darker area in embryos represent the expansion of the caudal arch-derived muscles over time. 

C. Somitic head muscles: neck and tongue 

The tongue is the most anteriorly-located migratory hypaxial muscle originating from 

somites. Myogenic progenitors migrate from the occipital somites into the tongue primordium 
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along the hypoglossal chord (Huang et al., 1999) and invade the neural crest derived 

mesenchyme starting at E11.5 (Han et al., 2012; Parada and Chai, 2015). This migration 

depends on the expression of Pax3/cMet/Hgf, but not Lbx1 (Amano et al., 2002; Bladt et al., 

1995; Dietrich et al., 1999; Gross et al., 2000). Throughout development, tongue myogenic 

progenitors will receive promoting factors from interstitial neural crest cells and the lining 

epithelium, which will be developped further in Chapter IV (Cobourne et al., 2018). Tongue 

muscles originate from a Pax3+/Mesp1+ lineage, specific to occipital somite derivatives. 

Whether this specificity provides distinct phenotypic characteristic is currently unknown.  

Somitic neck muscles are also derived from the occipital somites. In addition to Pax3, 

and similar to tongue muscles, these muscles are marked by Mesp1, a marker of anterior 

mesoderm and heart, unlike the rest of somitic-derived muscles in the trunk and limbs (Heude 

et al., 2018). Similar to the tongue, neck muscles only exhibit slight morphological defects in 

Pax3 mutants, while more posterior somitic muscles are absent (Heude et al., 2018). However, 

in contrast to tongue muscles, somitic neck muscles are not migratory and are unaffected in 

cMet mutants (Vasyutina et al., 2005). This genetic program that overlaps with CPM-derived 

muscles (Mesp1+/Pax3+/Lbx1-), might impart specific properties to these muscles, although 

this remains unexplored. 

D. Gene regulatory network 

Some heterogeneity was described regarding the specific requirement of MRFs for 

different cranial muscles. For example, Myf5;Mrf4 double mutant embryos lack EOMs, yet 

other craniofacial muscles are not overtly perturbed. Using Myf5nlacZ/nlacZ homozygous mice, 

(introduction of nlacZ disrupts both Myf5 and linked Mrf4 in cis), leads to apoptotic b-gal+ 

progenitors in the extraocular region (Sambasivan et al., 2009). Myod and Myog expression 

were greatly reduced in EOM compared to PA1 muscles. In addition, analysis of Myf5loxP/loxP 

and Mrf4-/- embryos (affecting Myf5 only and Mrf4 only, respectively) showed a mild 

phenotype in the EOM for each single mutant, and no phenotype in the PA1 (Kassar-Duchossoy 

et al., 2004; Sambasivan et al., 2009). Interestingly, when Myod was introduced into the Myf5 

locus, development of the EOM was rescued. (Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004; Sambasivan et 

al., 2009). These observations suggest a compensatory mechanism for the loss of Myf5 and 

Mrf4 that would allow activation of Myod, taking place in PA1, but not in EOMs (Sambasivan 

et al., 2009).  
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a) Tbx1 

CPM development depends on the function of Tbx1, a T-box transcription factor 

implicated in the most common microdeletion in human: DiGeorge syndrome (Kelly et al., 

2004). This disease is marked by cardiovascular and craniofacial defects. Studies in mice have 

shown Tbx1 to be the major contributor to the disease, and knock out experiments recapitulate 

a number of human cardiovascular and craniofacial phenotypic traits (Jerome and Papaioannou, 

2001; Kelly et al., 2004). Importantly, the human disease condition reflects a heterozygous 

context while heterozygous mice do not seem to exhibit any severe intrinsic muscle phenotype 

(Jerome and Papaioannou, 2001). Interestingly, phenotypic variability is also observed in 

muscles derived from the 1st arch (mandibular). Indeed, while all of the more caudal muscles 

are absent in Tbx1 mutants, and myogenesis in compromised from cells in 2nd arch, mandibular 

muscles are only partially affected (Grifone et al., 2008). Tbx1 is expressed in mesoderm, 

endoderm and ectoderm, but absent in neural crest (Vitelli et al., 2002). Endodermal expression 

was shown to play a role in pharyngeal arch segmentation, leading to suggestion that the 

myogenic defects seen in arch 2 to 6 could be indirect (Arnold et al., 2006). However, 

mesodermal-specific expression of Tbx1 in a Tbx1 null background rescued most of the defects 

found in the mutant, suggesting that myogenic cells do require Tbx1 cell-autonomously (Zhang 

et al., 2006). These observations were supported by recent studies using chimeric mice from 

our group (Comai et al., 2019). However, it is to be noted that Tbx1 promotes Fgf10, so the 

myogenic defects seen in Tbx1 mutants might be in part due to proliferation defects, which 

depends on FGF signaling (Kong et al., 2014). Analysis Tbx1;Myf5 double mutant embryos 

showed that 1st arch muscles were compromised, placing Tbx1 as a potential regulator of Myod, 

complementary to Myf5 in this region (Sambasivan et al., 2009). This lead us to question the 

compensatory potential of Tbx1 in maintaining the integrity of craniofacial musles in Tbx1+/-

;Myf5nlacZ/nlacZ (Annex 1C). In these mutants, Myf5 and Mrf4 are disrupted, and a single copy 

of Tbx1 is functional. We did not find obvious defect in muscles of the face, mandible and 

larynx. However, a more detailed analysis needs to be performed to assess the complete 

phenotype of these muscles. Several reports have highlighted the role of transcription factors 

other than Tbx1 in cranial myogenesis, thereby adding further layers on complexity within this 

genetic regulatory network (Figure 14). 
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b) Tcf21/Msc 

Tcf21 and Msc are transcription factors expressed in cranial myogenic progenitors 

before MRF expression. In Tcf21;Msc double mutant embryos, masticatory muscles are absent 

and Myf5 expression is reduced. In Msc mutants, Myf5 and Myod expression are reduced but 

Tbx1 is upregulated, indicating that cells are less prone to myogenic commitment. Regulatory 

sequences of Myf5 and Myod bind TCF21 and MSC to initiate myogenenesis in pharyngeal 

arches (Moncaut et al., 2012). MSC was found to bind similar targets as MYOD (MacQuarrie 

et al., 2012).  

      

 

Figure 14. Gene regulatory networks of branchiomeric muscles. 

Little is known about the genetic hierarchy governing head myogenesis. It is likely that Tbx1 

regulated both expansion of progenitors at early stages and activation of myogenesis at the 

appropriate timing. More mechanistic studies need to be carried out to uncover the gene 

requirement of other pharyngeal arch muscles. 
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c) Six family 

Six genes appear to have a more restricted role during craniofacial development. Six1/4 

double mutants do not show any phenotype in the head, most likely because of compensatory 

effects from other Six family members (Maire et al., 2020). However, analysis of Six1;Eya1 

double mutant mice revealed hypoplasic muscles of the extraocular region in addition to 

muscles originating from PA1 and PA2. Furthermore, comparing Six1 and Eya1 expression in 

Tbx1 mutant embryos, and Tbx1 expression in Six1;Eya1 double knock-outs suggested that 

Tbx1 lies upstream of Six1/Eya1 (Guo et al., 2011; Maire et al., 2020). Interestingly, Six1a 

disruption in zebrafish leads to the absence of EOM, suggesting a rearrangement of Six genes 

required in the head myogenesis hierarchy during evolution, and the relationship with Tbx in 

cranial mesoderm in zebrafish remains unknown (Lin et al., 2009). 

d) Pitx2 

In the case of the extraocular muscles, deletion of Pitx2 causes apoptosis in the muscle 

primordia, reminiscent of the Myf5;Mrf4 double mutant (Sambasivan et al., 2009; Zacharias et 

al., 2010). In the 1st pharyngeal arch, the absence of upstream myogenic cells results in a 

specification defect and reduction of the overall size of the primitive jaw, suggesting that Pitx2 

acts also on other tissues (Shih et al., 2007). In this case, early markers of PA1 muscle 

progenitors like Tcf21 and Msc were also absent. Pitx2 is more highly expressed in the EOM 

than any other muscle examined, and it promotes the transcription of EOM specific genes (Zhou 

et al., 2012). Taken together, Pitx2 is considered to be an essential upstream regulator of the 

extraocular muscles, controlling both proliferation and lineage commitment. It has been 

proposed that Pitx2 might contribute to the unique features that EOM exhibit, such as sparing 

in some myopathies (Kaminski et al., 2002; Man et al., 2005; Schoser and Pongratz, 2006; 

Stuelsatz et al., 2015). Considering its involvement in other muscles (particularly the 1st arch), 

it is also thought to be a potent compensatory effector to initiate myogenesis, as shown in the 

partial mandibular defect seen in the PA1 derivatives in Tbx1 mutant (Grifone et al., 2008). 

e) Lhx2 

Lhx2 is a transcription factor that plays a role in pharyngeal arch myogenesis. Lhx2 

acts downstream of Tbx1, Pitx2, and Tcf21, which directly regulate it, and upstream of Myf5 

(Harel et al., 2012). Lhx2 mutants has defect in muscle specification and patterning in the head. 
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In Tbx1;Lhx2 double mutant embryos, head muscles are absent (Harel et al., 2012). In addition, 

more Isl1+ cells and less Pax7+ cells are found in the PA1, indicating that Lhx2 might play a 

role in promoting myogenic commitment in the CPM. 

f) Isl1 

Isl1 a marks cardiopharyngeal mesoderm, both in the cardiac and muscle lineages. The 

early lethality of Isl1 mutant embryos (before myogenesis is established) has made functional 

studies of this regulator challenging (Cai et al., 2003). Nevertheless, Isl1 was shown to repress 

myogenic differentiation in chick (Tzahor and Evans, 2011), and can promote proliferation 

within the cardiac lineage (Cai et al., 2003). Isl1 expression was found to be upregulated 

following exogeneous administration of BMP4, consistent with the anti-myogenic effect of 

BMP4 in the somites, while promoting cardiac markers (Harel et al., 2009). More recently, our 

group developed a chimeric model to study the cell autonomous requirement of Isl1 (Comai et 

al., 2019). The focus of this study was on the esophageal muscle, a muscle that was described 

to be derived from cardiopharyngeal mesoderm (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2015). The analysis of 

Isl1 null chimaeric embryos showed that lineage marked Isl1 null cells did not contribute to 

striated esophageal muscles, suggesting a cell autonomous requirement of Isl1 for that muscle 

(Comai et al., 2019). The contribution of Isl1 null cells to other cranial-derived muscles remains 

to be explored. 

g) cMet 

cMET is a receptor for HGF ligand and this signaling pathway promotes migration of 

progenitors, well studied for their involvement in limb myogenesis (Birchmeier and Brohmann, 

2000; Bladt et al., 1995; Buckingham and Rigby, 2014). In the head, cMet is necessary for 

tongue, facial muscles (PA2), and esophagus striated muscle (caudal arch) development (Comai 

et al., 2019; Prunotto et al., 2004). Interestingly, in the cMet mutant, esophageal muscle 

progenitors are found at the base of the pharynx and they do not migrate posteriorly into the 

esophagus, yet the laryngeal and pharyngeal muscles form normally in these mutants (Comai 

et al., 2019). 

h) Cxcr4/Sdf1 

CXCR4 and its ligand SDF1 is a known signaling pathway necessary for cell 

migration, and together with Met signaling, it is required for limb and tongue development 
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(Vasyutina et al., 2005). In keeping with the requirement for Met for migration of 2nd arch 

progenitors, these cells require the expression of Cxcr4. In Cxcr4 mutants, myogenic 

progenitors were shown to be reduced in PA2-derivatives but normal in PA1-derivatives 

(Yahya et al., 2020). When beads containing CXCR4 inhibitors were applied to the proximal 

part of PA2, myogenic expression was reduced. Conversely, when SDF was applied, more 

myogenic expression was observed in PA2. Surprisingly, the authors also reported reduction or 

absence of non somitic neck muscles, such as the trapezius muscles and sternocleidomastoid 

(Yahya et al., 2020). Given that these muscles have not been reported to be actively migratory, 

it would be interesting to reevaluate their disposition in other mutant models, including Met and 

Lbx1 knock-outs. 
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Chapter IV 

Extrinsic cues to diversity 

 Throughout the body, skeletal muscles are associated with a variety of tissues 

including nerves, vasculature, immune cells, tendons, bones and connective tissue. 

Interestingly, muscle-associated connective tissue (MCT) plays a predominant role in 

embryonic development, adult contractile function and force transmission, and injury repair 

(Biferali et al., 2019; Nassari et al., 2017; Passerieux et al., 2007; Sefton and Kardon, 2019). 

Anatomically in the adult, MCT has been defined as 3 layers in muscle: the epimysium, 

perimysium and endomysium (Passerieux et al., 2007). Each myofibre is ensheathed in 

endomysium, while perimysium surrounds the fascicle, and epimysium surrounds the whole 

muscle and connects the myotendinous junction (Passerieux et al., 2007).  

 

 MCT cells are challenging to categorize since some specific features are often shared 

among different populations. Production of ECM structural molecules like collagens and 

proteoglycans, fibro/osteo/adipogenic potential in vitro, and transcription factors are often 

common features (Muhl et al., 2020). As a consequence, terms like “mesenchymal stromal/stem 

cells”, “connective tissue”, “fibroblastic/fibrogenic”, and “pericytes” are found used 

interchangeably. However, MCTs taken from different parts of the body were found to have 

specific properties in human, possibly related to their developmental origin (Sacchetti et al., 

2016). Thus, it is important to understand how MCT arise in development and how they interact 

with myogenic progenitors to establish skeletal muscles at various locations in the body.  

3. Trunk and limb connective tissue guides muscle formation 

 Trunk and limb connective tissues derive from mesoderm. Some MCT can arise from 

the somites, and associate with epaxial or hypaxial muscles. These muscles are named 

“primaxial” (or “closer to the axis”, i.e. the neural tube) (Burke and Nowicki, 2003). Lateral 

plate mesoderm (LPM), can also give rise to connective tissue, such as in the limb and some 

hypaxial muscles (Prummel et al., 2020). Hypaxial muscles with LPM-derived MCT are known 

as “abaxial” (or “not on the axis”). The separation between somite-derived and LPM-derived 

MCT is called the “lateral somitic frontier” (Burke and Nowicki, 2003; Nowicki et al., 2003). 
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Figure 15. Epaxial and hypaxial muscle connective tissue development. 

MCT can arise from the somite and associate with primaxial muscles (epaxial or hypaxial), or 

from the LPM and associated with abaxial muscles (hypaxial only) (Sefton and Kardon, 2019).  

A. Primaxial muscle connective tissue 

 In addition to epaxial and hypaxial muscles, the somites give rise to many other 

lineages, including dermis, adipocytes, smooth muscle, angioblasts, cartilage, bone, tendon, and 

connective tissue. As myogenic cells originate from the dermomyotome, mesenchymal 

progenitors arise from the sclerotome, located ventromedially. Another compartment, called 

the syndetome, forms from the cranial and caudal edges of the sclerotome, upon signals from 

the myotome (Brent and Tabin, 2004; Brent et al., 2003; Brent et al., 2005). Although no study 

has yet formally showed it, it is presumably in this context of dense mesenchymal heterogeneity 

that somitic connective tissue forms (Burke and Nowicki, 2003). Avian transplantation 

experiments have shown that some somitic muscles possess somite-derived connective tissue 

(Saberi et al., 2017) (Figure 15). Transgenic labeling of Scleraxis (Scx), a transcription factor 

found in the syndetome, show Scx+ cells in epaxial muscles (Deries et al., 2010). Taken 

together, it is likely that primaxial MCT arises from the syndetome. However, more detailed 
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analyses need to be carried out to understand the specific mechanisms regulating MCT as 

opposed to tendon or chondrogenic fates. 

 The morphogenic events establishing muscle patterns remain unclear. Sequential 

whole-mount immunofluorescences showed that epaxial muscles form through a multistep 

process of translocation, re-orientation, elongation, and cleavage of the myotome (Deries et al., 

2010). Consistenly with that, the same authors showed in another study that epaxial muscle 

formation in the somites is associated with changes in ECM components (Deries et al., 2011). 

Both the dermomyotome and the myotome appear to be surrounded by laminin-rich ECM that 

is actively remodeled at each stage of myogenic development. When myocytes start appearing, 

the laminin layer disassembles and fibronectin is deposited around myogenic cells. This 

suggests that fibronectin deposition may be associated with myogenic maturation in the epaxial 

muscles (Deries et al., 2011). Given that fibroblasts were found within the myotome, it is 

possible that these fibroblasts participate to muscle formation by regulating fibronectin 

expression.  

B. Abaxial muscle connective tissue 

 Abaxial MCT is derived from lateral plate mesoderm (LPM). However, the anterior-

most boundary of LPM is not well defined and it is possible that the nomenclature of anterior 

LPM, CPM, and PCM overlap in this region (Prummel et al., 2020). More generally, LPM gives 

rise to blood, heart, the cardiovascular system, kidneys, smooth muscle, skeleton and 

connective tissue and it is located lateral to the somites (Durland et al., 2008). Although some 

markers have been used to track LPM during development in different animal models, these 

markers do not always coincide resulting in conflicting results (Prummel et al., 2020). Abaxial 

muscles comprise those in the limbs and some hypaxial muscles including the ventral region 

(Burke and Nowicki, 2003; Nowicki et al., 2003) (Figure 15).  

a) Connective tissue of ventral muscles 

 Hox genes define regional identity of tissues along the anteroposterior (rostrocaudal) 

axis (Krumlauf, 1994) (discussed in Chapter VI). Muscles along the body axis express Hox 

genes corresponding to their position. Interestingly, when somitic hypaxial progenitors were 

transplanted into a different region of the body, they expressed Hox genes of the local LPM 

(Nowicki and Burke, 2000). This data suggests that LPM-derived MCT may instruct local 
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identity to the developing muscle. A study examining the effect of the loss of Pitx2 in abaxial 

abdominal muscles suggested that Pitx2-driven repressive regulation of Hox genes guides 

muscle patterning (Eng et al., 2012). In Pitx2 mutant embryos, abdominal muscles are 

mispatterned as they elongate and sustain normal MRF expression. The authors concluded that 

perturbations of these muscles arose from a cell non-autonomous role of the LPM-derived MCT 

determining muscle progenitor orientation (Eng et al., 2012). In an LPM-specific context using 

a Prx1-Cre line, loss of Fat1, an atypical Fat-like cadherin planar cell polarity molecule, 

resulted in a hypoplasic ventral cutaneous maximus muscle, with deformed myofibres 

(Helmbacher, 2018). This study provided a clear example of the implication of LPM-derived 

MCT in muscle formation. 

 The diaphragm is an essential mammalian muscle and its development was recently 

examined in detail (Sefton et al., 2018). From sequential temporal views of diaphragm 

myogenesis, it appears that the pleuroperitoneal folds, which precede muscle expansion and 

innervation, first establish a scaffold. This LPM-derived MCT expresses Gata4 as a marker 

(which is affected in human congenital defects). Gata4 promotes the secretion of myogenesis-

inducing factors and thus promotes myogenic expansion. 

b) Limb muscle connective tissue 

 Limb muscle development has been extensively studied due to its accessibility in 

chick/quail transplantation studies, and the availability of genetic tools for known markers of 

the different regions regulating muscle morphogenesis and myogenesis. Myogenic and 

connective tissue lineages can be traced in mouse using: Pax3Cre/Pax7Cre/Pax7CreER (for the 

muscle compartment) and Tg:Prx1-Cre/Tg:Prx1-CreER (for the LPM-derived MCT) (Durland 

et al., 2008; Engleka et al., 2005; Hasson et al., 2010; Lepper et al., 2011; Logan et al., 2002; 

Murphy et al., 2011). Additionally, markers of MCT have been identified as Tcf4, and Osr1 

(for a subset of limb MCT) (Kardon et al., 2003; Vallecillo-García et al., 2017). Limb MCT, as 

well as bone, tendon and cartilage derive from LPM (Prummel et al., 2020). Interestingly, a 

lineage study performed in chick showed that limb tendon and MCT derive from one lineage 

while perichondrium and cartilage derive from a separate lineage (Pearse et al., 2007). It is 

unclear if such distinction is operating in the somites. LPM mesenchymal progenitors first form 

the limb primordium (called “limb bud”) starting from E9.5. This process initiates with the 

expression of Tbx5 and Tbx4 in the forelimb and hindlimb respectively (induced by Hox genes, 

discussed in Chapter III). These T-box transcription factors establish the identity of the limb 
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and initiate an Fgf10-Fgf8 feedback loop between mesenchyme and overlying ectoderm 

promoting limb expansion in the proximo-distal axis. Specification in the anteroposterior axis 

is dictated by Shh signaling emanating from the zone of polarizing activity, promoting FGF 

production in the apical ectodermal ridge. These 2 signaling centers promote the expansion of 

underlying LPM. During this process, HGF/SF and SDF1 are secreted by LPM-derived 

mesenchyme to attract Met+/Cxcr4+ myogenic precursors to the site of terminal differentiation, 

as described above (Dietrich et al., 1999; Heymann et al., 1996; Vasyutina et al., 2005) (Figure 

16). In addition to these chemotractant mechanisms, the LPM also produces repulsive signals, 

in the form of EPHRINA5 (ligand) that acts on EPHRIN4 (receptor)-expressing myogenic 

progenitors. This interaction was suggested to result in repulsion of myogenic cells away from 

the peripheral limb bud towards the central region, where it is not active (Swartz et al., 2001).  

 Once myogenic progenitors arrive into the limb bud, muscle patterning occurs 

resulting in alignment of muscle fibres along their future trajectories leading to proper muscle 

attachments to the bones. During this process also, LPM-derived MCT have been proposed to 

play a predominant role in patterning (Figure 16). Strinkingly, even in absence of muscle, non-

muscle cells are organized in a “muscle-like” arrangement (Grim and Wachtler, 1991).  

 

Figure 16. Limb muscle and connective tissue development. 

(A) Feedback loops between mesenchyme and signaling centers initiate limb bud formation 

(B) Chemotractant signals (HGF) and repulsive signals (Ephrins, not shown) guide muscle 

progenitors into the limb bud. 

(C) Connective tissue subtypes carrying patterning identity support proper myofibre 

orientation. Adapted from (Helmbacher and Stricker, 2020). 
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Tcf4 was shown to play a central role in MCT prepatterning. Tcf4+ cells were found 

in the limb bud arranged in a muscle-specific conformation in a muscle-less limb. Furthermore, 

loss of function and gain of function experiments of Tcf4 resulted in mispatterned or ectopic 

limb muscle (Kardon et al., 2003). These results suggest that limb MCT guides naïve myogenic 

progenitors through attractive and repulsive signals, and promotes myogenic growth in a 

prepatterned limb bud to establish proper orientation and function. 

 Importantly, a few upstream transcription factors of MCT fibroblasts have been 

identified such as Tbx3-5, Hoxa11/d11 and Osr1. Tbx3 and Tcf4 were shown to affect muscle 

patterning in a muscle-independent manner, as Pax3Cre-driven deletion does not lead to muscle 

phenotypes (Colasanto et al., 2016; Mathew et al., 2011). Notably, Osr1 and Tbx5 regulate the 

number and shape of Myod+ progenitors, while Tbx5 appears to control myogenic 

differentiation (Colasanto et al., 2016; Vallecillo-García et al., 2017). Importantly, when Osr1 

is depleted, limb LPM-derived cells adopt a more chondrogenic/tenogenic behaviour, which 

suggests a cell fate regulatory role of Osr1 on LPM fibroblasts (Vallecillo-García et al., 2017). 

Sefton and colleagues have described 3 potential mechanisms of action of these transcription 

factors in muscle patterning (Sefton and Kardon, 2019). First, by directly regulating fibroblastic 

cell fate, thus providing competent MCT cells for muscle guidance. Second, by patterning the 

MCT cells, such as in Hoxa11/d11 mutants which display patterning defects of MCT and 

associated muscles (Swinehart et al., 2013). Lastly, they may act on the secretion of molecules 

by the MCT, which are thought to be responsible for muscle guidance. In Tbx5 mutants, MCT 

cells express less N-CADHERIN and b-CATENIN, and in a more disorganized manner 

(Hasson et al., 2010). Osr1 on the other hand, promotes secretion of SDF, BMP4 and COLVI 

(Vallecillo-García et al., 2017). In addition, members of the FGF family emanating from the 

LPM promote proliferation of myogenic progenitors (Robson and Hughes, 1996).  

 Taken together, extensive work in limb development has shown that the MCT plays 

an instrumental role in appendicular muscle formation through secreted molecules (ex. positive 

and negative chemotaxis, growth factors, and ECM components), and prepatterning capacity. 
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3. Head connective tissue 

 

A. The neural crest guides head muscle formation 

 

Figure 17. Contribution of neural crest cells to the head. 

(A) Neural crest cells delaminate and migrate from the dorsal side of the neural tube during 

fusion (Green et al., 2015). 

(B) NCCs further migrate towards the ventral side of the embryo and invade the pharyngeal 

and cardiac regions (Carlson, 2014). 

(C) These cells give rise to most structures of the face (Carlson, 2014).  
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a) Origin and contribution 

Neural crest cells (NCCs) are a multipotent population of cells that delaminate from 

the neural folds during neurulation. Following EMT, these cells migrate dorsoventrally on each 

side of the embryo and populate the pharyngeal arches, skull and frontonasal process. Their 

contribution to the head is extensive, as most bones and connective tissue of the face, jaw, bones 

of the middle ear (malleus, incus, and stapes), as well as the cartilages of the neck are NCC-

derived (Chai and Maxson, 2006; Evans and Noden, 2006; Jiang et al., 2002; Noden, 1983; 

Noden and Trainor, 2005; Ziermann et al., 2018) (Figure 17). NCCs also give rise to the 

odontoblasts and pulp of teeth, sensory neurons and glia that integrate with the ectoderm-

derived sensory placode neurons, pericytes, and smooth muscle surrounding the vasculature. In 

the trunk, NCCs give rise to melanocytes, adrenal gland cells, neurons of the dorsal root ganglia, 

sympathetic chain, and enteric nervous system (Douarin and Kalcheim, 1999; Vega-Lopez et 

al., 2017). This active migration starts around week 4 in human and E8.5 in mouse. NCCs are 

specific to vertebrates and play a critical role in cranial and cardiovascular development as they 

give rise to most of the craniofacial structures and the outflow tract of the heart. Cells derived 

from the neural crest express Wnt1 during delamination and Sox10 during subsequent 

migration, which conveniently allows tracing of these populations by transgenic markers 

(Debbache et al., 2018).  

b) Role of NCC in muscle patterning 

Similar to limb myogenic cells and their LPM-derived MCT, the interactions between cranial 

muscles and NCCs has been widely studied. Muscle patterning by NCCs was demonstrated 

when presumptive NCCs from PA1 were grafted into PA2 or PA3. The resulting ectopic 

anomalies resembled formation of a beak and eustachian tube-like depression, characteristic of 

1st pharyngeal pouch derivatives (Noden, 1983). This striking result suggested that NCCs are 

pre-instructed with identity information as they propagate through the head. Additionally, 

patterns of muscles similar to those found in the arch of origin were observed in the donor, 

suggesting that NCCs can also pattern associated muscles. Similarly, transplantation 

experiments done between quail and duck, which have significant differences in beak shape, 

showed that transplanting quail NCC in duck donor embryos led to quail-like beak features and 

quail-like attachment sites from duck-derived muscles (Tokita and Schneider, 2009).  
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Studies in axolotl showed that removal of NCCs severely impacted muscle patterning, 

but not initial positioning (Ericsson et al., 2004). Similarly, a seminal study by Rinon et al. 

focused on the initiation of myogenesis and patterning defects of myogenic cells in the absence 

of neural crest. Consistently with the previous study, results indicated that while NCCs are 

dispensable for muscle initiation, they are necessary for patterning the developing muscle 

(Rinon et al., 2007). It was shown that NCCs act to repress WNTs and BMPs and promote 

proliferation, differentiation and proper orientation of muscle fibres (Rinon et al., 2007; Tzahor 

et al., 2003). In the extraocular context, Pitx2 is required cell autonomously for both myogenic 

and neural crest cells (Evans and Gage, 2005; Zacharias et al., 2010). NCC-specific deletion of 

Pitx2 leads to misalignment of EOM fibres (Evans and Gage, 2005).  

Notably, a substantial part of the head is not under the regulation of Hox genes (Couly 

et al., 1998). These homeobox transcription factors are well known for determining identity of 

segments along the anteroposterior axis (Burke, 1999; Ehehalt et al., 2004; Jacob et al., 1975; 

Kieny et al., 1972). However, head morphology is regulated in part by another set of homeobox 

transcription factors called the Dlx genes (distal-less) (Depew et al., 2005; Frisdal and Trainor, 

2014; Heude et al., 2010). Similar to the combinatorial "Hox code" found in the body, a "Dlx 

code" in the head was found to govern the identity of structural components in the proximo-

distal (dorso-ventral) axis (Depew et al., 2005; Sumiyama and Tanave, 2020) (Figure 18). Dlx 

genes are expressed in neural crest-derived mesenchyme, and their misexpression has led to 

striking homeotic transformations. For example, in a Dlx5;Dlx6 double mutant background, 

jaw identity is lost leading to a duplicated maxilla in the mandibular domain, with vibrissae and 

palatal rugae (Depew et al., 2002). Heude et al. demonstrated that NCC activity in non-skeletal 

elements of Dlx5/6 was required for jaw muscle patterning (Heude et al., 2010). In addition, 

analysis of human patients with hemifacial macrosomia displaying normal bone development 

but affected jaw muscles suggests that NCC-derived MCT defects in those patients are 

responsible for masticatory muscle mispatterning (Heude et al., 2011). 
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Figure 18. Hox code and Dlx code in the developing head  
The mandibular and maxillar process of the first arch are not subject to Hox expression. 

However, the Dlx code determine the identity of neural crest-derived structures.  

From (Minoux and Rijli, 2010)  

 

 

Tongue muscles have proven to be another valuable model for the study of tissue-

tissue interactions (Cobourne et al., 2018; Han et al., 2012; Han et al., 2014; Iwata et al., 2013; 

Millington et al., 2017). These muscles derive from the occipital somites, and populate the 

neural-crest-filled tongue primordium following an anterior migration along the hypoglossal 

chord (Han et al., 2012). In addition, the tongue length spans from PA1 to PA4, thus potentially 

receiving positional cues at different anteroposterior positions (Parada et al., 2012). As 

indicated above, migration of tongue progenitors relies on MET/HGF signaling, although it is 

not clear if HGF is only expressed along the hypoglossal chord or if NCCs are also a source of 

chemotractant molecules, similarly to the LPM for limb muscles (Dietrich et al., 1999). 

Additionally, NCC-specific cilia-dependent GLI activity is necessary for migration and survival 

of tongue progenitors (Millington et al., 2017). In the tongue bud, cell autonomous and non-
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autonomous TGFb signaling promotes tongue muscle proliferation and differentiation (Han et 

al., 2012; Han et al., 2014; Hosokawa et al., 2010; Iwata et al., 2013).  

Finally, analysis of parrots, which have evolved a second jaw, suggests that the 

emergence of new muscles is associated with appearance of novel NCC-derived structures 

(Tokita et al., 2013). 

Taken together, these studies indicate that NCC is the major constituent of cranial 

muscle connective tissue, and it is instrumental in guiding head muscle development.  

In summary, skeletal muscle formation critically depends on surrounding stromal cells 

for proliferative and positional cues 
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Chapter V 

When intrinsic meets extrinsic 

  

Figure 19. Promiscuity of myogenic and non-myogenic fates in somitic development. 

Upstream myogenic progenitors give rise to a variety of cell types in embryos. Several studies 

have described a fine balancing act between myogenic and non-myogenic fates. Additionally, 

limb LPM connective tissue was reported to merge with myogenic cells at the myotendinous 

junction. 

1. In the embryo 

Trunk, limb and some cranial muscles derive from multipotent progenitors in the somite, 

which give rise to dermis, endothelium, smooth muscle, brown adipocytes, cartilage, bone, 

tendon and connective tissues (Christ et al., 2007) (Figure 19). Retrospective clonal analysis 

showed that myogenic progenitors and aortic smooth muscle share a common ancestry, and 

Pax3 lineage tracing showed that cells of the blood vessel wall originate from somitic Pax3+ 

cells (Esner et al., 2006). The regulators ensuring a proper balance between the production of 

myogenic and non-myogenic cells have been partially elucidated (Buckingham and Relaix, 

2007). For example, vascular contribution from Pax3+ cells, which operates first, was reported 

to be controlled by reciprocal inhibition between Pax3 and Foxc2 (Lagha et al., 2009). BMP 

and NOTCH signaling promote endothelium and smooth muscle production respectively (Ben-

Yair and Kalcheim, 2008). Prdm16 is a molecular switch between myogenic and brown 

adipocyte lineages (Seale et al., 2008). Surprisingly, lineage-traced Myf5-expressing cells from 
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the central dermomyotome give rise to brown adipocytes and dermis in the embryo (Jimenez et 

al., 2006; Shan et al., 2013). bcatenin (effector of canonical Wnt signaling), was found to be 

necessary and sufficient for the formation of dermis cells from En1+ dorsal dermomyotomal 

cells (Atit et al., 2006).  

Interestingly, the Myf5nlacZ/nlacZ mouse line allows to interrogate the fate of progenitor cells 

in which Myf5 expression is depleted (Tajbakhsh et al., 1996a; Tajbakhsh et al., 1996b). In 

homozygous mutants, the cells that would normally express Myf5 in the intercostal muscles 

change fate and integrate into the ribs as chondrocytes (Tajbakhsh et al., 1996a). Dorsal bgal+ 

cells express dermis markers and ventral cells express Scx+, a connective tissue marker 

(Tajbakhsh et al., 1996a). Additonally, the Myf5-lineage has been found to give rise to 

chondrocytes in the ribs, by Cre-mediated recombination (Haldar et al., 2008).  

Human limb muscle development was recently investigated by scRNAseq (Korrapati et al., 

2019). Intriguingly, a substantial portion of skeletal muscle progenitors had a lower expression 

of myogenic markers and higher expression of connective tissue markers (identified as “skeletal 

muscle mesenchyme” by the authors). Similarly, 2 simultaneous studies currently under review 

suggest that fibroblastic cells directly fuse with the developing myofibre to promote 

myotendinous attachment (Lima et al., 2020; Yaseen-Badarneh et al., 2020). Specifically, in 

one study, Osr1-expressing LPM-derived connective tissue cells were reported to contribute to 

chick and mouse limb striated muscle by fusing with the myofibre at the myotendinous junction, 

following a BMP-induced fibroblast-to-myoblast conversion (Lima et al., 2020). 

2. In the adult 

Following muscle injury and repair, both PICs and mesangioblasts were shown to 

contribute to myofibres (Dellavalle et al., 2007; Mitchell et al., 2010). These cells are marked 

by the expression of PW1, which was shown to confer myogenic potential and the ability to 

cross the blood vessel wall (Bonfanti et al., 2015). Other interstitial cells, negative for Pax7 and 

expressing Twist2 (a marker for dermal lineage), was shown to participate to type IIb (fast 

glycolytic fibres) myofibres both in homeostatic and regenerating conditions (Liu et al., 2017). 

Recent work using scRNAseq identified a population of cells expressing smooth muscle and 

mesenchymal markers (Itga7+/Vcam1-, named “SMMCs”) that have a myogenic potential in 

vitro (Giordani et al., 2019).  
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 Another study where stem cells were cultured in vitro with aged mouse serum showed 

that about 10% of MuSCs acquire a fibrogenic phenotype, similarly to aged mouse stem cells, 

due to the activation of Wnt signaling (Brack et al., 2007). Other teams have reported fibro-

adipogenic potential from satellite cell-derived myoblast cultures or single myofibre cultures 

(Asakura et al., 2001; Shefer et al., 2004; Wada et al., 2002). However, some of these reports 

have been challenged due to concerns regarding contamination or in vitro bias (Uezumi et al., 

2014). Other studies have characterised MuSCs as unipotent and proposed that fibrosis arises 

uniquely from mesenchymal progenitors during impaired regeneration (Uezumi et al., 2010; 

Uezumi et al., 2011; Uezumi et al., 2014). Stem cells have been shown to convert to brown 

adipocyte under cold condition, and that this conversion was repressed in normal state by 

miR133, under the control of Myod (Yin et al., 2013). This switch is regulated by Prdm16, a 

transcription factor promoting Pparg (Peroxisome Proliferator Activated Receptor Gamma) 

expression, leading to brown adipocyte fate (Seale et al., 2008; Yin et al., 2013). 

3. A potential bipotent paradigm: medial CPM  

Several studies have suggested that the extent of contribution of neural crest to cranial 

mesenchyme needs reconsideration (Adachi et al., 2020; Comai et al., 2020; Grimaldi et al., 

2015; Heude et al., 2018; Tabler et al., 2017) (Figure 20). Although a great majority of the 

head mesenchyme derives from neural crest, several studies have demonstrated that some 

subdomains (often located dorsomedially) of cranial MCT is of mesodermal origin. For 

example, laryngeal cartilages that comprise the thyroid, cricoid and arytenoid cartilages have 

been considered for some time to be all neural crest derived, like most of the upper hard tissues 

(Matsuoka et al., 2005). However, recent studies have shown that the medial part of the thyroid 

cartilage is derived from mesoderm and that the cricoid and arytenoid cartilage surrounding the 

larynx are also mesodermal-derived in both mouse and chick (Evans and Noden, 2006; Heude 

et al., 2018; Tabler et al., 2017). Notably, the extraocular muscles, acromiotrapezius, 

sternocleidomastoid, pharyngeal constrictor, and laryngeal muscles are all partly embedded in 

mesoderm (Adachi et al., 2020; Comai et al., 2020; Grimaldi et al., 2015; Heude et al., 2018; 

Tabler et al., 2017) (Figure 20). Therefore, CPM gives rise to both mesenchymal and muscular 

tissues, as is the case for somitic mesoderm in primaxial muscles.  
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Figure 20. A new frontier for neural crest: CPM connective tissue. 
Cumulative evidence on the prominent role of cardiopharyngeal mesoderm connective tissue. 

Extraocular, laryngeal and pharyngeal muscles are associated with mesodermal (and potentially 

all CPM) connective tissue. Adapted from (Adachi et al., 2020; Comai et al., 2020; Grimaldi et 

al., 2015; Tabler et al., 2017). Illustration adapted from (Noden and Trainor, 2005). 
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Figure 21. Presumed branchpoint for CPM bipotent progenitors 

CPM gives rise to multiple tissues in the head, including muscle associated connective tissues. 

The cell fate determinants impinging on this decision are currently unknown. 

 

 Interestingly, detailed analyses of Tbx1 heterozygous mutants revealed patterning 

defects of somitic and non-somitic muscles associated with CPM-derived connective tissue, 

indicating that CPM-derived MCT also possess a muscle-patterning role (Adachi et al., 2020). 

In addition to cardiac muscles, CPM also gives rise to the pharyngeal arch arteries (smooth 

muscle and endothelium), a transient vascular structure that supply each pharyngeal arch and 

that will give rise to all anterior vasculature following coordinated expansion and selective 

degeneration (Hiruma et al., 2002; Whitesell et al., 2019). However, in contrast to somitic 

mesoderm, CPM does not appear to be overtly segmented into myogenic and non-myogenic 

compartments. Although it has been shown to be regionalized in terms of expression patterns 

in the chick into an anterior- and posterior pole, no clear morphological boundary was 

established for its cardiac, cranial and vascular components (Bothe and Dietrich, 2006; 

Sambasivan et al., 2011b). Further, these expression patterns were not found in zebrafish (Wang 

et al., 2019). In this context, it remains obscure how in the absence of neural crest, multipotent 

progenitors decide which fate to adopt, spatially and temporally (Figure 21). 
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Chapter VI 

Muscle memory 

 

It is now clear that distinct gene regulatory networks are required for cell-autonomous 

myogenic initiation during skeletal muscle development. On the other hand, MCT appears to 

have a critical role in muscle patterning, with limited impact on muscle initiation during 

development (Nassari et al., 2017; Rinon et al., 2007; Sefton and Kardon, 2019). In adult 

muscle, a permanent cross-talk between myogenic and non-myogenic cells operates, and 

following muscle injury and repair to maintain and regenerate skeletal muscle (Biferali et al., 

2019). In that regard, muscles are heterogeneous and have varying degrees of repair efficiency, 

proliferative capacities, and possess various contractile features (Kelly and Buckingham, 2000; 

Ono et al., 2009; Sambasivan et al., 2009; Schoser and Pongratz, 2006; Stuelsatz et al., 2015).  

 

An obvious question to ask is whether these developmental programs are still active 

in adult myofibres or in MuSCs. For instance, in the context of fly neurogenesis, multiple 

neuron subtypes are generated by the expression of unique transcription factor networks. The 

identity of these subtypes needs to be assured; otherwise critical communication pathways 

could be impaired. Eade and colleagues reported that unique TF networks were actively 

maintained in each subtype throughout life, and suggested that this safeguards cell identities 

(Eade et al., 2012). In keeping with this notion, “cellular memory modules” were reported to 

couple with Polycomb (repressive) and Trithorax (activating), potent set of genes known to 

maintain homeotic genes (master genes of body plan) in the embryo (Francis and Kingston, 

2001). These modules act as epigenetic inheritance mechanisms during Drosophila imaginal 

wing morphogenesis (Maurange and Paro, 2002). Could similar memory mechanisms apply to 

skeletal muscle? And could they account for some of the muscle heterogeneity reported? 

 

To answer these questions, we must first assess the presence and the potency of such 

intrinsic marks in defining muscle identity during development. Second, we need to assess the 

extent to which these developmental regulatory nodes are conserved in adult muscle. Finally, 

we would need to investigate the mechanisms regulated by these factors that may impinge of 

cellular behaviours and phenotypic outcomes. 
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1. Muscle identity: intrinsic or extrinsic? 

 

A long-standing question in stem cell biology is how much do intrinsic parameters 

dictate the unique features of progenitors (i.e. their identity), compared to environmental cues. 

It is clear that both sources influence cell behaviours, but their relative contributions might vary 

between cell types (Davies et al., 2018). This problem has been broadly discussed in the context 

of muscle development with discordant conclusions (Alvares et al., 2003). Somites appear to 

be morphologically identical during early embryogenesis, but they will form a wide variety of 

anatomically distinct epaxial, hypaxial and limb muscles along the body axis. This involves a 

tight control of positional information that will establish the identity of progenitors, while 

repressing that of adjacent somites.  

 

The axial skeleton is patterned by Hox genes, where combinatorial expression patterns 

establish the “Hox code” (Burke, 1999). Transplantation experiments demonstrated that non-

myogenic somitic precursors (dermal and sclerotomal) carry their identity through the 

expression of Hox genes (Ehehalt et al., 2004; Jacob et al., 1975; Kieny et al., 1972). In contrast, 

when interlimb somites were grafted at the limb level, appendicular muscles were still observed, 

suggesting that somitic myogenic progenitors are mostly naïve and they respond to 

environmental cues (Christ et al., 1977). However, several other studies have challenged this 

view and suggested that positional identity is present in somitic muscle progenitors (Alvares et 

al., 2003; Donoghue et al., 1992; Grieshammer et al., 1992; Murakami and Nakamura, 1991). 

One possible explanation for that dissonance is that FGF signals coming from the appendicular 

region are able to promote the expression of Lbx1 in non-migratory precursors (Alvares et al., 

2003). This would suggest that observations made in the context of the limb might not apply to 

other levels of the body.  

During rib development, studies have shown that Myf5 and Mrf4 expression in 

myogenic cells, under the control of Hox genes, induce the expression of Pdgf and Fgf ligands 

to promote the development of the ribs (Vinagre et al., 2010). This work indicates that in the 

context of rib formation, intrinsic Hox positional information is integrated within muscle 

progenitors, and translated into supportive signaling for surrounding skeletal structures. 
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2. Role for developmental regulators in adult 

 

Recent work under review showed that Hoxa10 that is expressed in embryonic limb 

muscles, is maintained through adulthood and is necessary for sustained proliferative potential 

of MuSCs (Yoshioka et al., 2020). This muscle-specific activity is associated with specific 

methylation patterns on the Hoxa cluster. Disruption of Hoxa10 in MuSCs leads to genomic 

instability and collapse of mitotic capacity cell-autonomously. 

 

In other studies, expression data by RT-qPCR showed that some transcription factors 

of EOM and PA1 developmental programs are found in the adult, while others are lost 

(Sambasivan et al., 2009). Specifically, Pitx1/2 and Alx4 of the EOM were retained when 

compared with the limb-derived satellite cells, whereas Tbx1 from PA1 was lost (Sambasivan 

et al., 2009). Interestingly, Tbx1 is expressed in the adult limb after the onset of myogenic 

commitment, while it is rapidly downregulated in pharyngeal arches and its mutation results in 

only partial alterations of PA1 muscle development (Dastjerdi et al., 2007; Grifone et al., 2008; 

Nathan et al., 2008). Similarly, Lbx1 is significantly upregulated in the adult limb compared 

with PA1, suggesting active conservation of some genes in migratory abaxial muscles. In 

contrast, when MuSCs from EOM were cultured in vitro and differentiated, they were unable 

to recapitulate the adult muscle fibre phenotype, which can be distinguished by the unique 

expression of Myh13 and Myh15 (Sambasivan et al., 2009). In keeping with these observations, 

when grafted into an injured limb, EOM could contribute to endogenous regenerating fibres 

efficiently, but no expression of Myh13 or Myh15 was detected (Sambasivan et al., 2009). 

A recent study from our group characterised the transcriptomic profile of EOM 

satellite cells post-graft in the limb TA muscle. After self-renewal, EOM satellite cells were 

shown to express limb-specific Hox genes, while maintaining 10% of their initial genetic 

signature. This suggests that a significant epigenetic resistance of MuSC-specific genes is at 

play, even in following transplantation and exposure to a heterotopic niche (Evano et al., 2020). 

 Upstream myogenic regulators such as Pax3/Pax7, Tbx1 and Pitx2 actively contribute 

to the formation of other tissues, sometimes in close proximity to muscle (Gage et al., 1999b; 

Huynh et al., 2007; Mansouri and Gruss, 1998; Meilhac and Buckingham, 2018). Pax3/Pax7 

are expressed in regions of the nervous system and in neural crest cells. This suggests that in 

the case of the tongue, myogenic progenitors and their associated NCC-derived MCT both 
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derive from Pax3-expressing progenitors, but they represent 2-independent lineages (Blake and 

Ziman, 2014; Monsoro-Burq, 2015). Tbx1 on the other hand is expressed in CPM-derived 

endothelial cells, which suggests that Tbx1 alone cannot instruct myogenic fate (Dastjerdi et 

al., 2007). Further, as the somite-derived tongue muscles mature, they express Tbx1, which is 

required for myogenesis (Okano et al., 2008). Therefore, upstream factors can be coopted and 

redeployed by various lineages, thus indicating that in the absence of robust identity 

determinants such as Hox genes, it is plausible that cell identity is maintained by a combination 

of transcription factors in the head, rather than by a single determinant. 

 

 Taken together, one can envisage a model where developmental extrinsic and intrinsic 

cues would impinge on myogenic progenitors based on their anatomical location. Different 

gene regulatory networks operating to initiate myogenesis would have to be maintained through 

lineage progression and growth to ensure robust cell identities. In this framework, certain key 

regulators could be maintained as genetic modules through adulthood in muscle stem cells, and 

thus contribute to their apparent phenotypic variability (Figure 22). 

 

 

Figure 22. Hypothetical model of muscle memory. 

A) Schematic representation of the model. Distinct myogenic progenitors initiate the expression 

of various transcription factor regulatory networks during embryonic myogenesis. These 

genetic modules are maintained through adulthood and coopted by MuSCs, contributing to their 

diversity. 

B) Scheme of extrinsic and intrinsic cues establishing these various modules.
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ABSTRACT 12 

 13 

The interplay between skeletal muscle and associated stromal cells assures the coordinated 14 

development of muscle functional units. How these distinct cell populations arise from embryonic 15 

precursor cells and cooperate is poorly understood. Stromal cell populations can be of mesodermal 16 

or neural crest origin, whereas skeletal muscles are derived exclusively from mesoderm, thereby 17 

raising the question of whether these cells can have coherent embryological origins. Here, we used 18 

multiple lineage-traced single cell RNAseq datasets combined with anatomical cell positioning and 19 

gene expression analysis to investigate the emergence and patterning of skeletal muscle and 20 

stromal cell populations within distinct cranial muscle groups in mouse. We identify Myf5+ bipotent 21 

progenitors giving rise to muscle and associated connective tissue with complementary receptor-22 

ligand communication streams. We present a novel computational pipeline that unveiled a common 23 

gene regulatory network controlling connective tissue fate at multiple stages of development and 24 

in diverse muscle groups. This method can be applied to other biological systems and might be of 25 

interest to identify key regulators of transitory states. Our study shows that progenitors seemingly 26 

destined to myogenic fate redirect to connective tissue to give rise to muscle-associated structural 27 

components. Following this bifurcation, muscle and connective tissue cells acquire complementary 28 

signalling features and maintain spatial proximity. Collectively, our results reveal unexpected 29 

adaptability of myogenic ancestral cells to redirect their fate during morphogenesis of complex 30 

structures. 31 

 32 

  33 
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INTRODUCTION 34 

 35 

Throughout the lifetime of an organism, stromal cells that are associated with skeletal muscles play 36 

critical roles in providing structural support and molecular cues (Ahmad et al., 2020; Biferali et al., 37 

2019; Kardon et al., 2003; Nassari et al., 2017; Sefton and Kardon, 2019). The majority of muscle-38 

associated connective tissues in the head is derived from cranial neural crest cells (NCCs) (Douarin 39 

and Kalcheim, 1999; Grenier et al., 2009; Heude et al., 2018; Noden, 1983; Noden and Trainor, 40 

2005). The extend of this contribution was recently redefined in extraocular (EOM), laryngeal and 41 

pharyngeal muscles (Adachi et al., 2012; Comai et al., 2020; Grimaldi et al., 2015; Heude et al., 42 

2018; Noden and Epstein, 2010; Tabler et al., 2017). A common feature of these muscles is a 43 

continuous mesoderm-derived dorsal component, whereas the rest of the muscle mass is 44 

embedded in neural crest-derived mesenchyme. It remains unclear how the coordinated 45 

emergence of myogenic and connective tissue cell types takes place during development, and what 46 

is the significance of connective tissue origin. Although some information is emerging regarding 47 

these populations in trunk and limb muscles, these relationships are less well understood for 48 

craniofacial muscles where most studies have focused on the neural crest (Grenier et al., 2009; 49 

Helmbacher and Stricker, 2020; Nassari et al., 2017; Noden and Trainor, 2005; Sefton and Kardon, 50 

2019). 51 

 52 

Cranial mesodermal progenitors give rise to at least 4 distinct lineages: bone/cartilage, connective 53 

tissue/tendon, vasculature, and skeletal muscle Noden and Trainor, 2005; Bildsoe et al., 2013; 54 

Adachi et al., 2020; Heude et al. 2018; Chai and Maxson, 2006). Similarly, along the trunk axis, 55 

paraxial mesoderm gives rise to skeletal muscles and associated connective tissues (Burke and 56 

Nowicki, 2003; Deries et al., 2010; Saberi et al., 2017). Upon signals emanating from the neural 57 

tube, notochord, ectoderm and lateral plate, the dermomyotome (the dorsal portion of the somite) 58 

undergoes an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and gives rise to several cell types (Cossu et 59 

al., 1996; Dietrich et al., 1998; Ikeya and Takada, 1998; Munsterberg et al., 1995; Pourquié et al., 60 

1996; Christ et al., 2007; Ben-Yair et al., 2008). However, unlike the somites, head mesoderm is 61 

unsegmented, raising the question of how spatiotemporal control of these cellular identities is 62 

established. 63 

 64 

Cardiopharyngeal mesoderm constitutes the major portion of cranial mesoderm and it has 65 

cardiovascular potential, which manifests in the embryo as regions of clonally related cardiac and 66 

craniofacial muscles (Diogo et al., 2015; Lescroart et al., 2010; Lescroart et al., 2015; Swedlund 67 

and Lescroart, 2019). This skeletal muscle/cardiac branchpoint has been the subject of intense 68 

investigation in several model organisms including ascidians, which possess an ancestral 69 

cardiopharyngeal mesoderm population arising from bipotent cells, in avians and mouse (Wang et 70 
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al., 2019b). However, the issue of connective tissue divergence from this lineage has not been 71 

addressed. 72 

 73 

Here, we employed unbiased and lineage-restricted single-cell transcriptomics using multiple 74 

transgenic mouse lines, in situ labelling, and new analytical methods, and show that bipotent 75 

progenitors expressing the muscle determination gene Myf5 give rise to skeletal muscle and 76 

anatomically associated connective tissue in distinct muscle groups spatiotemporally. Notably, this 77 

property was restricted to muscles with only partial contribution from NCCs suggesting that in the 78 

absence of NCCs, somite-derived or cranial-derived mesoderm emerges as a source of connective 79 

tissue. This transition is characterised by a complementarity of tyrosine kinase receptor signalling 80 

between muscle and non-muscle cells, as well as distinct regulatory modules. Therefore, our work 81 

exploits new analytical methods to unveil key regulators of transitory states and further defines the 82 

intimate intercellular communication network between these two cell types. 83 

 84 

RESULTS 85 

 86 

Myogenic and non-myogenic mesodermal populations coexist within distinct cranial 87 

lineages 88 

Somitic (Pax3-dependent) and cranial (Isl1/Tbx1/Pitx2-dependent) mesoderm give rise to diverse 89 

cell types including those of the musculoskeletal system (Figure 1A). However, little is known about 90 

the spatiotemporal control of skeletal muscle formation within these mesodermal lineages. To 91 

clarify the regulatory cascades underlying these distinct mesodermal programs, we performed 92 

scRNAseq analysis using a broad cranial mesoderm lineage-tracing strategy in 93 

Mesp1Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ mouse embryos at E10.5. Expectedly, a large portion of the cells obtained 94 

corresponded to adipogenic, chondrogenic, sclerotomal, endothelial, and cardiovascular cells 95 

(Figure 1B, Figure S1A-B). Using Pax3, Pitx2, Isl1, Myf5 and Myod we identified myogenic 96 

progenitors that contribute to craniofacial muscles (Figure1C, Figure S1-B).  97 

 98 

We thus filtered the dataset for these cells which allowed them to clearly separate based on their 99 

origin and anatomical location (Figure1D-E, Figure S1C). Surprisingly, about half of the cells 100 

exhibited a connective tissue signature, including a strong bias towards Prrx1, a marker for lateral 101 

plate mesoderm, and Col1a1 (Figure 1E-F). Strikingly, the expression of Pdgfra, (a well-defined 102 

marker of stromal cells (Farahani and Xaymardan, 2015)), was robustly anticorrelated with the 103 

expression of its ligand Pdgfa, and associated with non-myogenic genes. Conversely, Pdgfa 104 

expression correlated with a myogenic cell state (Figure1F, Figure S1D). Therefore, we identified 105 

anatomically distinct muscle and closely-associated connective tissue progenitors. 106 

 107 

Transcriptional trajectories reveal a myogenic to non-myogenic transition 108 
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To better understand the short-term lineage relationship between myogenic and non-myogenic 109 

cells, we exploited the unspliced and spliced variants of our scRNAseq data, and computed the 110 

RNA velocity in each cell, using a recently published tool (Bergen et al., 2020) (Figure 2). RNA 111 

velocity interrogates the relative abundance of unspliced and spliced gene variants, which depends 112 

on the rates of transcription, degradation, and splicing to infer directional trajectories (Bergen et al., 113 

2020; Manno et al., 2018). Surprisingly, RNA velocity-inferred trajectories indicated that Myf5+ cells 114 

from the myogenic compartment contributed to non-myogenic cells (Figure 2A-C). These 115 

calculations were based on gene- and cluster-specific dynamics, which yields higher accuracy than 116 

the initially described RNA velocity method, while providing quantitative metrics for quality control 117 

(Figure S2B and Methods).  118 

 119 

Latent time refers to a local advancement of a cell through a lineage. Applied to our data, it 120 

suggested that some Myf5+ cells exhibited characteristics of a more upstream cell state compared 121 

to the non-myogenic cells, particularly in myogenic cells originating from somites (Figure 2C). A 122 

powerful feature of this method, in addition to being quantitative, is the ability to infer “driver genes” 123 

that are responsible for most of the calculated RNA velocity, hence actively transcribed, or 124 

repressed (Bergen et al., 2020). Therefore, these genes can identify transitory states underlying 125 

cell fate decisions. We used this approach to uncover the driver genes that were responsible for 126 

the velocity found in anterior somites, and that contribute to some head and neck muscles (Figure 127 

2D, Table1). Although the RNA velocity confidence index was found to be higher in other regions 128 

examined, this domain displayed the most consistent directionality (Figure S2B).  129 

 130 

Cell cycle status constitutes a potential bias in scRNAseq data, especially with heterogeneous 131 

populations undergoing cellular expansion, commitment and differentiation (McDavid et al., 2016). 132 

To eliminate this potential bias, cell cycle genes were consistently regressed out during 133 

preprocessing and directional trajectories were overlaid with cell cycle phase visualization for 134 

comparisons (Figure S2A). This analysis showed that trajectories observed in the anterior somites 135 

could not be explained by cell cycle alone (Figure S2A-B). Top transcribed driver genes included 136 

Cdh6, Ednra, Ebf2, Meis1, Ptn, Nfia, Sim1, Pdgfra, Prrx1 and Fli1, that are associated with 137 

adipogenesis, fibroblast development, and vasculature formation (Figure 2E) (Jimenez et al., 2006; 138 

Gulyaeva et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018).  139 

 140 

RNA velocity refers to the relative abundance of unspliced and spliced variants, which depend on 141 

the rates of transcriptional, degradation and splicing (Manno et al., 2018). When unspliced variants 142 

are more abundant than spliced variants for a given gene, this gene is being actively transcribed 143 

(if splicing and degradation rates are considered constant). Conversely, when spliced variants are 144 

more abundant than unspliced variants, the gene is being repressed. The rates of degradation, 145 

splicing and transcription constitute parameters that can be inferred by specific algorithms (Bergen 146 
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et al., 2020; Manno et al., 2018). Hence, variant abundance of genes can be visualised as “phase 147 

portraits”, which display unspliced (Y-axis) and spliced (X-axis) transcript counts for a given gene 148 

in each cell, overlaid with the inferred model of transcriptomic dynamics for that gene. We noted 149 

that Pdgfra appeared as a driver gene in the anterior somite, and found it to be activated along the 150 

inferred trajectory, whereas Pdgfa expression decreased rapidly (Figure 2F).  151 

 152 

Taken together, RNA velocity analysis indicated that Myf5+/Pdgfa+ cells shifted towards a non-153 

myogenic fate, by downregulating these 2 markers and activating Pdgfra expression. Although 154 

Myf5-expressing cells were reported to contribute to adipocytes and dermal cells arising from the 155 

somites (Jimenez et al., 2006; Shan et al., 2013), here we report this phenomenon taking place in 156 

pharyngeal arch 2, but not pharyngeal arch 1, with high confidence, albeit the cell number was 157 

relatively low (96 and 182 cells respectively, and 432 for the anterior somites) (Figure 2A-B, Figure 158 

S2A). This observation would be coherent with the full contribution of neural crest to the 1st arch 159 

connective tissue, suggesting that mesoderm-derived connective tissue is not required there. 160 

 161 

Myf5-derived lineage contributes to connective tissue cells in the absence of neural crest 162 

Given the low number of cells in from the EOM and pharyngeal arch clusters from the E10.5 163 

dataset, it was unclear if the emergence of Myf5-derived non-myogenic cells could be found also 164 

in these regions. To assess the extent of contribution of Myf5-derived Pdgfra+ non-myogenic cells 165 

to different muscle groups, we examined the EOM, caudal arch muscles, and anterior somites at 166 

E14.5. We combined a Myf5-lineage reporter mouse with a reporter for non-myogenic cells, 167 

Myf5Cre/+; R26TdTomato/+; PdgfraH2BGFP/+ and immunostained for the commitment and differentiation-168 

specific myogenic markers Myod and Myog, respectively (Figure 3). Notably, we observed double-169 

positive (muscle and connective tissue) cells in the EOM, laryngeal and anterior somite muscles, 170 

but not in masseter and tongue muscles (Figure 3A-E). In agreement with our scRNAseq velocity 171 

analysis, this observation suggests that the Myf5 lineage contributes to muscle-associated 172 

connective tissue in territories where it arises from a mesodermal, but not neural crest, origin 173 

(summarized in Figure 3F).  174 

 175 

To determine the spatiotemporal contribution of these connective tissue cells to muscles, we 176 

assessed by histology the extent and nature of Myf5-derived connective tissue in the head at birth 177 

(Figure S3A-B), and in the EOM at P30 using Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ mice. We immunostained with 178 

Sox9 (expressed in cartilage (Lefebvre et al., 2019), and at lower levels in various connective 179 

tissues), and Pax7 (muscle stem cell marker (Zammit et al., 2006b)) and found that Myf5-derived 180 

cells contributed to various connective tissues. This contribution included adipogenic regions from 181 

the anterior somites and the EOM, tenocytes at the medial tendon attachment in the EOM, 182 

chondrocytes and perichondrium in the skull base and sphenoid primordium, close to the EOM 183 

medial attachment (Figure S3C-D). Further, coronal sections of the EOM at P30 showed a 184 
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contribution of Myf5-derived cells to intraconal adipose tissue, as well as interstitial cells 185 

intermingled with muscle fibres (Figure S3C-D). These observations suggest that Myf5-derived 186 

connective tissue cells are found in multiple regions of the head and neck, and could play a long-187 

lasting role in establishing the EOM niche. 188 

 189 

Myf5 contribution to connective tissue is sustained through muscle initiation 190 

Although we identified Myf5-derived non-myogenic cells in the anterior somites at E10.5 by 191 

scRNAseq, it was not clear if this population was self-sustaining or continuously generated 192 

throughout development. In addition, given that cranial myogenesis is asynchronous (Nogueira et 193 

al., 2015), we could not confidently assess other regions at this timepoint owing to the lower number 194 

of cells obtained. To address this issue, we performed 3 more scRNAseq experiments ranging from 195 

E11.5 to E14.5, using historical Myf5 cell lineage tracing (Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+) and contemporary 196 

Myf5 labelling (Myf5GFP-P/+; Figure 4, Figures S2-3). In accordance with the mesodermal lineage 197 

tracing, we observed a similar phenomenon in all 3 datasets, where cells that appeared to belong 198 

to muscle anlagen of EOM, somitic and caudal arches progressed towards a non-myogenic state 199 

(Figure 4A’-C’). Once again, this progression appeared to be mostly independent of the cell cycle, 200 

indicating that these trajectories most likely reflect variations in cell identity (Figure S2A). However, 201 

it was not clear if these non-myogenic cells could represent various cell types depending on their 202 

anatomical location and stage, including cartilage, adipocytes, fibroblasts, dermis and pericytes. 203 

Therefore, we performed a gene set enrichment analysis network analysis combining the 204 

differentially expressed genes of non-myogenic clusters of all stages. We found that all stages 205 

contributed equally to “GO Molecular Function” and “Reactome pathways” terms in spite of 206 

relatively diverse gene expression signatures (Figure S4) (Bindea et al., 2009). This finding 207 

suggests that these non-myogenic cells are relatively homogeneous in gene signatures throughout 208 

cranial muscles when they emerge from common progenitors. Highly significant terms hinted at a 209 

myogenic-supporting role, providing muscle progenitors with extracellular matrix components, and 210 

contributing to neuronal guidance (Figure 4E). Among these terms, Pdgf signalling and receptor 211 

kinase activity implied that these cells might interact with the juxtaposed myogenic cells.  212 

 213 

Myf5-derived myogenic and non-myogenic cells can maintain a molecular crosstalk after 214 

they split from common progenitors 215 

To investigate potential cell-cell communication between myogenic and non-myogenic cells, we 216 

examined the anatomical proximity and the specific signalling complementarity of the Myf5-derived 217 

cell population. We took advantage of our Myf5Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ E11.5 dataset, and focused on the 218 

EOM region which was clearly identifiable as an anatomically distinct cluster, based on the co-219 

expression of Pitx2 and Alx4 (Bothe and Dietrich, 2006) (Figure 5A). Here, RNA velocity revealed 220 

a strong bi-directional cell-fate, myogenic or non-myogenic (Figure 5A). 221 

 222 
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Using neural crest and mesodermal lineage tracing coupled with a contemporary Myf5 reporter 223 

(neural crest: Wnt1Cre/+;R26mTmG/+;Myf5nLacZ/+; mesodermal: Mesp1Cre/+;R26mTmG/+;Myf5nLacZ/+), we 224 

could not identify neural-crest derived Myf5 expressing cells (nlacZ+) in the EOM at E13.5 (Figure 225 

S6). In agreement with the E10.5 data, the EOM at E11.5 presented a strong dichotomy in Pdgfa 226 

and Pdfgra between myogenic and non-myogenic cells. Immunostaining using Myod and Myog 227 

antibodies on Myf5Cre/+;R26TdTomato/+;PdgfraH2BGFP/+ embryos at E12.5 confirmed that the EOM 228 

contained Myf5-derived myogenic and non-myogenic cells in close proximity, preferentially at the 229 

muscle origin at the base of the skull (Figure S7). Thus, we interrogated the relative proximity of 230 

these cells once the muscle masses are well individuated, by performing high-resolution in situ 231 

RNAscope with Pdgfa and Pdgfra on Myf5Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ fetuses at E14.5 (Figure 5C-D). We 232 

observed a complementary pattern of Pdgfa and Pdgfra transcripts within Myf5-derived (membrane 233 

GFP+) cells, indicating that these cells could potentially maintain signalling crosstalk at least up to 234 

fetal stages in the EOM.  235 

 236 

Gene set enrichment analysis of EOM myogenic and non-myogenic driver genes revealed that 237 

transmembrane receptor protein kinase and SMAD activity are shared terms between the 2 238 

clusters, indicating that specific complementary signalling networks could be actively maintained 239 

between them (Figure S8D). To explore this observation in more detail, we examined the dynamic 240 

induction of tyrosine kinase ligands and receptors in the EOM. Notably, Bmpr1b and Ephb1 were 241 

found to be among the top 100 driver genes of the myogenic EOM compartment, indicating that 242 

myogenic commitment is associated with upregulation of these receptors in the EOM. Strikingly, 2 243 

of their respective ligands Bmp4 and Efnb1, were found specifically in non-myogenic cells. These 244 

results suggested that complementary paracrine signalling network operates between myogenic 245 

and non-myogenic Myf5-derived cells, while cellular juxtaposition is maintained through fetal stages 246 

in the EOM. 247 

 248 

Myogenic and non-myogenic states are associated with specific gene regulatory networks 249 

The directional trajectories inferred by RNA velocity in the EOM at E11.5 showed a strong bipolarity 250 

in fate with a higher velocity confidence index at each end of the myogenic and non-myogenic 251 

domains (Figure S8B). This suggests that the anticipated cell fate is ambiguous at the interface 252 

between myogenic and non-myogenic cells. Conversely, cells that are located on either side of this 253 

central region can be identified with greater confidence as committed to myogenic or non-myogenic 254 

fates. In addition, our previous gene set enrichment analysis revealed transcription factors as major 255 

effectors that are implicated at every stage in the non-myogenic cluster (Figure 4D-D’). This 256 

suggested that this cell fate transition might be dictated by the activation of a combinatorial of 257 

transcription factors that together reshape transcriptional output.  258 

 259 
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To identify these factors, we used a regulatory network inference algorithm called SCENIC (Aibar 260 

et al., 2017). This tool allows regrouping of sets of correlated genes into regulons (i.e. a 261 

transcription factor and its targets) based on binding motifs and co-expression. Use of this pipeline 262 

significantly reduced the number of variables from thousands of genes to a few hundred regulatory 263 

modules, while preserving the general aspect of the data, particularly the bipartite distribution of 264 

myogenic and non-myogenic cells in UMAP (Figure 6A). The top regulons of this analysis revealed 265 

the active transcription factors underlying myogenic and non-myogenic cell fates in the EOM at 266 

E11.5. Notably, Myf5, Pitx1, Mef2a and Six1, transcription factors known to be implicated in 267 

myogenic development (Buckingham and Rigby, 2014; Maire et al., 2020), appeared among the 268 

top regulons in myogenic cells whereas Fli1, Ebf1, Ets1, Foxc1, Meis1 and Six2, genes known for 269 

their involvement in adipogenic, vascular, mesenchymal and tendon development (Jimenez et al., 270 

2006; López-Delgado et al., 2020; Noizet et al., 2016; Truong and Ben-David, 2000; Whitesell et 271 

al., 2019; Yamamoto-Shiraishi and Kuroiwa, 2013), constituted some of the highly active non-272 

myogenic transcription factors (Figure 6B).  273 

 274 

To facilitate visualization of transcription factor modules, we built a network comprised solely of 275 

transcription factors that are coregulated, by removing all targets that were not regulons 276 

themselves. This resulted in a graphical representation where connections between nodes indicate 277 

inferred regulation. To better highlight interconnected nodes, we used a force-directed algorithm, 278 

which assigns spring-like attraction and repulsion qualities to node edges. By doing so, some nodes 279 

dispersed while others organized into tightly interconnected modules, thus revealing potential 280 

transcription factor associations (Figure 6C). This analysis indicated that many of the top regulons 281 

that we identified in both myogenic and non-myogenic cells likely coregulate each other, for 282 

example, Prrx2, Fli1, Foxc2, Ebf1, Ets1, Emx2 and Twist1.  283 

 284 

Key transcription factors underlie non-myogenic fate transitions at various stages and 285 

anatomical locations 286 

Myf5+ bipotent progenitors were observed at multiple stages and anatomical locations, and they 287 

yielded a relatively homogeneous population expressing common markers associated with 288 

extracellular matrix components, cell adhesion molecules, and tyrosine kinase signalling. However, 289 

it is possible that the regulatory mechanisms guiding this transition could be distinct in different 290 

locations in the head. Therefore, we set out to explore the common molecular switches underlying 291 

this cell fate decision. To do so, we developed a pipeline where we combined the list of driver genes 292 

(transcriptionally dynamic genes) at the start of the non-myogenic trajectory with the most active 293 

regulons in the non-myogenic region. In other words, we connected each driver gene with its 294 

potential regulon, if it were present. This resulted in a network consisting of the most active 295 

transcription factors and the most transcriptionally dynamic genes found at the non-myogenic 296 

branchpoint. We performed this operation for each dataset independently and displayed them as 297 
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individual networks (Figure 7A-D). Finally, we overlapped the list of these “driver regulators” to 298 

identify the common transcription factors guiding the non-myogenic cell fate decision (Figure 7E-299 

F). Notably, Foxp2, Hmga2, Meis1, Meox2 and Tcf7l2 were found in all 4 datasets as key driver 300 

regulators, and thus are likely to bear significant weight in the non-myogenic transition (Figure 7F). 301 

 302 

DISCUSSION 303 

 304 

Distinct fates can potentially emerge through the specification of cells positioned within a signalling 305 

domain, or through direct lineage ancestry from bipotent or multipotent cells. Here we addressed 306 

this issue that defines the emergence of embryonic cell lineages by employing single-cell 307 

transcriptomics and complementary histological analysis. Specifically, we examined how myogenic 308 

and associated connective tissue cells arise to form craniofacial muscles. We show that bipotent 309 

progenitors with a bias in the myogenic signature can give rise to skeletal muscle and anatomically 310 

associated connective tissue cells spatiotemporally (Figure 8). Also, mesodermal- and neural crest 311 

cell-derived connective tissue cells can both contribute to the formation of muscle functional unit. 312 

Our work provides new analytical methods that combine state-of-the-art algorithms to tie in dynamic 313 

intercellular communication networks with their regulators and can be adapted to other tissues and 314 

organs. 315 

 316 

Leveraging scRNAseq for identifying lineage relationships in muscle and connective tissue 317 

Our study relies extensively on scRNAseq data and computational methods for extracting valuable 318 

information from cell-lineage traced datasets (Chen et al., 2019). Given an appropriate 319 

experimental design, scRNAseq can provide powerful tools for discovering new cellular 320 

relationships during lineage progression and cell fate decisions (Cao et al., 2019; He et al., 2020; 321 

Lescroart et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2018). We exploited the latest algorithms to uncover 322 

directional trajectories between mesodermal transitory states (Bergen et al., 2020). Unsuspected 323 

cell fate decisions were validated with genetic tools and contemporary labelling in situ. We inferred 324 

gene regulatory networks by binding motifs and correlated expressions (Aibar et al., 2017; Sande 325 

et al., 2020) and identified transcription factor interactions that were visualized in a force-directed 326 

graph to highlight co-regulating modules. These methods were then combined to isolate the most 327 

meaningful common regulators across multiple datasets. We consider that this approach provides 328 

a valuable pipeline for refining large scRNAseq datasets and exploring primary sources of 329 

transcriptomic variation. 330 

  331 
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Non-myogenic contribution of Myf5 lineage  332 

The Myf5-lineage has been shown to contribute to brown adipocytes, neurons, pericytes and rib 333 

cartilage (Daubas et al., 2000; Haldar et al., 2008; Sebo et al., 2018; Stuelsatz et al., 2014). 334 

Interestingly, when Myf5 expression is disrupted, cells acquire non-myogenic fates and contribute 335 

to cartilage, dermis and connective tissue (Tajbakhsh et al., 1996a). These studies suggest that 336 

Myf5-expression alone may not be sufficient to promote robust myogenic fate in multiple regions of 337 

the developing embryos. The Myod-lineage was reported not to contribute to rib cartilage and has 338 

not been shown to give rise to connective tissue cells (Wood et al., 2020). This is consistent with 339 

the higher chromatin-remodelling capacity of Myod over Myf5 and its classification as defining the 340 

committed myogenic cell state (Conerly et al., 2016; Tapscott, 2005). Our observations are 341 

consistent with this view as we noted that Myod-expressing cells rarely showed a directional 342 

trajectory towards a connective tissue state, but instead towards myogenic differentiation. In the 343 

EOM, it was proposed that Myf5-derived fibroadipogenic cells arise from a neural-crest population 344 

with an ancestral expression of Myf5 (Stuelsatz et al., 2014). However, that study did not perform 345 

single-cell analyses of the neural-crest lineage and Myf5 expression. In our study, we found no 346 

neural-crest derived cells expressing Myf5 during EOM tissue genesis at E13.5 (using 347 

Wnt1cre/+;R26mTmG/+;Myf5nLacZ/+). Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that Myf5 was 348 

expressed prior to E13.5 in the neural crest and that the bGAL protein was degraded by E13.5. 349 

However, it appears clear that Myf5-expressing cells continue to contribute to EOM non-myogenic 350 

cells at the mid-embryonic stages E11.5-E12.5, as indicated by our results with Myf5Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ 351 

and Myf5GFP-P/+ scRNAseq datasets. 352 

 353 

Role of tyrosine kinase signalling during myogenesis 354 

Tyrosine kinase receptors have been implicated in a number of developmental aspects of both 355 

muscle and associated connective tissue (Arnold et al., 2020; Brent and Tabin, 2004; Han et al., 356 

2012; Han et al., 2014; Knight and Kothary, 2011; Michailovici et al., 2015; Miwa and Era, 2015; 357 

Olson and Soriano, 2009; Tallquist et al., 2000; Tzahor et al., 2003; Vinagre et al., 2010). For 358 

example, the differentiation of fetal myoblasts is inhibited by growth factors Tgfb and Bmp4 (Cossu 359 

et al., 2000). Epha7 signalling is expressed in embryonic and adult myocytes and promotes 360 

differentiation (Arnold et al., 2020). Particularly, we noticed a striking and lasting complementarity 361 

in the expression of Pdgfa and Pdgfra through embryonic stages, in the myogenic and non-362 

myogenic progenitors respectively. Pdgf ligands emanating from hypaxial myogenic cells under the 363 

control of Myf5 were shown to be necessary from rib cartilage development (Tallquist et al., 2000; 364 

Vinagre et al., 2010). Additionally, Pdgfra promotes fibroblastic expansion during fibrosis (Olson 365 

and Soriano, 2009). Interestingly, we found that Pdgfa expression was reduced in cells expressing 366 

high levels of Myog at the fetal stage (data not shown). Therefore, Myf5-derived myogenic 367 

progenitor cells might guide non-myogenic Myf5-derived expansion, which in turn provides ligands 368 

and extracellular matrix components to favour myogenic development and patterning. 369 
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 370 

Cell identity of non-myogenic Myf5-derived cells 371 

Recent efforts have been made to further characterise anatomically distinct fibroblastic populations 372 

using single-cell transcriptomics (Muhl et al., 2020). However, unique markers could not be 373 

characterised (Muhl et al., 2020; Ramirez et al., 2020), making identification of subtypes 374 

challenging. Tcf4/Tcf7l2 was identified as a master regulator of fibroblastic fate during muscle-375 

associated connective tissue development although being also expressed in myogenic progenitors 376 

at lower levels (Kardon et al., 2003; Mathew et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2007; Sefton and Kardon, 377 

2019). We also report this gene in our integrated analysis to be one of the main regulators of 378 

connective tissue fate.  379 

 380 

Other transcription factors have been linked to skin fibroblast fates including Tcf4, Six2, Meox2, 381 

Egr2 and Foxs1, and their repression favours a myofibroblastic potential (Noizet et al., 2016). Six2 382 

and Meox2 were also found in our data, which raises the question of the shared genetic programs 383 

between myofibroblastic cells and fibroblastic cells derived from progenitors primed for myogenesis 384 

during development.  385 

 386 

Gene set enrichment analyses suggested that Myf5-derived connective tissue cells perform a 387 

similar function in contributing to the developing muscles, despite a relative heterogeneity in the 388 

genes underlying these terms. It is possible however that the distinct molecular functions of such 389 

genes have not been yet fully characterised, and thus could not be discriminated in our analysis.  390 

 391 

Interestingly, Prrx1, a marker for lateral plate mesoderm, was differentially expressed the 392 

connective tissue population at various stages (Durland et al., 2008). Although lateral plate 393 

mesoderm is clearly identifiable in the trunk, its anterior boundaries in the head are uncertain 394 

(Prummel et al., 2020). It is possible that this population largely overlaps with cardiopharyngeal 395 

mesoderm and more specifically lateral splanchnic mesoderm as suggested previously (Nathan et 396 

al., 2008; Prummel et al., 2020). More detailed analyses of Prrx1, Isl1 and Myf5 lineages need to 397 

be carried out to delineate the specific boundaries of each progenitor contribution to cranial 398 

connective tissue.  399 

 400 

Finally, it is possible that this connective tissue-like state constitutes a transitory phase of myogenic 401 

expansion. Thus, this specific state may in part be reversible and some cells might reintegrate the 402 

myogenic compartment at later stages of development, while others can fully commit to connective 403 

tissue lineages. In adult muscle stem cell-derived myoblasts, expression of Pdgfra induces pericyte 404 

features and increase self-renewal capacities (Gerli et al., 2019). Further studies would be required 405 

to address the presence of such cell states in vivo during embryonic development and adulthood. 406 

 407 
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CONCLUSIONS 408 

 409 

Taken together, we report an unsuspected cell fate redirection of immature myogenic cells to 410 

connective tissue. This phenomenon occurs in multiple regions of the developing head, which are 411 

in part deprived of neural-crest cells. This transition is accompanied with complementary tyrosine 412 

kinase signalling between the myogenic and non-myogenic compartments, and this relationship is 413 

maintained as muscles are established in the fetus. Using new scRNAseq analytical methods, we 414 

show that transcription factors such as Prrx1/2, Twist1, Fli1, Foxp2, Tcf7l2, Meis1, Meox1/2 are the 415 

main regulators of this transcriptomic remodelling (Figure 8). This cellular resilience could lead to 416 

the emergence of various muscle-associated connective tissue in the adult head and may bear 417 

important consequences for muscle stem and niche cell communication in the adult. 418 

 419 

MATERIALS & METHODS 420 

 421 

scRNAseq data generation 422 

For E10.5 to E12.5 embryos, the cranial region above the forelimb was dissected in ice-cold 3% 423 

FBS and mechanically dissociated. The same procedure was applied at E14.5 but the dissection 424 

was refined to the pharyngeal and laryngeal regions. Tissues were then digested in TrypLE 425 

(ThermoFisher Cat #: 12604013) during 3 rounds of 5-minute incubation (37°C, 1400 RPM), 426 

interspersed with gentle pipetting to further dissociate the tissue. Cells were resuspended in FBS 427 

3%, filtered, and incubated with Calcein blue (eBioscience, Cat #: 65-0855-39) and Propidium 428 

Iodide (ThermoFisher Cat #: P1304MP) for viability check. Viable cells were sorted on BD 429 

FACSAria™ III and manually counted using a hemocytometer. RNA integrity was assessed with 430 

Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 to validate the isolation protocol prior to scRNAseq (RIN>8 was 431 

considered acceptable). 4000 to 13000 cells were loaded onto 10X Genomics Chromium 432 

microfluidic chip and cDNA libraries were generated following manufacturer’s protocol. 433 

Concentrations and fragment sizes were measured using Agilent Bioanalyzer and Invitrogen Qubit. 434 

cDNA libraries were sequenced using NextSeq 500 and High Output v2.5 (75 cycles) kits. Genome 435 

mapping and count matrix generation were done following 10X Genomics Cell Ranger pipeline. 436 

 437 

RNA velocity and driver genes 438 

RNA velocity analyses were performed using scvelo (Bergen et al., 2020) in python. This tool allows 439 

inferring velocity flow and driver genes using scRNAseq data, with major improvements from 440 

previous methods (Manno et al., 2018). First, unspliced and spliced transcript matrices were 441 

generated using velocyto (Manno et al., 2018) command line function, which outputs unspliced, 442 

spliced, and ambiguous matrices as a single loom file. These files were combined with filtered 443 

Seurat objects to yield objects with unspliced and spliced matrices, as well as Seurat-generated 444 

annotations and cell-embeddings (UMAP, tSNE, PCA). These datasets were then processed 445 
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following scvelo online guide and documentation. Velocity was calculated based on the dynamical 446 

model (using scv.tl.recover_dynamics(adata), and scv.tl.velocity(adata, mode=’dynamical’)) and 447 

when outliers were detected, differential kinetics based on top driver genes were calculated and 448 

added to the model (using scv.tl.velocity(adata, diff_kinetics=True)). Specific driver genes were 449 

identified by determining the top likelihood genes in the selected cluster. The lists of top 100 drivers 450 

for each stage are given in Table1. 451 

 452 

Seurat preprocessing 453 

scRNAseq datasets were preprocessed using Seurat in R (https://satijalab.org/seurat/) (Butler et 454 

al., 2018). Cells with more than 20% of mitochondrial gene fraction were discarded. The number of 455 

genes expressed averaged to 4000 in all 4 datasets. Dimension reduction and UMAP generation 456 

were performed following Seurat workflow. Doublets were inferred using DoubletFinder v3 457 

(McGinnis et al., 2019). Cell cycle genes, mitochondrial fraction, number of genes, number of UMI 458 

were regressed in all datasets following Seurat dedicated vignette. We noticed that cell cycle 459 

regression, although clarifying anatomical diversity, seemed to induce low and high UMI clustering 460 

(Suppl. Fig. 3I-J). For the E10.5 and E11.5 datasets, 2 replicates were generated from littermates 461 

and merged after confirming their similitude. For subsequent datasets (E12.5 and E14.5), no 462 

replicates were used. Annotation and subsetting were also performed in Seurat. “Myogenic” and 463 

“Non-myogenic” annotations were based on Pdgfa and Pdgfra expression and myogenic genes. 464 

Cells not expressing Pdgfa were annotated as “non-myogenic” unless they express Myf5. Cells 465 

expressing Pdgfa were annotated as “myogenic”. We noticed that at later stages, Pdgfa expression 466 

decreases in Myog+ cells. Thus, driver genes of connective tissue at E12.5 and E14.5 were 467 

determined using cluster annotations obtained from Leiden-based clustering.  468 

 469 

 470 

Gene regulatory network inference and transcription factor modules 471 

Gene regulatory networks were inferred using SCENIC (R implementation) and pySCENIC (Aibar 472 

et al., 2017; Sande et al., 2020) (python implementation). This algorithm allows regrouping of sets 473 

of correlated genes into regulons (i.e. a transcription factor and its targets) based on motif binding 474 

and co-expression. UMAP and heatmap were generated using regulon AUC matrix (Area Under 475 

Curve) which refers to the activity level of each regulon in each cell. The outputted list of each 476 

regulon and their targets was subsequently used to create a transcription factor network based on 477 

interactions involving genes that are regulons themselves. This operation greatly reduced the 478 

number of genes involved, while highlighting co-regulating transcriptional modules. 2 tables were 479 

generated: a node table and an edge table. The node table comprised all transcription factors 480 

involved, along with a “top50 regulon” annotation (“Top 50 myogenic”, “Top 50 non-myogenic”, or 481 

“Other”). The edge table was comprised of source and target IDs along with a column indicating 482 

the weight of the connection, which refers to the correlation of these 2 genes in the data, obtained 483 
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from SCENIC correlation matrix. These tables were imported in Gephi (https://gephi.org/), networks 484 

were generated and subjected to the “Force-Atlas2” algorithm. 485 

 486 

Driver regulons 487 

Results from SCENIC and scvelo were combined to identify regulons that could be responsible for 488 

the transcriptomic induction of driver genes. Similarly to the steps mentioned above, SCENIC lists 489 

of regulons were used to infer connections between transcription factors and driver gene. Networks 490 

were generated as explained above, and annotated with “Active regulon” or “driver gene”. The lists 491 

of individual driver regulons of each dataset were then combined and the most recurring driver 492 

regulons were identified. 493 

 494 

Gene set enrichment analysis 495 

Gene set enrichment analyses were performed on either top markers (obtained from Seurat 496 

function FindAllMarkers) or from driver genes (obtained from scvelo), using Cluego (Bindea et al., 497 

2009). “GO Molecular Pathway”, “GO Biological Process” and “Reactome pathways” were used 498 

independently to identify common and unique pathways involved in each dataset. In all analyses, 499 

an enrichment/depletion two-sided hypergeometric test was performed and p-values were 500 

corrected using the Bonferroni step down method. 501 

 502 

Mouse strains 503 

Animals were handled according to European Community guidelines and the ethics committee of 504 

the Institut Pasteur (CETEA) approved protocols. The following strains were previously described: 505 

Myf5Cre (Haldar et al., 2008), Mesp1Cre (Saga et al., 1999), Tg:Wnt1Cre (Danielian et al., 1998), 506 

R26TdTom (Ai9;(Madisen et al., 2009)), R26mTmG(Muzumdar et al., 2007), Myf5nlacZ (Tajbakhsh et al., 507 

1996a), PdgfraH2BGFP (Hamilton et al., 2003) and Myf5GFP-P (Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004).To 508 

generate Myf5Cre/+;R26TdTomato/+;PdgfraH2BGFP/+embryos, Myf5Cre/+ females were crossed with 509 

PdgfraH2BGFP/+;R26TdTomato/TdTomato males. Mice were kept on a mixed genetic background 510 

C57BL/6JRj and DBA/2JRj (B6D2F1, Janvier Labs). Mouse embryos and fetuses were collected 511 

between embryonic day (E) E10.5 and E14.5, with noon on the day of the vaginal plug considered 512 

as E0.5.  513 

 514 

Immunofluorescence 515 

Collected embryonic and adult tissues were fixed 2.5h in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron 516 

Microscopy Sciences, Cat #:15710) in PBS with 0,2-0,5% Triton X-100 (according to their stage) 517 

at 4°C and washed overnight at 4°C in PBS. In preparation for cryosectioning, embryos were 518 

equilibrated in 30% sucrose in PBS overnight at 4°C and embedded in OCT. Cryosections (16-519 

20µm) were left to dry at RT for 30 min and washed in PBS. The primary antibodies used in this 520 

study are chicken polyclonal anti-b-gal (Abcam, Cat #: ab9361, dilution 1:1000), mouse monoclonal 521 
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IgG1, mouse monoclonal IgG1 anti-Myod (BD Biosciences, Cat# 554130, dilution 1:100), mouse 522 

monoclonal IgG1 anti-Pax7 (DSHB, Cat. #: AB_528428 IF (1:20), rabbit anti-mouse Sox9 (Millipore, 523 

Cat. #: AB5535, dilution 1/2000), rabbit polyclonal anti-Tomato (Clontech Cat. #: 632496, dilution 524 

(1:500)) and chicken polyclonal anti-GFP (Abcam Cat. #: 13970, dilution (1:1000)). Images were 525 

acquired using Zeiss LSM780 or LSM700 confocal microscopes and processed using ZEN 526 

software (Carl Zeiss). 527 

 528 

RNAscope in situ hybridization 529 

Embryos for in situ hybridization were fixed overnight in 4% PFA. Embryos were equilibrated in 530 

sucrose and sectioned as described for immunofluorescence. RNAscope probes Mm-531 

Pdgfa(411361) and Mm-Pdgfra(480661-C2) were purchased from Advanced Cell Diagnostics, Inc. 532 

In situ hybridization was performed using the RNAscope Multiplex Fluorescent Reagent Kit V2 and 533 

RNAscope 2.5 HD ReagentKit-RED according to manufacturer’s instructions (Wang et al., 2012) 534 

and modifications detailed in previous work (Comai et al., 2019). 535 
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Figure 1. scRNAseq reveals non-myogenic populations of cranial mesoderm lineages. 

(A) Scheme of connective tissue origin in the head and known mesodermal upstream regulators. 

E: Eye, 1-4: Pharyngeal arches 1-4. (B) UMAP of Mesp1Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ E10.5 scRNAseq with main 

cell types highlighted. (C) UMAP expression plots of Pitx2, Isl1 and Pax3, indicating the clusters 

containing the cranial mesoderm upstream progenitors. (D) UMAP of the upstream progenitor 

subset annotated as "myogenic" and "non-myogenic" based on expression of Pdgfa, Myf5 

(myogenic) and Pdgfra (non myogenic). (E) UMAP expression plots of lineages (Cardiopharyngeal 

mesoderm: Isl1, Extraocular mesoderm: Pitx2, and Somitic mesoderm: Pax3) and myogenic (Myf5) 

non-myogenic (Col1a1 and Prrx1) genes. (F) Heatmap of top 20 markers of myogenic versus non-

myogenic clusters. Highlighted are Pdgfra/Pdgfa genes. 
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Figure 2. Transcriptomic dynamics reveal a myogenic to non-myogenic transition. 

(A-C) Velocity UMAP plots displaying the main cranial mesoderm lineages (A), anatomical sites (B) 

and latent time (C). Arrows illustrate the local trajectories based on RNA velocity (relative 

abundance of unspliced and spliced transcripts). (D) Expression heatmap of driver genes 

accounting for anterior somite velocity, along latent time, highlighting Pdgfra. (E) Phase portraits of 

few selected driver genes including activated genes Cdh6, Ednra, Ebf2, Meis1, Ptn, Nfia, Sim1, 

Pdgfra, Prrx1, Fli1. The Y-axis represents the amount of unspliced transcript per cell, and the X-

axis represents the number of spliced transcripts per cell. The dynamics of transcription were 

inferred at a gene- and cluster-specific level (see Methods). (F) Phase portraits, velocity and 

expression patterns of Pdgfa and Pdgfra. (G) Inferred model of myogenic and non-myogenic fate 

decision from a common bipotent progenitor. 
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Figure 3. Myf5-derived mesodermal connective tissue partially compensates for the lack of 

neural crest. 

(A-E) Transverse sections of an E14.5 Myf5Cre/+; R26TdTomato/+; PdgfraH2BGFP/+ embryo 

immunostained for Myod/Myog. Double positive cells were found in the EOM (preferentially in the 

medial region), back muscles (anterior somite-derived), and laryngeal muscles, but not in masseter 

and tongue muscles. White arrowheads indicated cells double-positive GFP/Tomato and negative 

for Myod/Myog. ary: arytenoid muscles, eso: esophagus, EOM: extraocular muscles, Meso: 

mesoderm, NCC: neural crest cells. (F) Table summarizing the results, correlated with local 

connective tissue origin. Presence of mesodermal contribution to muscle connective tissue 

correlated with the presence of Myf5-derived Pdgfra+ cells. 
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Figure 4. Myf5 contribution to connective tissue is sustained through muscle initiation. 

(A-C) RNA velocity plots of Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ E11.5, Myf5GFP/+ E12.5 and Myf5GFP/+ E14.5 

datasets displaying cell-type annotation and myogenic and non-myogenic clustering (A’-C’). Myf5-

derived non-myogenic cells are found at multiple stages in different anatomical locations. (D-E) 

Gene set enrichment analysis network of GO Molecular Function and Reactome pathways 

performed on combined top 100 markers. Non-myogenic genes point towards numerous aspects 

of fibrogenic cell signature including Pdgf signaling and transmembrane receptor protein kinase 

activity (highlighted) (D’-E’) Relative contribution of each stage to each term node. Most terms 

harbour a uniform contribution from all 4 stages (D’’-E’’) Gene set enrichment analysis term 

significance. 
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Figure 5. Maintenance of signalling cues between Myf5-derived myogenic and non-

myogenic cells in the EOM. 

(A) UMAP plots of Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ E11.5, displaying myogenic and non myogenic clusters, 

EOM markers Pitx2 and Alx4 overlaid with RNA velocity trajectories. The EOM cluster is 

highlighted. (B) UMAP plots of the EOM subset, displaying myogenic and non-myogenic clusters 

overlaid with RNA velocity trajectories, and Pdgfa (myogenic) and Pdgfra (non-myogenic) 

expression plots. (C-D’) RNAscope on Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ E14.5 section with Pdgfra (cyan) and 

Pdgfa (red) probes. Myf5-derived cells are labelled by GFP membrane. The asterisk indicates the 

medial attachment site, also Myf5-derived. (D’) High magnification view. Yellow arrowheads 

indicate Myf5-derived Pdgfra-expressing cells (non-myogenic). Red arrowheads indicate Myf5-

derived Pdgfa-expressing cells (myogenic). (E-F) Expression patterns of ligands (E), phase 

portraits, velocity plots and expression patterns of receptors Bmp, Ephrin and Pdgf pathways. 

Differential expression of ligands in one cluster correlates with the active induction of the 

complementary receptor in the other cluster. (G) Current model of lineage bifurcation, associated 

with the expression of complementary signaling molecules. 
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Figure 6. Myogenic and non-myogenic cell fates are associated with particular gene 

regulatory networks. 

(A) UMAP of Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ E11.5 EOM based on SCENIC Regulon activity (Area Under 

Curve score). (B) Heatmap of top regulons (Transcription factor and associated targets). The suffix 

“_extended” indicates that the regulon includes motifs that have been linked to the TF by lower 

confidence annotations, for instance, inferred by motif similarity. The number in brackets indicates 

the number of genes comprising the regulon. (C) Transcription factor network based on regulons, 

top 50 regulons of each are colored. Opposite modules of non-myogenic (blue) and myogenic (red) 

are highlighted. The close proximity of these nodes suggests coregulation. 
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Figure 7. Key transcription factors are underlying non-myogenic fate transition at various 

stages and anatomical locations. 

(A-D) Velocity UMAP highlighting the non-myogenic transition at each stage, from which the 

underlying network was inferred. Driver genes and regulatory networks (regulons) were produced 

for each stage independently, and a stage-specific network of active transcription factor and 

associated driver gene targets was built. The size of nodes corresponds to the number of edges 

(connections) it has, (i.e. the number of driver genes it regulates). (E) Venn diagram illustrating the 

overlap on of “driver regulons” between each stage. (F) Histogram displaying the frequency of 

appearance of the most predominant transcription factors as driver regulators (4= present in all 4 

datasets as driver regulon, 1= present in only 1 dataset). 
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Figure 8. Model of Myf5+ bipotent progenitors giving rise to muscle and associated 

connective tissues. 

Scheme illustrating the model of bipotent Myf5+/Pdgfa+ progenitors giving rise to myogenic and 

non-myogenic cells and discreet parts of the head, deprived of neural crest. Upon activation of a 

set of transcription factors including Prrx1/2, Foxp2, Hmga2, Meis1, Meox2, Fli1, Twist1, Ets1, 

Tcf7l2 and Tcf4, a fibrogenic fate is acquired. A molecular dialogue is initiated at the branchpoint 

including extracellular matrix components and tyrosine kinase signalling such as Pdgf, Ephrins and 

Bmps. 
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Supplemental Figure S1. Myogenic and non-myogenic markers define anterior mesodermal 

tissues. 

(A) Mesp1Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ E10.5  UMAP expression plots of markers of various mesodermal 

lineages, assisting the identification of clusters. (B) Heatmap of top 5 markers of each cluster of 

Mesp1Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ E10.5. (C) UMAP expression plot of Mesp1Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ E10.5 subset of 

En2: a marker of pharyngeal arch 1, En1: a marker of epaxial somitic progenitors, Lbx1: a marker 

for tongue progenitors. (D) Correlation plot of myogenic (Pdgfa, Myf5, Myod1, Myog, Acta2) and 

non-myogenic (Pdgfra, Prrx1, Meis1, Twist1, Osr1, Col1a1) genes.  
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Supplemental Figure S2. Cell cycle phases and scvelo metrics. 

(A) UMAP of each dataset with overlaid velocity and cell cycle phase. Although cell cycle genes 

were regressed for all datasets, parts of the infered trajectories at later stages correlate with cell 

cycle phases, but not the myogenic to non-myogenic transition. (B-E) QC metrics of scvelo, 

including velocity length, velocity confidence and spliced/unspliced abundance per dataset and cell 

type. The velocity length refers to the speed at which the transition is happening and the velocity 

confidence measure the coherence of the directionality in this region. 
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Figure S3. The fate of Myf5-derived connective tissue perinatally. 

(A-B) Transverse sections of Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+immunostained for Sox9 (a marker of cartilage 

and some connective tissue) at P0 indicating regions of higher magnification in the EOM and back 

muscles. (C-D) Coronal sections of Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ EOM at P30 immunostained for Pax7 and 

Sox9 indicating the areas of higher magnifications. (A’-D’, A’’-B’’, A’’’) High magnification of Myf5 

contribution to adipocytes, cartilage, perichondrium, tendon and niche cells. 
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Supplemental Figure S4. Seurat library pre-processing metrics. 

(A, C, E, G) Violin plots of gene count, UMI count and mitochondrial fraction for each dataset. 

(B, D, F, H) Gene count and UMI count per cell type for each dataset. Note the “High count” cluster 

of the E11.5 dataset. (I-J) UMAP of gene count and UMI count of the E11.5 dataset, highlighting 

the clustering of high UMI cells. 
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Supplemental Figure S5. Non-myogenic Myf5-derived cells display a similar gene set 

enrichment analysis. 

(A) Gene set enrichment analysis for Reactome pathways, including genes underlying each term, 

and their representation in each dataset. Although a slight variability in the specific genes of each 

stage, their related terms are similar. 
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Supplemental Figure S6. Myf5-expressing cells are not neural crest derivatives in the EOM 

at E13.5. 

(A) Transverse cryosections of Wnt1Cre/+; R26mTmG/+; Myf5nLacZ/+ and Mesp1Cre/+; R26mTmG/+; 

Myf5nLacZ/+ immunostained for Bgal, at the level of the muscle mass of the EOM at E13.5. No Myf5-

expressing neural crest-derived cell could be found. (B) Transverse cryosections of Wnt1Cre/+; 

R26mTmG/+; Myf5nLacZ/+ and Mesp1Cre/+; R26mTmG/+; Myf5nLacZ/+ immunostained for Bgal, at the level 

of the medial tendon attachment of the EOM at E13.5. No Myf5-expressing neural crest-derived 

cell could be found. 
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Supplemental Figure S7. Myf5-derived non-myogenic cells are found preferentially in the 

central mass in the EOM at E12.5. 

(A-D) Coronal sections of Myf5Cre/+; R26TdTomato/+; PdgfraH2BGFP/+ embryo at E12.5 highlighting Myf5-

derived non-myogenic cells from medial attachment (A) to lateral fibres (D). Note the higher portion 

of double-positive cells in the central region. 
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Supplemental Figure S8. EOM non-myogenic cells arise from a myogenic compartment and 

initiate crosstalk with myogenic cells. 

(A) Example of a potential fate of a unique cell. Scale gradient represents pseudotime.  

(B) Velocity length and confidence. Higher confidence is found on both ends of the EOM cluster, 

and the highest length is found in the non-myogenic portion, indicating that the central region 

provides cells to both clusters, and that the tip of the non-myogenic cluster likely corresponds to a 

high determination state. (C) Unspliced and spliced proportions within the EOM subset and each 

subcluster indicating a relatively high number of unspliced variants in the non-myogenic cluster, 

which could suggest a high transcriptional activity. (D) Gene set enrichment analysis network, 

including relative contribution of each cluster to the term and significance levels. 
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Table 1: Driver genes of each dataset. 
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INTRODUCTION 14 

 15 

Skeletal muscles play critical and diverse roles including voluntary movement, feeding, speech and 16 

thermoregulation. An unexpected feature that has emerged in the last decades is the extent of 17 

heterogeneity that is characteristic of this tissue beyond fast and slow fibre types. Notably, adult 18 

skeletal muscle stem cells differ in their proliferative capacities (Stuelsatz et al., 2015), individual 19 

muscle groups are subject to specific evolutionary changes (Schubert et al., 2018; Smith, 1992), 20 

and muscle masses have distinct susceptibilities to myopathies (Sambasivan et al., 2009; Schoser 21 

et al., 2006; Formicola et al., 2014; Mercuri et al., 2013; Kaminski et al., 2002). This diversity can 22 

be traced back to development, where different muscle groups arising from distinct myogenic 23 

lineages require specific gene regulatory networks to initiate their myogenic programs 24 

(Buckingham, 2017; Comai and Tajbakhsh, 2014; Sambasivan et al., 2009). The genetic 25 

hierarchies governing cranial muscle development has been defined to a limited extent (Comai et 26 

al., 2019; Sambasivan et al., 2011b). Cranial muscle formation begins after most muscles in the 27 

trunk and limbs have been initiated, and in the case of the esophagus, this extends to postnatal 28 

stages. (Comai et al., 2019; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2015; Grimaldi et al., 2015; Heude et al., 2018; 29 

Nogueira et al., 2015; Tabler et al., 2017).  30 

 31 

Some developmental programs required for myogenesis in diverse locations continue to be 32 

expressed in those same locations in adult muscle stem cells (Evano et al., 2020; Sambasivan et 33 

al., 2009; Yoshioka et al., 2020). In spite of extensive analysis of the muscle lineage, limited specific 34 

markers of the developing somitic and non-somitic muscle sub-groups have been identified to date 35 

(Comai et al., 2019; Heude et al., 2018).  36 

 37 
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Here, we use lineage analysis of multiple mouse lines, targeted microdissection, and advanced 38 

computational methods to build a 4D map of developing cranial muscles and focus on unique 39 

genetic programs that guide distinct cranial muscle groups. Using newly developed analytical 40 

approaches, we reveal the molecular switches that underpin the active maintenance of progenitor 41 

cell states. This process is presumably differentially regulated in each anlage, by a specific set of 42 

genes that are continuously expressed that we called “genetic birthmarks” (GBMs). Interestingly, 43 

some of these unique regulatory modules are maintained in adult muscle stem cells, while others 44 

are lost. 45 

 46 

We are surveying the functional relevance of these traits for their ability to act as chromatin 47 

remodelers and regulate cell plasticity, extracellular remodeling and myogenic commitment. In 48 

doing so, we will provide the genetic foundation underlying skeletal muscle phenotypic diversity, 49 

and uncover key transcription factors that can be exploited for therapeutic strategies. 50 

 51 

RESULTS 52 

 53 

Craniofacial muscle initiation is asynchronous 54 

Although recent studies have laid the foundation for identifying the major lineages and genetic 55 

programs for craniofacial muscle development (Heude et al., 2018), the morphogenic events and 56 

anatomical positioning of myogenic progenitors in the head that assure the reproducible disposition 57 

of the various muscle masses are largely unknown. To investigate the early compartmentalization 58 

and sequential appearance of myogenic progenitor populations, we performed a series of whole 59 

mount immunostainings using Myf5Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ embryos (the earliest known marker of myogenic 60 

commitment (Tajbakhsh et al., 1996b)) from E9.5 to E13.5 (Tajbakhsh et al., 1996) (Figure 1). We 61 

found that extraocular muscles (EOM) and the first and second pharyngeal arch (PA1, PA2) 62 

anlagen appear first at E9.5 (Figure 1A), whereas pharyngeal arch 6 muscles (laryngeal muscles) 63 

were only visible at E11 (Figure 1D). Notably, by E12.5-E13.5, considerable morphogenic 64 

remodeling has taken place, making the boundaries of each anlage difficult to discern (Figure S1). 65 

Combining these datapoints, we built a schematic model of the cranial muscle anlagen in relation 66 

to their adult derivatives. This model serves as a framework to overlay transcriptomic data. 67 

 68 

To identify the genetic signatures of cranial muscles, we adopted an unbiased scRNAseq 69 

approach. However, given that craniofacial development is largely an asynchronous process that 70 

extends to late stages (Comai et al., 2019; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2015; Grimaldi et al., 2015; Heude 71 

et al., 2018; Nogueira et al., 2015), it is unlikely that we could capture all myogenic progenitors at 72 

a single timepoint. Therefore, we designed a series of experiments to cover crucial stages in 73 

craniofacial muscle development using different transgenic mouse lines and dissection protocols 74 

(Figure 1F). We first used Mesp1Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ reporter mice which represent a broad cell lineage 75 
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tracing strategy for anterior mesoderm at E10.5, to capture cells prior to commitment as well as 76 

their derivatives. Then, we used Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ reporter mice at E11.5 where cell-lineage 77 

tracing captures myogenic progenitors and their derivatives. Finally, we used Myf5GFP-P/+ reporter 78 

mice at E12.5 and E14.5, which allow contemporary labelling of myogenic progenitors (Kassar-79 

Duchossoy et al., 2004). All embryos from E10.5 to E12.5 included tissue from the entire region 80 

anterior to the forelimb, whereas E14.5 samples included tissues from the tongue, pharyngeal and 81 

laryngeal regions to focus on caudal arch-derived muscles (derivatives of PA3 to PA6) (Noden and 82 

Epstein, 2010). 83 

 84 

Somite derived muscles expand rapidly during cranial myogenesis 85 

As indicated, our scRNAseq pipeline generated 4 datasets that included Mesp1-traced, Myf5-86 

traced, and Myf5-contemporary cells. The Mesp1 lineage includes cardiovasculature, adipocytes, 87 

dermis, endothelium and connective tissue (Noden and Trainor, 2005; Bildsoe et al., 2013; Adachi 88 

et al., 2020; Heude et al. 2018; Chai and Maxson, 2006). The Myf5 lineage contributes to other 89 

tissues, including neuronal cells, adipocytes, dermis, cartilage and connective tissue (Daubas et 90 

al., 2000; Haldar et al., 2008; Sebo et al., 2018; Stuelsatz et al., 2014).  91 

 92 

To isolate myogenic cells, we resorted to known myogenic markers such as Myf5 (Tajbakhsh et 93 

al., 1996b), and Pdgf signalling which segregates early myogenic versus non-myogenic cells 94 

(Grimaldi et al., in preparation). Strikingly, following myogenic filtering, multiple populations 95 

naturally separated in all 4 datasets (Figure 2). We used previously described markers to annotate 96 

each dataset identically: Barx2 for PA1 (Jones et al., 1997), Lbx1 for the tongue (Gross et al., 97 

2000), Pax3 for somitic neck muscles (Heude et al., 2018), Isl1 for PA2 (Comai et al., 2019; 98 

Gopalakrishnan et al., 2015; Harel et al., 2009), Alx4 for the EOM (Bothe and Dietrich, 2006), 99 

Shox2/Meis2/Tshz1/Tshz2/Hoxb4/Hoxc4 (Coré et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2020) 100 

for caudal arches and Myog for differentiating cells (Hasty et al., 1993) (Figure 2A-D).  101 

 102 

The relative proportion of each cluster was assessed at every stage (Figure 2A-D, piecharts). We 103 

noticed an increasingly predominant proportion of differentiated cells and somitic progenitors from 104 

E10.5 to E12.5, both from neck and tongue clusters, presumably due to the considerable increase 105 

in the size of these muscles at these stages (Figure 2E, S1) (Heude et al., 2018). In addition, half 106 

of the cells collected at E14.5 corresponded to tongue progenitors. This highlighted the importance 107 

of using a refined isolation protocol to yield an appropriate representation of each population for 108 

our study (Figure 2E). Cell cycle can bear significant weight in scRNAseq data (McDavid et al., 109 

2016), and can be inferred from gene expression by taking advantage of the induction of specific 110 

genes at each phase of the cell cycle and scoring them (Tirosh et al., 2016). We noticed a marked 111 

increase of cells in G1 at E12.5, correlating with the large expansion of differentiating cells found 112 

close to somitic progenitors (Figure 2F). 113 
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 114 

Myogenic development of cranial muscles is associated with the expression of unique and 115 

co-opted markers 116 

A handful of markers helped us annotate each anlage from E10.5 to E14.5 (from E10.5 to E12.5 117 

for the EOM and somitic neck muscle, removed at E14.5). We chose to use these markers due to 118 

their persistent expression throughout development, yet some of them including Pax3, Barx2 and 119 

Isl1, were also expressed in other myogenic compartments (Figure 2A-D). To investigate the 120 

persistence and specificity of other markers, we generated lists of top markers for each anlage, at 121 

each stage. We then combined these lists into a Sankey diagram, to visualize how many of these 122 

specific genes were kept or co-opted by other clusters between stages (Figure 3A).  123 

 124 

Expectedly, markers defining differentiating cells were well conserved throughout development 125 

(Figure 3A, yellow edges). In contrast, between most progenitor compartments, it appeared that a 126 

significant portion of markers was shared with other clusters through various stages. This non-127 

specificity could be indicative of 2 possible phenomena: 1) the sequential cell states that embryonic 128 

progenitors go through are similar among different anlagen, but asynchronous; 2) the substantial 129 

remodelling of the head displaces myogenic progenitors into new anatomical locations where 130 

divergent environmental cues will impinge on their transcriptomic state. While these hypotheses 131 

are not mutually exclusive, the cases of the EOM and the tongue might in part be explained by 132 

anatomical specificity.  133 

 134 

Strikingly, EOM markers appeared to be well conserved from E10.5 to E12.5, consistent with the 135 

UMAP analyses where the EOM cluster always appeared as noticeably distinct (Figure 1A-D). 136 

Accordingly, the anatomical position of the EOM does not change overtly throughout development 137 

(Comai et al., 2020). It is thus tempting to speculate that its local molecular environment might also 138 

be coherent through development, hence promoting a transcriptomic output that is also coherent. 139 

In contrast, tongue myogenic progenitors migrate from the occipital somites to the tongue 140 

primordium through the hypoglossal chord (Han et al., 2012; Parada and Chai, 2015; Parada et al., 141 

2012). These cells are displaced from the dorsal side of the embryo to the middle part of the 142 

mandibular prominence between E10.5 and E12.5 (Figure1 A) (Parada et al., 2012). This process 143 

might underlie the transition from the expression of anterior somitic markers to pharyngeal arch 144 

markers that appear from E11.5 to E12.5 (Figure 3A).  145 

 146 

In spite of this, this analysis also revealed that a number of markers were consistently maintained 147 

in most clusters. In addition, some specific genes could be downregulated at certain key stages 148 

and expressed again at a later timepoint, and thus not being captured in this visualization method. 149 

Therefore, we compared the specific markers that were kept in at least one stage after E10.5 150 

(Figure 3B-E) and represent them as “word clouds”, where the word size is representative of the 151 
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cumulative fold change across all stages (Figure 3B-E). We validated some of these markers by 152 

precise microdissection of the regions of interest, and qRT-PCR on E11.5 Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ 153 

embryos (Figure S2). Along with known markers, we uncovered a number of unknown markers 154 

which are conserved, highly expressed, and specific from the initiation of myogenesis until foetal 155 

stages. These included novel markers for extraocular muscles, pharyngeal arches and caudal 156 

arches. For example, the homeobox protein SHOX2 that is implicated in craniofacial and 157 

cardiovascular pathologies (Sun et al., 2013; Vickerman et al., 2011), appears as a developmental 158 

marker of the posterior muscles that are anatomically and clonally associated to the heart (Figure 159 

3B). Shox2, Meis2 and Tshz2 were reported to be required for palate osteogenesis and soft palate 160 

development, muscles mostly derived from caudal arches (Vickerman et al., 2011; Wang et al., 161 

2020). Importantly, published and unpublished work from our group have identified a number of 162 

these genes still expressed in adult muscle stem cells and after heterotypic transplantation (data 163 

not shown) (Evano et al., 2020; Sambasivan et al., 2009). We thus named them “genetic 164 

birthmarks” (GBMs). 165 

 166 

Core regulatory modules underlie cranial muscle diversity 167 

Most of the GBMs that we identified corresponded to transcription factors. To visualize the activity 168 

of these genes dynamically throughout different developmental stages, we merged the first three 169 

anatomically matching datasets (E10.5-E11.5-E12.5). As suspected, cells clustered preferentially 170 

by stage, cell cycle phase, and anatomical location (Figure 4A-B), thus validating the cluster 171 

annotations. Importantly, to assess the dynamic regulation of progenitors, cell cycle genes were 172 

not regressed in the combined dataset. We investigated the activity of GBMs using SCENIC, a 173 

toolkit for regulatory network inference (Aibar et al., 2017; Sande et al., 2020). This method 174 

leverages expression correlation and binding motif databases to infer regulatory relationships.  175 

 176 

By regrouping transcription factors and their targets into “regulons”, we were able to measure their 177 

activity throughout development (Figure 4C). Several transcription factors were found among the 178 

most variable regulons (top 25 out of 99) including Ebf1, Barx2, Dmrta2, Barhl1, Foxp2, Zic1, Pax3, 179 

En1, Prrx2, Shox2, Myog and Mef2c. We found that most of the GBMs were active in their 180 

respective anatomical locations (Figure 4C). Intriguingly, those of the tongue and facial muscle 181 

progenitors (both migratory populations (Dietrich et al., 1999; Prunotto et al., 2004)) were not found 182 

as top active regulons. It is possible that the identity of these cells is not fixed as they receive 183 

different signals from their local environment.  184 

 185 

Next, we interrogated the capacity of these transcription factors to coregulate within specific 186 

anatomical locations, thus providing insights into the underlying transcriptional mechanisms 187 

governing anatomical identity. We followed an original approach (detailed in Grimaldi et al., in 188 

preparation) to build a network of co-regulating transcription factors from SCENIC regulons of the 189 
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E11.5 dataset. Strikingly, various transcription factors including previously identified GBMS 190 

clustered into modules that were visually identifiable as groups of tightly interconnected nodes 191 

(Figure 4D). This result suggests that unique core regulatory systems are found in various cranial 192 

muscles during embryogenesis, and could thus contribute to establishing various lineages. 193 

 194 

Myogenic cells homogeneously maintain a progenitor state characterised by unique 195 

signalling pathways 196 

To investigate how these modules associated with GBMs can impart unique identity during 197 

myogenesis of distinct muscle groups, we first assessed the developmental trajectories of each 198 

myogenic cluster from E10.5 to E12.5 and at E14.5 (Figure 5A-B). To do so, we used scvelo, a 199 

recently described RNA velocity tool providing major improvements from previous methods 200 

(Bergen et al., 2020; Manno et al., 2018). Expectedly, we noticed 2 main directions in almost all 201 

clusters: differentiation, and proliferation/progenitor state (Figure 5A-E). Strikingly, when projected 202 

onto PC space (PC1/PC2), cells could be uniformly separated into “progenitor” versus 203 

“differentiating” categories (Figure 5E’-E’’). Strikingly, E10.5 cells were localized at the tip of the 204 

progenitor trajectory, and do not seem to integrate the “differentiating” half of the population. We 205 

annotated these 2 directional trajectories as “progenitor” and “committed” and used scvelo 206 

integrated functions to identify the driver genes (i.e. the genes responsible for most of the velocity 207 

calculated) underlying these 2 directional trajectories (Figure 5E’’-F). We build a gene set 208 

enrichment analysis network based on the top 100 driver genes of each population and uncovered 209 

the most relevant molecular functions associated with progenitor and committed states (Bindea et 210 

al., 2009). These 2 partitions yielded mostly distinct, non-overlapping terms, apart from terms 211 

associated with tyrosine kinase activity and Rho activity. Notably, progenitor driver genes were 212 

specifically associated with BMP/SMAD signalling, proteoglycan binding and extracellular matrix 213 

constituents. Different studies have reported a role for BMPs as inhibitors of myogenesis in favour 214 

of connective tissue. (El-Magd et al., 2013; Harel et al., 2009; Lima et al., 2020; Tzahor et al., 2003; 215 

Yamamoto-Shiraishi and Kuroiwa, 2013) suggesting that a similar mechanism is operating for 216 

progenitor maintenance during development. 217 

  218 
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 219 

 220 

By using genetically modified mouse lines to mark specific cell lineages, single-cell transcriptomics, 221 

anatomical studies, and original computational methods, we have identified distinct core regulatory 222 

modules for each craniofacial muscle in the mouse embryo. These genetic birthmarks are mostly 223 

retained throughout development and partially redeployed in adult skeletal muscle (data not 224 

shown). Characterisation of the molecular features underlying progenitor maintenance in the 225 

embryo revealed strikingly analogous features to a connective tissue/stromal cell states. In ongoing 226 

studies we will address how these genetic birthmark modules could directly regulate different 227 

aspects of myogenesis by transcriptionally controlling specific sets of genes. We are extending the 228 

analysis of GBM maintenance in the adult to various representative craniofacial muscles to 229 

evaluate the extent of the redeployment of developmental genes in adult stem cells, and their 230 

possible involvement in regulating susceptibility to diseases. 231 

 232 

MATERIALS & METHODS 233 

 234 

scRNAseq data generation 235 

For E10.5 to E12.5 embryos, the cranial region above the forelimb was dissected in ice-cold 3% 236 

FBS and mechanically dissociated. The same procedure was applied at E14.5 but the dissection 237 

was refined to the pharyngeal and laryngeal regions. Tissues were then digested in TrypLE 238 

(ThermoFisher Cat #: 12604013) during 3 rounds of 5-minute incubation (37°C, 1400 RPM), 239 

interspersed with gentle pipetting to further dissociate the tissue. Cells were resuspended in FBS 240 

3%, filtered, and incubated with Calcein blue (eBioscience, Cat #: 65-0855-39) and Propidium 241 

Iodide (ThermoFisher Cat #: P1304MP) for viability check. Viable cells were sorted on BD 242 

FACSAria™ III and manually counted using a hemocytometer. RNA integrity was assessed with 243 

Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 to validate the isolation protocol prior to scRNAseq (RIN>8 was 244 

considered acceptable). 4000 to 13000 cells were loaded onto 10X Genomics Chromium 245 

microfluidic chip and cDNA libraries were generated following manufacturer’s protocol. 246 

Concentrations and fragment sizes were measured using Agilent Bioanalyzer and Invitrogen Qubit. 247 

cDNA libraries were sequenced using NextSeq 500 and High Output v2.5 (75 cycles) kits. Genome 248 

mapping and count matrix generation were done following 10X Genomics Cell Ranger pipeline. 249 

 250 

RNA velocity and driver genes 251 

RNA velocity analyses were performed using scvelo (Bergen et al., 2020) in python. This tool allows 252 

to infer velocity flow and driver genes using scRNAseq data, with major improvements from 253 

previous methods (Manno et al., 2018). First, unspliced and spliced transcript matrices were 254 

generated using velocyto (Manno et al., 2018) command line function, which outputs unspliced, 255 

spliced, and ambiguous matrices as a single loom file. These files were combined with filtered 256 
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Seurat objects to yield objects with unspliced and spliced matrices, as well as Seurat-generated 257 

annotations and cell-embeddings (UMAP, tSNE, PCA). These datasets were then processed 258 

following scvelo online guide and documentation. Velocity was calculated based on the dynamical 259 

model (using scv.tl.recover_dynamics(adata), and scv.tl.velocity(adata, mode=’dynamical’)) and 260 

when outliers were detected, differential kinetics based on top driver genes were calculated and 261 

added to the model (using scv.tl.velocity(adata, diff_kinetics=True)). Specific driver genes were 262 

identified by determining the top likelihood genes in the selected cluster.  263 

 264 

Seurat preprocessing 265 

scRNAseq datasets were preprocessed using Seurat in R (https://satijalab.org/seurat/) (Butler et 266 

al., 2018). Cells with more than 20% of mitochondrial gene fraction were discarded. The number of 267 

genes expressed averaged to 4000 in all 4 datasets. Dimension reduction and UMAP generation 268 

were performed following Seurat workflow. Doublets were inferred using DoubletFinder v3 269 

(McGinnis et al., 2019). Cell cycle genes were regressed in all datasets following Seurat dedicated 270 

vignette. We noticed that cell cycle regression, although clarifying anatomical diversity, seemed to 271 

induce low and high UMI clustering (Suppl. Fig. 3I-J). For the E10.5 and E11.5 datasets, 2 272 

replicates were generated from littermates and merged after confirming their similitude. For 273 

subsequent datasets (E12.5 and E14.5), no replicates were used. Annotation and subsetting were 274 

also performed in Seurat. Myogenic cells were isolated based on their expression of Myf5 and 275 

Pdgfa and Pdgfra as described in (Grimaldi et al., in preparation).  276 

Merging was performed using Seurat anchors (dims=1:30, anchor.features=40). Mitochondrial 277 

fraction, number of genes and number of UMI were regressed during scaling, but no cell cycle 278 

regression was applied.  279 

 280 

Gene regulatory network inference and transcription factor modules 281 

Gene regulatory networks were inferred using SCENIC (R implementation) and pySCENIC (Aibar 282 

et al., 2017; Sande et al., 2020) (python implementation). This algorithm allows regrouping of sets 283 

of correlated genes into regulons (i.e. a transcription factor and its targets) based on motif binding 284 

and co-expression. UMAP and heatmap were generated using regulon AUC matrix (Area Under 285 

Curve) which refers to the activity level of each regulon in each cell. The outputted list of each 286 

regulon and their targets was subsequently used to create a transcription factor network based on 287 

interactions involving genes that are regulons themselves. This operation greatly reduced the 288 

number of genes involved, while highlighting co-regulating transcriptional modules. 2 tables were 289 

generated: a node table and an edge table. The node table comprised all transcription factors 290 

involved, along with a “top50 regulon” annotation (“Top 50 myogenic”, “Top 50 non-myogenic”, or 291 

“Other”). The edge table was comprised of source and target IDs along with a column indicating 292 

the weight of the connection, which refers to the correlation of these 2 genes in the data, obtained 293 
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from SCENIC correlation matrix. These tables were imported in Gephi (https://gephi.org/), networks 294 

were generated and subjected to the “Force-Atlas2” algorithm. 295 

 296 

Gene set enrichment analysis analysis 297 

Gene set enrichment analysis analyses were performed on driver genes (obtained from scvelo), 298 

using Cluego (Bindea et al., 2009). “GO Molecular Pathway was used to identify common and 299 

unique pathways involved in each dataset. For statistical analyses, an enrichment/depletion two-300 

sided hypergeometric test was performed and p-values were corrected using the Bonferroni step 301 

down method. 302 

 303 

Mouse strains 304 

Animals were handled according to European Community guidelines and the ethics committee of 305 

the Institut Pasteur (CETEA) approved protocols. The following strains were previously described: 306 

Myf5Cre (Haldar et al., 2008), Mesp1Cre (Saga et al., 1999), Tg:Wnt1Cre (Danielian et al., 1998), 307 

R26TdTom (Ai9;(Madisen et al., 2009)), R26mTmG(Muzumdar et al., 2007), Myf5nlacZ (Tajbakhsh et al., 308 

1996a), PdgfraH2BGFP (Hamilton et al., 2003) and Myf5GFP-P (Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004). 309 

To generate Myf5Cre/+; R26TdTomato/+; PdgfraH2BGFP/+embryos, Myf5Cre/+ females were crossed with 310 

PdgfraH2BGFP/+:: R26TdTomato/TdTomato males. Mice were kept on a mixed genetic background 311 

C57BL/6JRj and DBA/2JRj (B6D2F1, Janvier Labs). Mouse embryos and fetuses were collected 312 

between embryonic day (E) E10.5 and E14.5, with noon on the day of the vaginal plug considered 313 

as E0.5.  314 

 315 

Whole-mount immunostainings 316 

For whole-mount immunostaining, were fixed 2.5h in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy 317 

Sciences, Cat #:15710) in PBS with 0,2% Triton X-100 at 4°C and washed overnight at 4°C in PBS. 318 

Then, embryos were dehydrated in 50% Methanol in PBS and twice in 100% Methanol, 30min each 319 

at RT and kept at -20˚C till needed. Heads were rehydrated, blocked overnight with 3%BSA, 10% 320 

Goat serum and 0.5% Triton in PBS. Primary and secondary immunostaining lasted 2 days each 321 

for E9.5 to E11.0 embryos, and 7 days each for E12.5 and E13.5 embryos. Antibodies were 322 

prepared in blocking solution, with enough volume to cover the entire tissue and place for several 323 

days at 4°C with agitation.  After immunolabelling, samples washed in 0.1%Tween/PBS, 324 

dehydrated in 50% Methanol in PBS, 100% Methanol 30min each at room temperature, and cleared 325 

with a mix benzyl alcohol and benzyl benzoate (BABB). The clarified tissues were then mounted 326 

for imaging as described in (Yokomizo et al., 2012). Primary antibodies used were: chicken 327 

polyclonal anti-GFP (Abcam Cat. #: 13970, dilution (1:1000), mouse monoclonal IgG1 anti-Islet1 328 

(DSHB Cat. #: 40.2D6, dilution 1:500), mouse IgG2A anti-Tuj1 (b3 tubulin) (Ozyme Cat. #. 329 

BLE801202, dilution: 1:1000).  330 

 331 
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Image acquisition and processing 332 

Wholemount immunostainings ranging from E9.5 to E11.5 were acquired using Zeiss LSM700 and 333 

LSM780 confocal microscopes. E12.5 and E13.5 samples were acquired using a Lavision Biotech 334 

UltraMicroscope II light-sheet microscope. Images were processed using ZEN software (Carl 335 

Zeiss) 336 
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Figure 1. Rationale and experimental design. 

(A-D) Whole-mount immunostaining of Myf5Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ embryos from E9.5 to E11.0, labelled 

for GFP (myogenic anlagen), Isl1 (CPM, endoderm), and Tuj1 (neurons), and highlighting the 

progressive anteroposterior appearance of myogenic progenitors. 1/2/3/6: Pharyngeal arch 1/2/3/4, 

E: Eye. Arrowhead shows myogenic primordium. (E) Scheme of cranial myogenic compartments 

in the embryo and some of their derivatives in the adult. (F) Scheme of scRNAseq experimental 

design highlighting the stages, dissected area, and mouse line used for each dataset. 

Mesp1Cre/+;R26mTmG/+: broad cell lineage tracing of anterior mesoderm capturing pre-committed 

cells, Myf5Cre/+;R26mTmG/+: cell lineage tracing capturing derivatives of myogenic progenitors, 

Myf5GFP-P/+: Contemporary labelling of myogenic progenitors. E10.5 to E12.5 include tissue from all 

anterior region above the forelimb. E14.5 includes tissue from the tongue, pharyngeal and laryngeal 

regions. 
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Figure 2. Cranial myogenic compartments expand asynchronously during development. 

(A-D) UMAP dimension reduction of all 4 datasets, piecharts of the relative proportion of myogenic 

clusters, and expression pattern of selected markers. Isl1: Cardiopharyngeal mesoderm, Lbx1: 

Tongue, Myog: Differentiating cells, Pax3: Somitic muscle progenitors, En2: Epaxial progenitors, 

Pitx2high: Extraocular muscle progenitors. (E) Area plot of the relative proportions of each myogenic 

cluster at each stage. Note the increasing proportion of somitic progenitors, tongue progenitors and 

differentiated cells. (F) Histogram of the number of cells in each cell cycle phase at each stage. 

Note the high proportion of G1 cells from E12.5, indicative of differentiating cells. Myogenic cells 

were filtered from each dataset using myogenic markers, Leiden clustering and Pdgfa/Pdgfra 

signalling dichotomy (Grimaldi et al., in preparation). 
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Figure 3. Each myogenic anlage expresses a unique set of persisting transcription factors 

through development.  

(A) Sankey diagram showing the flow of persisting/non-persisting, common/unique markers. Each 

node illustrates the top markers of a cluster at a specific stage. The width of the connections 

between each node is representative of the number of marker genes shared between these 2 

conditions. Top marker gene test: Wilcoxon rank-sum test, log fold change: 0.25, maximum number 

of genes displayed: 50. Markers for differentiating cells and EOM progenitors are highly conserved. 

(B-C) Wordcloud representation of genes persisting as top markers of each cluster. The size of the 

word represents the cumulative fold change across all stages. (D-E) Gene set enrichment analysis 

network from persisting genes of all progenitors (D) and differentiating cells (E). Persisting markers 

for progenitors are mostly transcription factors while conserved markers for differentiating cells are 

mostly cytoskeleton molecules. 
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Figure 4. Distinct transcription factors are active in cranial myogenic progenitors. 

(A) UMAP of merged E10.5 to E12.5 datasets annotated for each myogenic cluster. Cells appear 

to cluster mostly based on anatomical location. (B) UMAP showing stage, and cell cycle 

annotations. Stage and cell cycle phase also weigh on cell clustering. (C) Activity of selected 

regulons, generated with SCENIC. (D) Transcription factor network inferred from regulons. 

Transcription factor co-regulation is visualized by nodes and edges. Persisting markers of each 

cluster stand out as coregulating modules. 
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Figure 5. Myogenic cells actively maintain their progenitor state characterised by unique 

signalling pathways. 

(A-B) RNA velocity streams on merged datasets (A) and E14.5 dataset (B). (C-D) RNA velocity 

streams with cell cycle phase annotation overlaid onto E10.5-E12.5 UMAP (C), PC1/PC2 (C’) and 

E14.5 UMAP (D). (E-E’’) RNA velocity streams with stage annotation overlaid onto E10.5-E12.5 

UMAP (E) and E10.5-E12.5 (PC1/PC2). (E’’) RNA velocity streams with “progenitor/committed” 

annotation overlaid onto E10.5-E12.5 PC1/PC2. Myogenic progenitors transition towards 

commitment, or progenitor maintenance (associated with earlier timepoint states and proliferation). 

(F) Driver genes characterising progenitor and committed developmental trajectories, along latent 

time. (G) “GO Molecular function” gene set enrichment analysis network of top 100 driver genes of 

progenitor and committed populations. 
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Supplemental Figure S1: Substantial myogenic expansion at E12.5-E13.5. 

Video 1: 3D reconstruction of a wholemount immunostained and clarified Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ 

embryo at E12.5, labelled with anti-GFP, anti-Tuj1 and anti-Isl1, imaged by light-sheet microscopy. 

Note the expansion of the dorsal musculature at E13.5, and the intricate patterns of progenitors in 

the cranial region. E: Eye, L:Forelimb, M: Mandible. 

Video 2: 3D reconstruction of a wholemount immunostained and clarified Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ 

embryo at E13.5, labelled with anti-GFP, anti-Tuj1 and anti-Isl1, imaged by light-sheet microscopy. 
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Supplemental Figure S2: Validation of identified markers. 

(A) Dissection protocol of the pharyngeal arches PA1/2: Pharyngeal arch 1/2, T: Tongue, AntSom: 

Anterior somites. (B) qPCR results validating the identification of the clusters. N=1 
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1. Myf5+ bipotent progenitors give rise to cranial muscles and 

associated connective tissue 

 

We describe a Myf5+mesodermal population, that gives rise to both myogenic and non-

myogenic cells in the embryo. This phenomenon was noted in cranial muscles where neural 

crest only partially contributes to muscle connective tissue, such as in EOM, laryngeal muscles 

and somite-derived neck muscles. Bifurcation of myogenic and non-myogenic progenitors is 

accompanied by complementary tyrosine kinase signaling involving Pdgfs, Ephrins, and Bmps. 

This analysis also allowed us to identify multiple markers that are associated with vessel 

development and neuronal cell guidance. Thus, these Myf5-derived cells could potentially also 

participate in establishing neuro-vascular networks within the growing muscle. The transition 

of Myf5+ bipotent cells to non-myogenic Myf5- cells is regulated by a set of transcription factors 

forming a core regulatory network coopted in different anatomical locations including Foxp2, 

Hmga2, Meis1, Meox2, and Tcf7l2.  

 

Further experiments could be carried out to determine the potency of these transcription 

factors and their targets in inducing connective-tissue-like signatures and inhibiting myogenesis 

in Myf5+ cells. For example, we could perform cell-sorting on Myf5-derived/Pdgfra- fetal cells 

(using Myf5Cre/+; R26TdTomato/+; PdgfraH2GFP/+) and assess their capacity activate Pdgfra (GFP) 

under specific conditions in vitro. Other reports have suggested that Myod-derived cells do not 

give rise to connective tissue (Wood et al., 2020). Accordingly, we did not observe many Myod+ 

cells that would adopt the same directional trajectories as Myf5+ cells. However, more detailed 

analyses of MyodCre/+;R26TdTomato/+;PdgfraH2BGFP/+ would help assess if this potential is 

restricted only to Myf5+ cells.  

 

A previous study described a Myf5-derived population in the EOM that the authors identify 

as neural crest-derived pericytes (Stuelsatz et al., 2014). However, the authors did not include 

single-cell co-labeling of neural crest and Myf5 to verify this observation. Apart for differences 

in the Myf5Cre allele used (Myf5tm3(cre)Sor/J (Tallquist et al., 2000) previous versus Myf5tm1.1(cre)Mrc 

(Haldar et al., 2008) present study), we could not detect neural crest-derived cells expressing 

Myf5 at E13.5. Also, all Myf5+ cells appeared to be mesoderm-derived as verified by 

examination of Wnt1Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ and Mesp1Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ embryos. Further, Myf5-

derived Pdgfra+ cells at E14.5 and Sox9+ cells at P0 were found in regions harboring mesoderm-
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derived connective tissue (EOM medial attachment and intraconal fat, laryngeal arytenoid 

muscles, and anterior somites). We also detected Myf5-derived interstitial cells subjacent to 

EOM muscle fibres at P30. Future work will determine the extent of Myf5-derived interstitial 

stromal cells in the EOM and other muscles, as this would suggest an intimate relationship 

between adult muscle stem cells and clonally related connective tissue. Specifically, we will 

use Wnt1Cre/+;R26TdTomato/+;PdgfraH2GFP/+, Mesp1Cre/+;R26TdTomato/+;PdgfraH2GFP/+ and 

Myf5Cre/+;R26TdTomato/+;PdgfraH2GFP/+ mice to assess the contribution of non-neural crest cells 

to developing muscles and to the adult stem cell niches.  

 

In this study, we present a common gene regulatory network underpinning connective tissue 

development that arises from Myf5+ mesodermal cells at multiple embryonic stages. This 

transition does not seem to occur in neural-crest embedded muscles, suggesting that this might 

be a highly regulated process. It is unknown if this potential arises from intrinsic predispositions 

of anterior mesoderm or if non-neural crest environmental cues contribute to this plasticity. 

 

2. Genetic birthmarks regulate cranial myogenic diversity 

 

We present a model for cranial myogenesis, where embryologically distinct myogenic 

anlagen give rise to discrete adult muscle groups under the control and maintenance of specific 

regulatory networks, that we named “genetic birthmarks” (GBMs). We identified specific 

markers of cranial myogenic progenitors including EOM, PA1, PA2, somitic neck muscles, 

tongue, and notably, caudal arch muscles. A significant proportion of these genes are 

transcription factors that we found to be specifically active during development. Network-based 

visualization revealed that these genes form modules that might indicate co-regulation at the 

level of each muscle anlage. Transcriptomic trajectories exposed the maintenance of a specific 

progenitor state associated with extracellular matrix production and BMP signaling, 

reminiscent of connective tissue lineages. This study requires additional analyses and 

complementary validations by in situ methods. Notably, regulon data from all stages can be 

combined into a single network to visualize the unique regulatory dynamics of every cluster at 

each stage. Also, other validations are ongoing in the embryo and adult in the form of qRT-

PCRs and RNAscope in situ hybrisations.  
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As indicated previously, EOM are specifically spared in most diseases (Formicola et al., 

2014; Kaminski et al., 2002; Man et al., 2005; Sambasivan et al., 2009; Stuelsatz et al., 2015). 

We identified the specific regulatory networks of the developing EOM, which for a large part 

are maintained in adult stem cells (data not shown), and after heterotopic transplantation (Evano 

et al., 2020). It is thus possible that these GBMs in EOM are responsible in part for the intrinsic 

and unique properties of EOM stem cells (Stuelsatz et al., 2015). Further analyses will 

determine the binding potential of EOM-specific GBMs to genes associated with their high 

proliferative capacities. 

 

3. A fibrogenic state in myogenic progenitors 

 

In our work, we present transcriptional changes at the level of embryonic myogenic 

progenitors that are associated with connective tissue-specific signatures: production of 

extracellular matrix constituents, proteoglycans, adhesion molecules and tyrosine kinase 

signaling molecules, including BMPs. Surprisingly, these pathways were found to be 

dynamically regulated in Myf5+ myogenic cells transitioning to a Myf5- non-myogenic state, 

as well as in myogenic progenitors actively maintaining an undifferentiated pool. It is thus 

tempting to speculate that this mechanism is an intrinsic property of myogenic cells that allows 

the integration of mesenchymal features such as extracellular matrix remodeling, migration 

potential, proliferation and paracrine activities to promote differentiation within the myogenic 

anlage (Murphy et al., 2011; Sefton and Kardon, 2019; Uezumi et al., 2014). Eventually, in 

regions where neural crest is absent, this process could be exploited even further and lead to the 

formation bona fide connective tissue by Myf5+ cells. This intriguing observation can be also 

considered in the context of the EOM, that contain a relatively high amount of Myf5-derived 

connective tissue, including cartilage, adipocytes, tendon and interstitial cells.  

 

Considering the higher proliferative capacity of EOM stem cells (Stuelsatz et al., 2015), one 

can imagine that the cellular plasticity of EOM during development could be reflected later to 

the adult phenotype. That is, by regulating a pseudo-connective tissue state possibly through 

the maintenance of deeply rooted ancestral regulatory networks or GBMs. In this context, adult 

muscle stem cells have been shown to display fibro-adipogenic behaviors under certain 

conditions (Uezumi et al., 2014). When cultured with aged mouse serum, some muscle stem 

cells acquired a fibrogenic phenotype (Brack et al., 2007) and several studies have reported a 
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fibro-adipogenic potential from satellite cell-derived myoblast cultures or single myofibre 

cultures (Asakura et al., 2001; Shefer et al., 2004; Wada et al., 2002), although concerns about 

mesenchymal contamination were raised (Uezumi et al., 2014). Muscle stem cells were shown 

to convert to adipocytes under cold condition, and this transition is repressed in the normal state 

by Myod (Yin et al., 2013). More work needs to be done to assess the fibrogenic potential of 

muscle stem cells, and evaluate whether this property is muscle-dependent. Other members of 

our team are currently exploring this specific state in the EOM adult muscle stem cells, 

compared to that of the limb. 

 

4. scRNAseq 

 

Single-cell transcriptomics has revolutionized developmental biology by providing a 

method to interrogate a large number of genes at single-cell resolution spatiotemporally and 

infer lineage trajectories across multiple cell populations simultaneously (Cao et al., 2019; 

Ibarra-Soria et al., 2018; Lescroart et al., 2018; Pijuan-Sala et al., 2018; Wagner et al., 2018). 

In doing so, it has redefined the notions of cell type and cell markers and deepened our 

understanding of cell lineage progression and single-cell fate decisions(Wagner et al., 2016). 

The work presented in this thesis relies primarily on this technology to investigate craniofacial 

development in mouse. Thus, it is important to appreciate the advantages and limitations 

associated with this approach.  

 

Advantages 

Given adequate sample preparation and sequencing parameters, scRNAseq allows a 

relatively accurate depiction of the transcriptomic state of a single cell. As such, new markers 

for various cell types can be identified and differential expression analysis can be performed. 

In our first study, this approach revealed a strong myogenic versus non-myogenic bias for Pdgf 

signaling (Pdgfa/Pdgfra) which we validated in vivo. From an initial list of differentially 

expressed genes, gene set enrichment analysis can assist researchers by summarizing the results 

into generic terms relative to biological processes, molecular function, protein classes, and 

more. This approach helped us to identify dominant protein classes within GBMs (markers of 

cell states at the onset of myogenesis), as well as specifying the biological processes underlying 

genes characterising Myf5+ connective tissue cell trajectories. Further, differential gene 
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expression analysis can distinguish conditions that were generated separately and that appear 

distinct. This requires a preemptive merging of datasets, a challenging process where batch 

effect bears significant weight, and for which an array of computational methods have been (are 

being) developed (Tran et al., 2020). In our context, datasets from both Myf5Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ at 

E11.5 and Mesp1Cre/+;R26mTmG/+ at E10.5 originated from 2 littermate duplicates that we 

merged without correction after evaluating that their overlap was extensive. The second study 

presented here involved merging 3 datasets of 3 stages. This operation was performed using 

Seurat "anchors", and allowed us to group cells based on their anatomical location (and thus 

underlying muscle specificity) instead of batch-based (Butler et al., 2018).  

 

The studies described in this thesis include the latest advances in computational 

methods for RNA velocity (Bergen et al., 2019) and regulatory network inference (Aibar et al., 

2017; Sande et al., 2020). RNA velocity (Bergen et al., 2019; Manno et al., 2018) exploits 

spliced and unspliced transcriptomes to infer lineage progression. That approach is a major 

improvement from methods solely based on reversed graph embedding to infer cell trajectories 

(Cao et al., 2019; Qiu et al., 2017; Trapnell et al., 2014). Notably, it reduces the user input (and 

thus user bias) with regards to the direction of the course taken by individual cells. For instance, 

even in an ideal context where a single lineage is fully and unequivocally displayed graphically 

(through UMAP or tSNE coordinates), with progenitors on one end and committed cells on the 

other end, the fate of an intermediate cell remains ambiguous. A cell in this position could move 

towards differentiation, or replenish the progenitor pool. It is thus critical for the investigator to 

reevaluate how committed a given cell is relative to its transcriptomic signature in an in vivo 

context.  

 

In our work, Myog+ cells were not found to be diverted from their trajectory towards 

differentiation. Myod+ cells were more inclined to deviate from myogenesis towards an 

upstream progenitor or connective tissue cell state (although Myf5+/Myod-/Myog- cells had 

greater potential to do so). The latest iteration of RNA velocity methods allows more accurate 

trajectory inference and provides a list of "driver genes", ie. genes that are responsible for most 

of the velocity. We exploited this feature to assess the genes that were actively transcribed 

during Myf5+ bipotent-to-fibrogenic progression.  

 

We combined these results with a regulatory network inference method (Aibar et al., 

2017; Sande et al., 2020), to identify the active transcription factor networks underlying this 
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transition. This powerful tool harnesses available binding motif databases and correlative 

expression within the data to build "regulons" (transcription factor and targets). Here, the initial 

count matrix is reduced dramatically to the most significant regulatory modules. We took 

advantage of this tool to identify transcription factors regulating driver genes that we presume 

to lay at the base of connective tissue cell fate decisions.  

 

We also exploited this tool to create networks of TFs, based on putative coregulation 

patterns. When we subjected the data to force-directed algorithms, nodes of the network 

organized graphically as modules, thus uncovering potential cooperative systems visually. We 

propose that this downstream visualization method is used as a more user-friendly and 

straightforward way to reduce dense networks into a handful of modules comprised of tightly 

co-regulating TFs. This approach allowed us to reveal core memory modules of cranial 

myogenic anlagen (named "genetic birthmarks").  

 

Limitations 

Like any method, there are some specific considerations to integrate when using 

scRNAseq. First, the sequencing depth and the number of cells need to be tailored to the level 

of heterogeneity of the cell population. If a standard sequencing depth (around 50 000 

reads/cell) is used, then the number of cells analysed must be sufficient to reveal the cell 

subtypes that are of interest. In standard experiments that involve examination of a few 

thousand cells, the isolation and selection method must be appropriately designed to capture all 

targeted populations. In our case, this was illustrated by refining the selection method to capture 

caudal arch myogenic progenitors at later stages, when proliferating and differentiating cells 

from other regions became too dominant. Further, we adjusted the sample preparation by using 

contemporary Myf5-labeling instead of Myf5 lineage tracing, thereby restricting the analysis to 

that cell state. We also adapted our dissection protocols to select more specifically caudal arch 

progenitors in the laryngeal and pharyngeal regions.  

 

Another consideration is cluster annotation which is a critical step and arguably one of 

the most prominent sources of inaccurate conclusions in downstream analyses. Considerable 

efforts have been invested to build comprehensive catalogues of transcriptomic signatures for 

all cell types to assist in their identification (Ma and Pellegrini, 2019; Wang et al., 2020b; Xu 
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and Su, 2015; Zand and Ruan, 2020). While well-known markers exist for a variety of cell 

types, many subtypes and transient states do not have definite transcriptomic signatures, or they 

are extrapolations from the adult phenotypes which are not necessarily representative of the 

embryonic ancestral cell. Cell types that have not been clearly defined, such as mesenchymal 

cells, have transcriptomic profiles that often overlap.  

 

Efforts are being made currently to better discriminate stromal cells into specific cell 

populations, but no unique transcription factors were found (Mononen et al., 2020; Muhl et al., 

2020). In our studies, we used well-known markers to annotate differentiating muscle (Myog), 

epaxial somitic progenitors (Pax3, En1, Zic1), hypaxial tongue progenitors (Lbx1, Sim2), 

extraocular muscles (Pitx1/2, Alx4) and cardiopharyngeal mesoderm progenitors (Isl1, Tcf21, 

Tbx1). A first annotation of this type led to the discovery of even more specific markers that 

were conserved across embryonic stages. Also, cartilage (Sox9, Col2a1), dermis (Twist2), and 

adipocytes (Dlk1, Prdm16, Ebf2) were relatively straightforward to identify. However, 

pericytes, interstitial fibroblasts, and tenogenic cells were more challenging to discern clearly, 

as others have reported (Muhl et al., 2020). In addition, it is not clear whether these cells have 

distinct progenitors in the embryo, or if a common ancestral pool expresses markers equally for 

multiple lineages. 

 

This technology is also prone to dropouts (i.e. undetected but expressed gene). 

Dropouts can be reduced with appropriate sequencing depth and transcript representation and 

by avoiding overwhelming transcripts that would mask the lower expression of others. 

Regulatory network inference algorithms reduce the influence of dropouts by compressing the 

data into a higher level of transcription factor activity, in which the lack of one target will be 

compensated for by the presence of others (Aibar et al., 2017; Sande et al., 2020). 

 

Importantly, scRNAseq is based solely on transcriptomic data. Therefore, post-

transcriptional modifications are completely inaccessible. Indeed, most mature miRNA do not 

possess a polyA tail and thus will not bind polydT primers, the most widely used method to 

capture mRNA. New methods are emerging to combine mRNA and miRNA single-cell 

transcriptomics (Wang et al., 2019c). Various approaches combine scRNAseq with proteomics 

analyses to couple transcriptomic profiles with protein content. However, current techniques 

only allow the coupling of scRNAseq with cell surface markers (Ha et al., 2020; Keren-Shaul 

et al., 2019; Mair et al., 2020; Stoeckius et al., 2017). This limitation is particularly relevant in 
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the context of myogenesis, where several post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms have been 

reported(Xu et al., 2019). 

Extracting valuable information 

As single-cell technologies continue to expand and offer more resolution into biological 

processes, the challenge in handling large datasets becomes increasingly prevalent (Lähnemann 

et al., 2020). Data science has provided biologists with dimensionality reduction methods that 

allow visualisation of complex multivariable variations in 2D space, such as principal 

component analysis, tSNE and UMAP (Becht et al., 2018; Lehrmann et al., 2013; Maaten and 

Hinton, 2011; McInnes et al., 2018). However, finding biological relevance in a set of 

differentially expressed genes is a common issue with transcriptomic data. In both studies 

presented in this thesis, we resorted to a specific strategy to infer regulatory mechanisms that 

are currently active within certain clusters, and combined these results with the most 

transcriptionally dynamic genes between clusters, using SCENIC and scvelo (Aibar et al., 2017; 

Bergen et al., 2020; Sande et al., 2020). We argue that these 2 algorithms provide powerful, 

biologically relevant dimensionality reduction methods, and they are complementary. 

Additionally, we propose some downstream methods to condense and extract valuable 

information from this pipeline. These methods are exploiting network-based graphs and force-

directed layouts to offer a visually appealing way to explore interconnected genes (Koutrouli et 

al., 2020). Three different types of networks were generated, representing: 1) transcription 

factors-only; 2) driver regulons; and 3) gene set enrichment analysis terms. Respectively, these 

methods identified: 1) co-regulating modules; 2) the main regulators of transitional states; 3) 

molecular pathways characterising transitional states. This pipeline will be useful to unravel the 

molecular mechanisms underpinning lineage progression, and to explore large datasets in a 

more comprehensive way. 

 

5. Evolution of caudal arches 

 

In 2012, type II myosin heavy chain (MyHC) orthologs were found in unicellular 

organisms, indicating that cellular contraction is likely to be an ancient feature, predating 

multicellular life(Steinmetz et al., 2012). Nonetheless, the mechanisms employed by metazoans 

(i.e. “animals”) for locomotion are extremely varied and their evolution is often accompanied 

by remodeling of entire structures (Deline et al., 2018; Raff, 2008; Tokita and Schneider, 2009). 
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Axial muscles as an ancestral feature 

The axial musculature (i.e. trunk) is comprised of repeated segments along the 

anteroposterior axis. This feature is shared among all chordates (metazoans with notochords) 

and allows stability and flexibility of the notochord (or vertebrae in vertebrates, where the 

notochord appears transiently) to support locomotion (Schubert et al., 2018).  

 

The ancestral axial musculature likely resembled that of the cephalochordate Amphioxus. 

This close relative of vertebrates possesses V-shaped axial segmented muscles from head to 

tail, separated by myosepta that allowing distinct contractions and facilitate swimming 

(Mansfield et al., 2015). 

 

The evolution of jawless vertebrates (lampreys and hagfish) is associated with the 

emergence of epaxial and hypaxial muscles, increasing the range of motions to lateral and 

dorsoventral flexions (Fetcho, 1987). The development of the epaxial and hypaxial division 

appears to be controlled by the transcription factor En1 (Engrailed1), which upon 

misexpression, suppresses markers of the ventral lip domain (Ahmed et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 

2004b). In jawed vertebrates, this separation became more prominent as a horizontal septum of 

connective tissue formed in between (Wotton et al., 2014). 

 

Vertebrates 

The evolution of vertebrates is marked by the appearance of paired fins and limbs for 

greater locomotion, and a "new head". Fossils from the Devonian era such as the "Tiktaalik" 

help to elucidate the genetic changes underlying the morphogenic remodeling of the fin-like 

skeleton into the tetrapod digited limb (Shubin et al., 2006). During aquatic to terrestrial 

transition, changes in regulatory sequences of Hox genes allowed the appearance of a wrist and 

digits (Nakamura et al., 2016; Stewart et al., 2019).  

 

Vertebrate evolution is marked by the progressive remodeling of the head and neck region, 

leading from a transition from passive filter-feeding to predatory life style (Diogo et al., 2015; 

Naumann et al., 2017; Sambasivan et al., 2011b; Schubert et al., 2018; Tzahor, 2015). In 

mammals, for instance, this set of acquisitions include extraocular muscles to move the eye, 

flexible neck musculature, jaw musculature, soft palate, pharyngeal and laryngeal muscles for 
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coordinated feeding, breathing and vocalizing. Many of these advantageous features are 

attributed to the neural crest, a specialized tissue emanating from the dorsal neural tube that 

populates the majority of the cranial region (Green et al., 2015; Martik et al., 2019; Ziermann 

et al., 2018). In addition, vertebrate cranial features (including muscles) have been substantially 

remodeled during evolution (Frisdal and Trainor, 2014; Poopalasundaram et al., 2019; Schubert 

et al., 2018). 

Remodeling of caudal arches in vertebrates 

Muscles of the pharynx are prominently developed in mammals (Smith, 1992). The 

mammalian pharynx is primarily made of soft tissues that are rarely preserved in fossil records 

(Zatoń and Broda, 2015). This might explain why their evolution is underappreciated (Smith, 

1992). Soft palate, pharyngeal and esophageal muscles are mostly absent in sauropsids (birds 

and reptiles), and the laryngeal musculature in these animals is poorly developed (Smith, 1992). 

Amphibians do possess some pharyngeal muscles, but their homology with mammals is debated 

(Ericsson et al., 2013; Smith, 1992). In addition, a study has found esophageal striated muscles 

in the bull frogs, which are missing in birds and reptiles (Yoshida, 2001). This indicates that if 

the pharyngeal muscles of mammals and amphibians are indeed homologous, sauropsids may 

have lost a significant portion of pharyngeal and esophageal musculature during evolution 

(Smith, 1992).  

Importantly, birds perform vocalizations primarily through the syrinx, a specialized 

muscular structure found at the base of the trachea (Annex 3A) (Faunes et al., 2017; Kingsley 

et al., 2018; Schubert et al., 2018). Interestingly, a recent study proposed that syringeal muscles 

belong to the craniofacial muscle group based on their expression of Myh13, which is 

considered to be a “head-specific” MyHC isoform (Mead et al., 2017). This raises the intriguing 

possibility of a posteriorization of some caudal arch mesoderm in birds. In this context, it is 

thus interesting to consider the anatomical positioning of caudal arch derivatives with respect 

to the neck and cervical segments. Remarkably, the parathyroid gland and ultimobranchial 

bodies that are derived from posterior pharyngeal pouches, are located in the thoracic region in 

birds and reptiles (Breit et al., 1998; Clark, 1971). In contrast, they are present in proximity to 

the larynx in mammals, in the cervical region (between C3-C6), even in giraffes (Harrison, 

2009). Consistent with this finding, avians can have up to 25 cervical vertebrae while most 

mammals only have 7 (Varela-Lasheras et al., 2011). An appealing hypothesis would then be 

that duplication of cervical segments in birds might have displaced some caudal arch derivatives 
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posteriorly, giving rise to thoracic thyroid and syringeal elements. Such a phenomenon could 

involve differential control of Hox gene expression and/or a higher rate in the somite 

segmentation clock, the 2 main known processes tied to establishing the number of skeletal 

segments (Gomez et al., 2008; Thewissen et al., 2012). Additionally, it is interesting to note 

that a study in chick where laryngeal muscles were reported to be of somitic origin, and the 

thyroid cartilage, the only neural crest derived cartilage in this region, is absent (Noden and 

Epstein, 2010). 

We performed some experiments to investigate the extent of posterior arch remodeling 

in chick, and found that the caudal pharyngeal arches are clearly defined, and positioned latero-

ventrally, compared with mouse, where their morphological appearance is less discernable 

(Annex 3B-C, J, H). We also found a significant contribution of Isl1+ cells (a marker for 

cardiopharyngeal mesoderm) to the chick larynx at D7, although it is not clear if these cells are 

restricted to cartilage or if cartilage and muscles are all Isl1+(Annex 3D). Further single-cell 

resolution analyses will need to be done to assess the potential cranial mesoderm origin of bird 

laryngeal muscles. Notably, we did observe an Isl1+ contribution to the mesodermal core of 

posterior arches in the developing chick (Annex 3F), however, a pilot qRT-PCR experiment 

suggested that although Isl1 is expressed in chick posterior arches, myogenic factors are not 

(Annex 3J). These results suggest that the laryngeal structures in chick are derived from 

cardiopharyngeal mesoderm, but laryngeal muscles are not. Further, there may lie an additional 

cardiopharyngeal mesoderm population posterior to larynx, that could give rise to syringeal 

muscles. Therefore, more experiments are needed to determine the muscularisation of caudal 

arches in avians, and the potential cranial mesoderm origin of syringeal muscles. 
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Annex 1: Assessment of the genetic requirements for caudal arch muscles. 

(A) Myf5nlacZ/+ (heterozygous control) and Myf5nlacZ/nlacZ (mutant) at E14.5. Different regions of 

the fetus were dissected and X-gal stained to assess muscle integrity. Top to bottom, left to 

right: Laryngeal muscles, pharyngeal and esophageal muscles, tail epaxial muscles, tongue and 

mandible, EOMs, forelimb. Green arrowheads indicate intact caudal arch-derived muscles. Red 

arrowheads indicate affected tail epaxial muscles and EOMs. (B) Myod+/- (heterozygous 

control) and Myod-/- (mutant) at P0. Loss of Myod did not noticeably affect the esophageal, 

posterior arytenoid and crico-arytenoid muscles (Green arrowheads). (C) Tbx1+/+; Myf5nlacZ/nlacZ 

(control) and Tbx1+/-; Myf5nlacZ/nlacZ (Tbx1 heterozygous mutant) at E14.5, X-gal stained. Loss 

of 1 allele of Tbx1 in a Myf5(Mrf4) double mutant context did not lead to significant alteration 

of PA1, PA2 (green arrows) and laryngeal muscles (not shown).  
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Annex 2: Hoxb4 marks caudal arch mesenchyme 

(A-C) Whole mount immunostaining on Myf5Cre/+; R26mTmG/+ E11.5 embryo with Isl1 

(CPM/endoderm), GFP (Myogenic cells) and Tuj1 (neuronal marker for innervation), from the 

ventral to dorsal side of the embryo. Green arrowhead indicates positive staining for Hoxb4 in 

the 4th and 6th arches. Red arrowhead indicates negative staining in PA1, PA2, and PA3. 

CC=Cucullaris muscle anlage. (D) Scheme highlighting the frontier of Hoxb4 expression. 
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Annex 3: Chick caudal arch remodeling 

(A) Scheme of bird laryngeal and syringeal muscles. 

(B-C) Comparative ventral views of dissected pharyngeal arches from mouse E11.5 embryo 

(B) and equivalent stage chick D4.5 embryo (C). 

(D) Immunostaining at D7 of the laryngeal region in chick. Note that Isl1 is expressed 

throughout the cricoid cartilages. 

(E-F) Whole-mount immunostaining of mouse and chick pharyngeal arches at E10.5 and D4.5 

respectively, labeling Isl1 (CPM/endoderm) and Tuj1 (innervation). Green arrowheads indicate 

Isl1+ CPM in the caudal arches. 

(G-J) Pilot qRT-PCR experiment on dissected pharyngeal arches from mouse E10.5 and chick 

D4.5 embryos. OFT: Cardiac outflow tract. 
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Abstract In vertebrates, head and trunk muscles develop from different mesodermal

populations and are regulated by distinct genetic networks. Neck muscles at the head-trunk

interface remain poorly defined due to their complex morphogenesis and dual mesodermal origins.

Here, we use genetically modified mice to establish a 3D model that integrates regulatory genes,

cell populations and morphogenetic events that define this transition zone. We show that the

evolutionary conserved cucullaris-derived muscles originate from posterior cardiopharyngeal

mesoderm, not lateral plate mesoderm, and we define new boundaries for neural crest and

mesodermal contributions to neck connective tissue. Furthermore, lineage studies and functional

analysis of Tbx1- and Pax3-null mice reveal a unique developmental program for somitic neck

muscles that is distinct from that of somitic trunk muscles. Our findings unveil the embryological

and developmental requirements underlying tetrapod neck myogenesis and provide a blueprint to

investigate how muscle subsets are selectively affected in some human myopathies.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.001

Introduction
The neck is composed of approximately 80 skeletal muscles in humans that allow head mobility, res-

piration, swallowing and vocalization processes, containing essential elements such as the trachea,

esophagus, larynx, and cervical vertebrae. These processes are ensured by a robust network of

muscles at the head-trunk interface, a transition zone subjected to a spectrum of human muscle dis-

eases such as dropped head syndrome, oculopharyngeal myopathy, myotonic dystrophy, Duchenne-

type dystrophy and congenital muscular disorders (Emery, 2002; Martin et al., 2011;

Randolph and Pavlath, 2015). Defining the embryology of these distinct muscle groups is critical to

understand the mechanisms underlying the susceptibility of specific muscles to muscular dystrophies.

While myogenesis at the cranial and trunk levels has been studied extensively, the developmental

mechanisms at the basis of neck muscle formation are poorly documented and often debated

(Ericsson et al., 2013).

In vertebrates, head and trunk muscles arise from different mesodermal origins and their develop-

ment depends on distinct myogenic programs. At the cranial level, the cardiopharyngeal mesoderm

(CPM) resides in pharyngeal arches and gives rise to branchiomeric muscles and the second heart

field. CPM specification is initiated by the activation of genes such as Mesp1, Islet1 and Tbx1, while

Pax7 subsequently marks muscle stem cells (Diogo et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2004; Nathan et al.,

Heude et al. eLife 2018;7:e40179. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179 1 of 26
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2008; Saga et al., 1996; Sambasivan et al., 2009). In contrast, Pax3 and Pax7 are expressed in

somitic mesoderm giving rise to trunk and limb muscles, with Pax3 then being downregulated in

most muscles during fetal stages, while Pax7 maintains the stem cell pool (Kassar-Duchossoy et al.,

2005; Relaix et al., 2005; Tajbakhsh et al., 1997). After the differential specification of cranial and

trunk progenitors, the bHLH myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs) Myf5, Mrf4, Myod and Myog regu-

late myogenic cell fate and differentiation (reviewed in [Comai and Tajbakhsh, 2014; Noden and

Francis-West, 2006]).

In early embryos, Tbx1 is required for robust activation of MRF genes and proper branchiomeric

muscle formation (Grifone et al., 2008; Kelly et al., 2004; Kong et al., 2014; Sambasivan et al.,

2009). In Tbx1 mutant embryos, the first pharyngeal arch is hypoplastic and posterior pharyngeal

arches do not form resulting in variably penetrant defects of masticatory muscles and absence of

muscles derived from more posterior arches (Kelly et al., 2004; Lescroart et al., 2015; Theis et al.,

2010). In humans, TBX1 is a major gene involved in 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (DiGeorge/velo-car-

dio-facial syndrome), a congenital disease characterized by cardiovascular defects and craniofacial

malformations (Papangeli and Scambler, 2013). In contrast, Pax3 acts upstream of MRF genes in

somites and Pax3 mutants have defects of epaxial and hypaxial muscle formation while double Pax3/

Pax7-null embryos lack trunk/limb muscles (Brown et al., 2005; Relaix et al., 2005;

Tajbakhsh et al., 1997; Tremblay et al., 1998).

The neck constitutes a transition zone characterizing land vertebrates (tetrapods). The major mus-

cle groups in the neck consist of: epaxial back muscles; ventral hypaxial musculature; pharyngeal,

laryngeal and esophagus striated muscles located medioventrally; and cucullaris-derived muscles.

The cucullaris is a generic term defining putative homologous muscles that are evolutionarily con-

served and connect the head and trunk in jawed vertebrates (gnathostomes). In amniotes, the cucul-

laris represents the embryonic anlage that gives rise to trapezius and sternocleidomastoid muscles

which are innervated by the accessory nerve XI (Diogo, 2010; Edgeworth, 1935; Ericsson et al.,

2013; Kuratani, 2008; Kuratani et al., 2018; Lubosch, 1938; Tada and Kuratani, 2015).

While the somitic origin of epaxial/hypaxial neck muscles and CPM origin of pharyngeal, laryngeal

and esophagus striated muscles are well defined (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2015; Noden, 1983;

Tabler et al., 2017), the embryological origin of cucullaris-derived muscles has remained a subject

of controversy (Couly et al., 1993; Edgeworth, 1935; Greil, 1913; Huang et al., 1997;

Huang et al., 2000; Matsuoka et al., 2005; Noden, 1983; Piatt, 1938; Piekarski and Olsson,

2007). This muscle group was reported to originate either from lateral plate mesoderm (LPM) or

CPM populations adjacent to the first three somites in chick and axolotl (Nagashima et al., 2016;

Sefton et al., 2016; Theis et al., 2010). However, retrospective lineage analysis indicated that the

murine trapezius and sternocleidomastoid muscles are clonally related to second heart-field-derived

myocardium and laryngeal muscles, consistent with a CPM origin (Lescroart et al., 2015). Moreover,

cucullaris development follows a branchiomeric program and cucullaris-derived muscles were shown

to be absent in Tbx1-null mice (Kelly et al., 2004; Lescroart et al., 2015; Sefton et al., 2016;

Theis et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the source of the cucullaris is still equivocal due to the location of

its embryonic anlagen at the interface of cranial, somitic and lateral plate mesodermal populations.

Skeletal elements and muscle-associated connective tissue (MCT) also have distinct embryological

origins along the rostro-caudal axis. The connective tissue of branchiomeric and tongue muscles

originate from neural crest cells (NCCs) of cranial origin (Evans and Noden, 2006; Köntges and

Lumsden, 1996; Noden, 1983; Noden, 1988; Ziermann et al., 2018b). Cranial NCCs also give rise

to skeletal components and tendons in the head. In contrast, the skeleton and connective tissue

originate from somitic mesoderm in the trunk and from LPM in limbs (Nassari et al., 2017). The

neck and shoulder girdle contain skeletal elements and connective tissues of distinct NCC, LPM or

somitic origins (Durland et al., 2008; Matsuoka et al., 2005; McGonnell et al., 2001;

Nagashima et al., 2016; Tabler et al., 2017; Valasek et al., 2010). It has been suggested that

NCCs form both connective tissue and endochondral cells at the attachment sites of neck muscles to

shoulders in mouse (Matsuoka et al., 2005). However, studies in non-mammalian animals have con-

tested a NCC contribution to the pectoral girdle (Epperlein et al., 2012; Kague et al., 2012;

Ponomartsev et al., 2017).

Therefore, the neck region consists of muscle, skeletal and connective tissue elements of mixed

cellular origins, underscoring the difficulty in assigning embryonic identities for these structures. In

addition, the genetic requirements for the formation of non-somitic and somitic neck muscles remain
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to be defined. To resolve these issues, we used genetic lineage and loss-of-function mice combined

with histology, mCT and 3D reconstructions to map the embryological origins of all neck muscles and

associated connective tissues. In doing so, we show that cucullaris-derived muscles originate from a

posterior CPM population and are differentially affected in Tbx1-null mice. Moreover, we identify a

unique genetic network involving both Mesp1 and Pax3 genes for somite-derived neck muscles and

we define a new limit of neural crest contribution to neck connective tissue and shoulder

components.

Results

Distinct myogenic programs define neck muscle morphogenesis
To investigate the embryological origin of neck muscles in the mouse, we mapped CPM- and

somite-derived myogenic cells using lineage-specific Cre drivers including Mef2c-AHF, Islet1, Mesp1

and Pax3 (Figure 1). The Mef2c-AHF (anterior heart field) enhancer is activated in the second heart

field and myogenic progenitors of CPM origin (Lescroart et al., 2010; Verzi et al., 2005). Islet1 and

Mesp1 genes are both expressed in early CPM and are essential for cardiac development. The

Mesp1 lineage also marks some anterior somitic derivatives (Cai et al., 2003; Harel et al., 2009;

Saga et al., 2000; Saga et al., 1999). In contrast, Pax3 is activated in all somitic progenitors and is a

key actor during trunk and limb muscle formation (Relaix et al., 2005; Tajbakhsh et al., 1997;

Tremblay et al., 1998). Given that the majority of Mef2c-AHF derivatives are myogenic cells

(Lescroart et al., 2015; Lescroart et al., 2010; Verzi et al., 2005), we analyzed this lineage using

Rosa26R-lacZ/+ (R26R) reporter mice. Islet1, Mesp1 and Pax3 genes are also expressed in cells con-

tributing to skeletal components, connective tissues or neurons. To focus on the myogenic lineage,

we used Pax7nGFP-stop/nlacZ (Pax7GPL) reporter mice, which mark cells with nuclear b-galactosidase (b-

gal) activity following Cre recombination (Sambasivan et al., 2013).

We first examined embryos after myogenic specification (E10.5 and E11.75), and fetuses when

muscles are patterned (E18.5). In Mef2c-AHFCre;R26R embryos, b-gal-positive cells were observed in

the mesodermal core of pharyngeal arches at the origin of branchiomeric muscles, in second heart

field derivatives, and in the cucullaris anlage (Figure 1A,E). A spatiotemporal analysis of the cuculla-

ris using Myf5Cre;Pax7GPL and Myf5Cre;R26mTmG embryos (Figure 1—figure supplement 1) showed

that Myf5-derived muscle progenitors located at the level of the posterior pharyngeal arches, and

adjacent to somites S1-S3 (Figure 1—figure supplement 1A’), were innervated by the accessory

nerve XI (Figure 1—figure supplement 1G–G”). These cells gave rise to the trapezius and sterno-

cleidomastoid muscles (Figure 1—figure supplement 1A–F’) thus confirming the identity of the

cucullaris anlage in mouse (Tada and Kuratani, 2015).

In Islet1Cre;Pax7GPL and Mesp1Cre;Pax7GPL embryos, labeling was also observed in pharyngeal

arch derivatives and the cucullaris (Figure 1B–C,F–G), the latter showing less contribution from the

Islet1 lineage. On sections, a subset of the Myod-positive cells in the cucullaris originated from

Islet1-derived cells (Figure 1—figure supplement 2A). Surprisingly, Pax3Cre;Pax7GPL embryos also

showed lacZ expression in the cucullaris at E11.75, although no expression was detected at E10.5

(Figure 1D,H). Given that Pax3 and Pax7 are also expressed in neural crest cells (Relaix et al.,

2004), and that these Pax3/Pax7-derived cells were excluded from the Myod-positive myogenic

population at E12.5 after muscle specification (Figure 1—figure supplement 2B), they are likely to

be of NCC origin. As expected, Pax3 lineage tracing also labeled the somite-derived myotomes,

hypaxial migrating progenitors that form the hypoglossal cord (origin of tongue and infrahyoid

muscles), and limb muscle progenitors. Furthermore, the hypaxial anlage, which is located at the

proximal limb bud and gives rise to the cutaneous maximus and latissimus dorsi muscles, was Pax3-

derived (Figure 1D,H; Figure 1—figure supplement 1D’) (Prunotto et al., 2004; Tremblay et al.,

1998). Unexpectedly, this anlage and the latissimus dorsi muscle were also labeled in Islet1Cre;

Pax7GPL but not in Mesp1Cre;Pax7GPL embryos (Figure 1F–G,J–K). On sections at E12.5, Islet1

expression was observed in Pax3-derived cells after the emergence of myogenic cells from the proxi-

mal limb bud (Figure 1—figure supplement 2C). In addition, the Mesp1 lineage contributed to

anterior somitic derivatives during early embryonic development as previously reported

(Loebel et al., 2012; Saga et al., 1999); strong lacZ expression was observed in the hypoglossal
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cord and somites S1-S6. Labeling decreased in more posterior myotomes and in forelimb muscle

progenitors compared to Pax3Cre;Pax7GPL embryos (Figure 1C–D,G–H).

Lineage tracings with Mef2c-AHFCre, Islet1Cre and Mesp1Cre marked branchiomeric (temporal,

masseter, digastric, mylohyoid and pharyngeal) and cucullaris-derived neck muscles (acromiotrape-

zius, spinotrapezius and sternocleidomastoid), all of which were excluded from the Pax3 lineage

(Figure 1I–L, Figure 1—figure supplement 2D–G’). These findings support previous studies show-

ing that cucullaris muscle development is controlled by a branchiomeric myogenic program

(Kelly et al., 2004; Lescroart et al., 2015; Sefton et al., 2016; Theis et al., 2010). In addition, both

Figure 1. Genetic lineage tracing of neck muscle progenitors. Whole-mount X-gal stainings of Mef2c-AHFCre;

R26R, Islet1Cre;Pax7GPL, Mesp1Cre;Pax7GPL and Pax3Cre;Pax7GPL mice at E10.5 (A–D), E11.75 (E–H) and E18.5 (I–L’)

(n = 3 for each condition). See associated Figure 1—supplements 1–3. (A–H) Note labeling of mesodermal core

of pharyngeal arches (PAs) and cucullaris anlage (ccl) by Mef2c-AHF, Islet1 and Mesp1 lineage reporters; b-

gal+ cells in anterior somites of Mesp1Cre embryos and in the clp anlagen of Islet1Cre embryos. Pax3 lineage

marked somitic mesoderm. (I–L’) Mef2c-AHF, Islet1 and Mesp1 lineages marked branchiomeric (mas, tpr, dg) and

cucullaris muscles (stm, atp and stp). Pax3Cre and Mesp1Cre labeled somitic epaxial neck muscles (epm). atp,

acromiotrapezius; ccl, cucullaris anlage; clp, cutaneous maximus/latissimus dorsi precursor; dg, digastric; epm,

epaxial musculature; h, heart; hc, hypoglossal cord; lbm, limb muscle anlagen and limb muscles; ltd, latissimus

dorsi; mas, masseter; nc, nasal capsule; nt, neural tube; PA1-2, pharyngeal arches 1–2; S3, somite 3; stm,

sternocleidomastoid; stp, spinotrapezius; tpr; temporal. Scale bars: in D for A-D and in H for E-H, 1000 mm; in L for

I-L’, 2000 mm.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.002

The following figure supplements are available for figure 1:

Figure supplement 1. Ontogenetic analysis of Myf5 muscle progenitors at the head-trunk interface.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.003

Figure supplement 2. Mef2c-AHF, Islet1, Mesp1 and Pax3 lineage tracings using lacZ reporters.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.004

Figure supplement 3. Mesp1 and Pax3 lineage tracings in somitic neck muscles using the Pax7GPL reporter.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.005
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Mesp1 and Pax3 lineages labeled somitic neck muscles (Figure 1K–L’, Figure 1—figure supplement

2F–G’).

Analysis of different somite-derived neck muscles on sections showed that Mesp1 and Pax3 line-

ages gave rise to the great majority of the Pax7-positive myogenic population (Figure 1—figure

supplement 3), demonstrating the high recombination efficiency obtained with the Cre lines. The

results indicate that neck somitic muscles originate from myogenic cells that have expressed both

Mesp1 and Pax3 genes.

To further investigate the contributions of Mesp1 and Pax3 lineages to neck muscles, we exam-

ined sections using the R26tdTomato reporter co-immunostained with the myofibre marker Tnnt3 at

three representative levels (A, B and C levels in Figure 1; see also Figure 2—figure supplement 1).

At anterior levels, while Pax3 lineage contribution was limited to somite-derived neck muscles, the

Mesp1 lineage marked branchiomeric muscles (mylohyoid, pharyngeal, laryngeal, esophagus), cucul-

laris-derived muscles (acromiotrapezius and sternocleidomastoid) and somite-derived neck muscles

(Figure 2A–H, Figure 1—figure supplement 2F–G’, Figure 2—figure supplement 2A–H’). The

epaxial and hypaxial neck muscles showed equivalent Tomato expression in both Mesp1Cre;R26tdTo-

mato and Pax3Cre;R26tdTomato mice. These observations further indicate that Mesp1 and Pax3 lineages

contribute equivalently to neck muscles derived from anterior somites.

At the shoulder level, we observed less Mesp1 contribution to more posterior somitic muscles

(Figure 2I–J). In contrast to that observed at anterior levels, little or no Tomato expression was

detected in myofibres of scapular muscles in Mesp1Cre;R26tdTomato mice (Figure 2—figure supple-

ment 2I–J’). Therefore, Mesp1 lineage contribution was restricted to epaxial and hypaxial neck

muscles, in contrast to pectoral and trunk muscles that originate from the Pax3 lineage (Figures 1–

2) (Table 1). These observations lead us to propose that three distinct myogenic programs are

involved in the formation of neck and pectoral musculature at the head-trunk interface. The bran-

chiomeric and cucullaris-derived muscles depend on a common myogenic program involving Mef2c-

AHF, Islet1 and Mesp1 lineages; the somitic neck muscles that originate from anterior somites derive

from both Mesp1 and Pax3 lineages; the pectoral muscles derived from more posterior somites

depend on the activation of Pax3 only (Table 1).

Dual neural crest and mesodermal origins of neck connective tissues
To define the cellular origin of neck muscle-associated connective tissue (MCT), we traced the contri-

bution of different embryonic populations using Mesp1Cre;R26tdTomato and Pax3Cre;R26tdTomato mice

as well as Wnt1Cre and Prx1Cre reporters that label NCC and postcranial LPM derivatives, respec-

tively (Burke and Nowicki, 2003; Danielian et al., 1998; Durland et al., 2008). Both NCC and LPM

populations were reported to contribute to trapezius MCT (Durland et al., 2008; Matsuoka et al.,

2005). Moreover, it was suggested that the postcranial LPM is a source for cucullaris-derived

muscles (Theis et al., 2010). A direct comparison of NCC and LPM derivatives allowed us to clarify

the contribution of these two populations to cucullaris formation (Figures 3–4).

We first investigated the distribution of neck muscles and NCCs using Myf5nlacZ/+, Mef2c-AHFCre;

R26R, Pax3Cre;R26R and Wnt1Cre;R26R embryos (Figure 3—figure supplement 1). At E10.5, the

cucullaris anlage was positioned at the level of posterior pharyngeal arches where Wnt1-derived-

positive cells were detectable (Figure 1A–C, Figure 1—figure supplement 1A’, Figure 3—figure

supplement 1A–B). Subsequently, the cucullaris progenitors expanded caudally from E11.5 to

E13.5. The posterior limit of the cranial NCC domain also extended posteriorly; however, the Wnt1-

labeled cells did not cover the posterior portion of cucullaris-derived muscles (Figure 3—figure sup-

plement 1C–H). At E14.5, the acromiotrapezius and spinotrapezius attained their definitive position

in Myf5nlacZ/+ and Mef2c-AHFCre;R26R embryos (Figure 3—figure supplement 1I–J). Wnt1-derived

cells were observed in the anterior acromiotrapezius muscle, but not in the spinotrapezius that was

situated in a Pax3-derived domain (Figure 3—figure supplement 1K–L). Analysis of whole-mount

embryos indicated that the cranial NCCs did not contribute to connective tissue of posterior cuculla-

ris derivatives, in contrast to what was reported previously (Matsuoka et al., 2005).

To further analyze NCC contribution to the cervical region at the cellular level, we performed

immunostainings on sections for Tomato and Tnnt3 in E18.5 Wnt1Cre;R26tdTomato fetuses (Figure 3,

Figure 3—figure supplement 2). Given that the Wnt1 lineage is a source of both neuronal and con-

nective tissue derivatives, we associated Tomato immunostaining with Tuj1 that marks neuronal cells

and with Tcf4 that labels MCT fibroblasts (Figure 3, Figure 3—figure supplements 2–3). At the
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Figure 2. Differential contributions of Mesp1 and Pax3 lineages to neck and shoulders. Immunostainings on

coronal cryosections of E18.5 Mesp1Cre;R26tdTomato and Pax3Cre;R26tdTomato mice for the myofibre Tnnt3 and

Tomato markers at levels indicated in Figure 1. Higher magnifications of selected areas in (A–J) are shown in

Figure 2—figure supplement 2; (n = 2 for each condition). See also the atlas of neck musculature in Figure 2—

figure supplement 1. (A–H) Mesp1Cre labeled all neck muscles including branchiomeric (myh, esm, phm and ilm),

cucullaris (stm, atp), somitic epaxial (epm) and hypaxial (tg, lcp, lcl, ifh) muscles. Pax3Cre marked somitic muscles.

(I–J) At shoulder level, Mesp1-derived cells did not contribute to posterior somitic myofibres including scapular

muscles (scp) compared to that observed in Pax3Cre embryos. ac, arytenoid cartilage; acp, scapular acromion

process; atp, acromiotrapezius; cc, cricoid cartilage; epm, epaxial musculature; esm, esophagus striated muscle;

hh, humeral head; ifh, infrahyoid muscles; ilm, intrinsic laryngeal muscles; lcl, longus colli; lcp, longus capitis; myh,

mylohyoid; ob, occipital bone; oc, otic capsule; phm, pharyngeal muscles; stm, sternocleidomastoid; scp, scapular

musculature; tc, thyroid cartilage; tg, tongue. Scale bars: in J for A-B 200 mm, for C-J 400 mm.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.006

The following figure supplements are available for figure 2:

Figure supplement 1. Atlas of neck musculature in mouse.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.007

Figure supplement 2. Mesp1 and Pax3 lineage contributions to neck and shoulder muscles.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.008
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cranial level, the MCT of branchiomeric (masseter, mylohyoid), tongue and acromiotrapezius muscles

was derived from Wnt1- and Pax3-lineages but not from the mesodermal Mesp1 lineage (Figure 3—

figure supplement 2A–B’, Figure 3—figure supplement 3A,F, Figure 3—figure supplement 4A–

D,G). The acromiotrapezius showed a high contribution from Wnt1-derived cells while the underlying

epaxial muscles had considerably less labeled cells that were limited to the neuronal Tuj1-positive

population (Figure 3A–A’). The Wnt1 lineage gave rise to Tcf4-positive fibroblasts in the acromiotra-

pezius, but not in epaxial neck muscles, where fibroblasts were derived from the Mesp1 lineage (Fig-

ure 3—figure supplements 3B–C and 4E). These observations are in accordance with a NCC origin

of branchiomeric, anterior trapezius and tongue connective tissue as reported previously

(Matsuoka et al., 2005).

However, the NCC contribution to connective tissue in the sternocleidomastoid subset of cuculla-

ris-derived muscles appeared more heterogeneous than that observed in the acromiotrapezius. In

rodents, the sternocleidomastoid is composed of three individual muscles (cleidomastoid, sterno-

mastoid and cleido-occipitalis portions); a differential NCC contribution to MCT was observed in

these muscles. While Wnt1-derived NCCs were widely present in the sternomastoid and cleido-occi-

pitalis, the NCC contribution was limited in the cleidomastoid (Figure 3B–B’). Indeed, Tcf4-positive

fibroblasts in the cleido-occipitalis originated from the Wnt1 lineage, whereas the majority of MCT

fibroblasts in the cleidomastoid were derived from the Mesp1 lineage (Figure 3—figure supple-

ments 3D–E and 4F).

A differential contribution of NCCs to connective tissue was also seen within the laryngeal and

infrahyoid musculature. Extensive Wnt1 lineage contributions to MCT was observed in laryngeal

muscles (thyroarytenoid and cricothyroid) that connect to the thyroid cartilage, which is of NCC ori-

gin (Figure 3C–C’) (Tabler et al., 2017). In contrast, the laryngeal muscles (cricoarytenoid and vocal

muscles) that link mesoderm-derived laryngeal cartilages (cricoid, arytenoid and medio-caudal por-

tion of the thyroid) did not contain NCC-derived connective tissue (Figures 2G–H and 3C–

C’) (Tabler et al., 2017). In these muscles, the Wnt1-derived cells were neuronal, as observed in the

esophagus, whereas the MCT fibroblasts were derived from the Mesp1 lineage (Figure 3C–C’, Fig-

ure 3—figure supplements 2D–D’ and 4H). As another example, Wnt1-derived cells contributed to

a greater extent to MCT in infrahyoid muscles (thyrohyoid muscles) that connect the hyoid and thy-

roid cartilage that are of NCC origin, compared to infrahyoid muscles (omohyoid and sternohyoid

muscles) that link posteriorly pectoral structures of mesodermal origin (Figure 3—figure supple-

ment 2C,C’, H; Figure 3—figure supplement 3G–H). These observations suggest that MCT compo-

sition within laryngeal and infrahyoid muscles correlates in part with the embryonic origin of the

skeletal components to which they attach (Figure 2G–H, Figure 3C–C’, Figure 3—figure supple-

ment 2C–C’, H).

Table 1. Contribution of Mef2c-AHF, Islet1, Mesp1 and Pax3 lineages to neck and pectoral

musculature.

Mef2c/Islet1/Mesp1-
derived muscles

Mesp1/Pax3-
derived muscles Pax3- derived muscles

Mylohyoid
Digastric muscles

Pharyngeal muscles
Intrinsic laryngeal muscles
Esophagus striated muscle

Sternocleidomastoid
Acromiotrapezius
Spinotrapezius

Epaxial neck muscles
(splenius, semispinalis,
levator scapula,
rhomboid occipitalis,
suboccipital and
postvertebral muscles)

Hypaxial neck muscles
(tongue muscles*,
infrahyoid muscles,
longus capitis, longus colli)

Scapular muscles
(supraspinatus, Infraspinatus,
subscapularis)

Pectoralis

Latissimus dorsi†

Cutaneous maximus†

Branchiomeric myogenic
program

Anterior-most somite myogenic
program

More posterior somite myogenic
program

*Including intrinsic and extrinsic tongue muscles of somitic origin
†Also derived from an Islet1 lineage

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.009
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Figure 3. Neural crest contribution to neck muscle-associated tissue. Immunostainings on coronal cryosections of

E18.5 Wnt1Cre;R26tdTomato mice at levels indicated in Figure 1. Tnnt3/Tomato immunostainings are shown in (A–D)

and immunostainings for Tuj1/Tomato on selected areas of (A–D) are shown with higher magnifications in (A’–D’).

See associated Figure 3—figure supplement 1–4; (n = 2). (A–A’) Note high Wnt1 contribution in the

acromiotrapezius but not in epaxial muscles where Wnt1-derived cells marked neuronal cells. (B–C’) Wnt1-derived

cells marked differentially the distinct muscles composing the sternocleidomastoid and laryngeal musculatures.

(D–D’) At shoulder level, the Wnt1 cells did not contribute to attachment of acromiotrapezius to scapula. ac,

arytenoid cartilage; acp, scapular acromion process; atp, acromiotrapezius; cc, cricoid cartilage; clm,

cleidomastoid; clo, cleido-occipitalis; ct, cricothyroid; epm, epaxial musculature; hh, humeral head; ifh, infrahyoid

muscles; lca, lateral cricoarytenoid; MCT, muscle-associated connective tissue; pca, posterior cricoarytenoid; phm,

pharyngeal muscles; scp, scapular musculature; std, sternomastoid; tam, thyroarytenoid muscle; tc, thyroid

cartilage; vm, vocal muscle. Scale bars: in D’ for A-D 400 mm for A’-D’ 200 mm.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.010

The following figure supplements are available for figure 3:

Figure supplement 1. Distribution of developing neck muscles and neural crest cells.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.011

Figure supplement 2. Neural crest contribution to neck and pectoral structures.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.012

Figure supplement 3. Wnt1 lineage contribution to connective tissue fibroblasts.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.013

Figure supplement 4. Contribution of Pax3 and Mesp1 lineages to connective tissue fibroblasts.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.014
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Given our findings that connective tissues of neck muscles have differential contributions of NCC

and mesodermal populations, we analyzed the caudal connections of the cucullaris-derived muscles

to the pectoral girdle (Figure 3D, Figure 3—figure supplement 2E–H). The acromiotrapezius

Figure 4. Prx1-LPM lineage contribution to neck and pectoral girdle. See also Figure 4—figure supplement 1,

2. (A–D) X-gal stainings of Prx1Cre;R26R reporter mice at E9.5 (n = 3) (A) and E18.5 (n = 3) (C–D), and

immunostaining for GFP and the Pax7/Myod/My32 myogenic markers in Prx1Cre;R26mTmG E12.5 embryo (n = 2) (B).

Note Prx1-derived cells in postcranial LPM (A, black arrowheads) and Prx1-derived cells among, but not in,

cucullaris myofibres (B–D). (E–F’’) Immunostaining for b-gal, Tnnt3 and Tcf4 on coronal cryosections of E18.5

Prx1Cre;R26R mice (n = 2) showed b-gal+ cells constituting the pectoral girdle (E, level C in Figure 1) and in MCT

fibroblasts (F-F’’, white arrowheads), but not in trapezius myofibres. acp, scapular acromion process; atp,

acromiotrapezius; ccl, cucullaris anlage; ccp, scapular coracoid process; cl, clavicle; epm, epaxial musculature; hh,

humeral head; lb, forelimb bud; lbm, limb muscle anlagen; LPM, lateral plate mesoderm; ltd, latissimus dorsi; PA1-

6, pharyngeal arches 1–6; S3, somite 3; scp, scapular muscles; stm, sternocleidomastoid; stp, spinotrapezius. Scale

bars: in A for A, B 500 mm; in C for C-D 2000 mm, for E 500 mm; in F’’ for F-F’’ 20 mm.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.015

The following figure supplements are available for figure 4:

Figure supplement 1. Comparison of the Myf5 and Prx1 lineage tracings.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.016

Figure supplement 2. Prx1 lineage contribution to neck and limbs.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.017
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attaches dorsally to the nuchal ligament and ventrally to the scapular acromion process in continuity

with the scapular spine. While Wnt1-derived cells were present dorsally (Figure 3A, Figure 3—fig-

ure supplement 2E), this contribution diminished gradually and was undetectable at the insertion

on the scapula (Figure 3D–D’, Figure 3—figure supplement 2F). Similarly, the sternocleidomastoid

muscle showed limited NCC contribution to the attachment sites of the clavicle and sternum (Fig-

ure 3—figure supplement 2G–H). In contrast to what was previously described (Matsuoka et al.,

2005), we did not observe NCC contribution to the shoulder endochondral tissue nor to the nuchal

ligament (Figure 3—figure supplement 2E–H). Taken together, these observations define a novel

boundary for neural crest contribution to neck/pectoral components. The posterior contribution limit

of neural crest to branchiomeric MCT occurs at the level of laryngeal muscles that connect to NCC

skeletal derivatives. Moreover, NCCs do not participate in connecting posterior cucullaris and infra-

hyoid muscles to their skeletal elements.

To assess the cellular origin of cucullaris connective tissue at posterior attachment sites, we next

traced the contribution of lateral plate mesoderm (LPM) to the neck/shoulder region using Prx1
Cre

reporter mice (Durland et al., 2008; Logan et al., 2002) (Figure 4, Figure 4—figure supplements

1–2). Analysis of E9.5 embryos showed that Prx1-derived cells contribute to the forelimb bud and

cells adjacent to the anterior-most somites, but not to pharyngeal arches (Figure 4A). At E12.5, the

postcranial Prx1-derived domain clearly defined the lateral somitic frontier along the rostrocaudal

axis (Durland et al., 2008) and did not include the cucullaris anlage (Figure 4—figure supplement

1, white arrowheads). Whole-mount immunostainings for the myogenic markers Pax7/Myod/My32

and for GFP in Prx1Cre;R26mTmG embryos showed that Prx1-derived cells were present in the dorsal

part of the cucullaris but did not contribute to myofibres (Figure 4B, white arrowheads). At E18.5,

the Prx1 lineage marked the limb, scapular and abdominal regions, whereas only a few Prx1-derived

cells were detected in the cucullaris-derived sternocleidomastoid, acromiotrapezius and spinotrape-

zius muscles (Figure 4C–D). On sections, immunostaining for b-gal and Tnnt3 showed that Prx1-

derived LPM contributed to limb/shoulder MCT and to skeletal components of the pectoral girdle

(Figure 4E, Figure 4—figure supplement 2A–B). In contrast, fewer Prx1-derived cells were

detected in the acromiotrapezius and little or no contribution was observed in the epaxial muscles

(Figure 4E, Figure 4—figure supplement 2B–C). In addition, only a limited number of Prx1-derived

cells gave rise to Tcf4-positive fibroblasts in the trapezius muscles, but they contributed more exten-

sively to the fibroblast population in scapular muscles (Figure 4F–F’’, white arrowheads, Figure 4—

figure supplement 2D–D”). Notably, b-gal expression for this lineage was not detected in trapezius

myofibres thereby confirming the results obtained at E12.5 (Figure 4B–F”, Figure 4—figure supple-

ments 1–2).

Therefore, these observations reveal a dual NCC/LPM origin of trapezius connective tissue, with a

decrease of NCC contribution at posterior attachment sites. Moreover, our analysis shows that the

postcranial LPM does not give rise to cucullaris myofibres in contrast to what was suggested previ-

ously (Theis et al., 2010), thus providing further evidence for a branchiomeric origin of the

cucullaris.

Divergent functions of Tbx1 and Pax3 in neck development
Given the key role for Tbx1 and Pax3 genes in the specification of the CPM and somites respectively,

we analyzed the effect of inactivation of these genes on neck muscle formation, compared to the

muscle phenotypes observed at cranial and trunk levels.

Analysis has been performed by immunostainings on sections and 3D reconstructions of the neck

and pectoral girdle using high-resolution micro-computed tomographic (mCT) scans of control,

Tbx1-/- and Pax3-/- fetuses (Figures 5–6).

In the early embryo, Tbx1 is expressed in pharyngeal mesoderm and is required for proper bran-

chiomeric muscle formation (Grifone et al., 2008; Kelly et al., 2004). While Tbx1 is expressed in

other cranial populations including the pharyngeal ectoderm and endoderm (Arnold et al., 2006;

Huynh et al., 2007), the gene is known to be required cell autonomously during CPM myogenesis

(Kong et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2006). Analysis of Tbx1 mutants revealed unexpected features in

cucullaris and hypaxial neck muscle formation. As previously described (Gopalakrishnan et al.,

2015; Kelly et al., 2004), anterior branchiomeric muscles (digastric and mylohyoid) showed pheno-

typic variations, whereas posterior branchiomeric muscles (esophagus and intrinsic laryngeal

muscles) and the acromiotrapezius were severely affected or undetectable (Figure 5B,E,H;
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Figure 6B) (Table 2). However, detailed examination of the cucullaris-derived muscles revealed a

heterogeneous dependence on Tbx1 function that was not reported previously (Lescroart et al.,

2015; Theis et al., 2010). Unexpectedly, the sternocleidomastoid muscle was present bilaterally but

smaller (Figure 6B); the different portions (cleido-occipitalis, cleidomastoid and sternomastoid) were

unilaterally or bilaterally affected in a stochastic manner. Moreover, while the epaxial neck and scap-

ular muscles were unaffected (Figure 5E, Figure 6E–H), the hypaxial neck muscles derived from

anterior somites were altered. Indeed, the tongue and longus capitis were reduced and the infra-

hyoid and longus colli muscles were severely affected or undetectable (Figure 5B,H, Figure 6E,H;

see interactive 3D PDFs in Supplementary file 1–2).

Analysis of Pax3 mutants showed that the neck and pectoral muscles were differentially affected.

As expected, branchiomeric and epaxial muscles developed normally but displayed morphological

differences adapted to malformations noted in some skeletal components (Figure 5C,F; Figure 6C,

I). However, whereas hypaxial trunk/limb muscles were severely affected or undetectable in Pax3

mutants (Figure 5F,I; Figure 6F,I) (Tajbakhsh et al., 1997; Tremblay et al., 1998), surprisingly the

majority of hypaxial neck muscles derived from both Mesp1 and Pax3 lineages were present. Tongue

muscles were reduced in size but patterned, the infrahyoid were hypoplastic, whereas the longus

Figure 5. Neck muscle phenotypes in Tbx1 and Pax3 mutants. (A–I) Immunostainings for Tnnt3 on coronal

cryosections of control, Tbx1-null and Pax3-null fetuses at E18.5 (n = 3 each condition). Yellow asterisks indicate

missing muscles. Note absence of branchiomeric laryngeal (ilm), esophagus (esm) and trapezius (atp) muscles and

severe alteration of somitic infrahyoid muscles (ifh) in Tbx1 mutants. Scapular (scp) and pectoral (ptm) muscles are

missing in Pax3 mutants. ac, arytenoid cartilage; atp, acromiotrapezius; cc, cricoid cartilage; cl, clavicle; epm,

epaxial musculature; esm, esophagus striated muscle; ifh, infrahyoid muscles; ilm, intrinsic laryngeal muscles; lcp,

longus capitis; ptm, pectoralis muscles; sc, scapula; scp, scapular muscles; st, sternum; tc, thyroid cartilage; tg,

tongue. Scale bars: in A for A-I 500 mm.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.018
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capitis and longus colli were unaffected (Figure 5C; Figure 6F,I; see interactive 3D PDF in

Supplementary file 3). The phenotypes of the different muscle groups observed in Tbx1 and Pax3

mutants are summarized in Table 2 (see also Figure 7—figure supplement 1).

Taken together, these observations revealed that hypaxial muscles in the neck were less affected

in Pax3 mutants than more posterior hypaxial muscles, pointing to distinct requirements for Pax3

function during neck and trunk muscle formation. In addition, Tbx1 mutants exhibited more severe

phenotypes in hypaxial neck muscles, thus highlighting distinct roles for this gene in branchiomeric

and hypaxial neck myogenesis.

Figure 6. 3D reconstructions of neck musculoskeletal system in Tbx1 and Pax3 mutants. See interactive 3D PDFs in

Supplementary file 1–3; control n = 1; mutants n = 2. (A–C) Branchiomeric and cucullaris-derived muscles marked

by Mef2c-AHF/Islet1/Mesp1 lineages are indicated in pink. (D–F) Anterior somitic muscles (Mesp1, Pax3 lineages),

in red. (G–I) Scapular muscles from more posterior somites (Pax3 lineage), in violet. atp, acromiotrapezius; cc,

cricoid cartilage; dg, digastric muscles; epm, epaxial musculature; ifh, infrahyoid muscles; ilm, intrinsic laryngeal

muscles; lcl, longus colli; lcp, longus capitis; myh, mylohyoid; sc, scapula; scp, scapular muscles; stm,

sternocleidomastoid; tc, thyroid cartilage; tg, tongue.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.019
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Discussion
The embryological origins of neck muscles and connective tissues at the head-trunk interface have

been poorly defined largely due to their localization at a transition zone that involves multiple

embryonic populations. Using a combination of complementary genetically modified mice and 3D

analysis that identifies muscles in the context of their bone attachments, we provide a detailed map

of neck tissue morphogenesis and reveal some unexpected features regarding the muscle and con-

nective tissue network.

Branchiomeric origin of cucullaris-derived muscles
The mammalian neck consists of somitic epaxial/hypaxial muscles, branchiomeric muscles and cucul-

laris-derived muscles (Table 1). The latter constitute a major innovation in vertebrate history, con-

necting the head to the pectoral girdle in gnathostomes and allowing head mobility in tetrapods

(Ericsson et al., 2013). Recent studies in different organisms including shark, lungfish and amphib-

ians suggest that the cucullaris develops in series with posterior branchial muscles and that its devel-

opmental origin and innervation is conserved among gnathostomes (Diogo, 2010; Ericsson et al.,

2013; Naumann et al., 2017; Noda et al., 2017; Sefton et al., 2016; Tada and Kuratani, 2015;

Ziermann et al., 2018a; Ziermann et al., 2017). However, multiple embryological origins including

CPM, LPM and somites have been reported for the cucullaris, underscoring the difficulty in decipher-

ing the morphogenesis of this and other muscles in the head-trunk transition zone (Huang et al.,

2000; Nagashima et al., 2016; Sefton et al., 2016; Theis et al., 2010).

Our study shows that the cucullaris anlage is innervated by the accessory nerve XI and develops

contiguously with the mesodermal core of posterior arches and anterior-most somites 1–3. Our line-

age analysis reveals that cucullaris development depends on a branchiomeric myogenic program

involving Mef2c-AHF, Islet1 and Mesp1 lineages in keeping with previous results (Table 1)

(Lescroart et al., 2015; Sefton et al., 2016; Theis et al., 2010). However, our detailed functional

analysis and 3D reconstructions lead us to modify the view of the genetic requirements of cucullaris-

derived muscles (Lescroart et al., 2015; Theis et al., 2010). Notably, these muscles are differentially

affected in Tbx1-null fetuses; the acromiotrapezius does not form while the sternocleidomastoid is

present but reduced. Therefore, Tbx1 is differentially required for sternocleidomastoid and trapezius

formation, suggesting that distinct subprograms regulate cucullaris development.

We also demonstrate that the cucullaris anlage is excluded from the postcranial Prx1-derived

expression domain, which delineates the trunk LPM field (Figure 4). The Prx1 lineage instead gives

rise to connective tissue, thereby excluding a contribution from LPM to cucullaris-derived myofibres.

Thus, our results, combined with innervation studies, retrospective clonal analyses and grafting

experiments in chick and axolotl (Lescroart et al., 2015; Nagashima et al., 2016; Sefton et al.,

Table 2. Summary of the neck muscle phenotype observed in Tbx1- and Pax3-null fetuses.

Tbx1-null Pax3-null

Branchiomeric muscles (Mef2c-AHF/Islet1/Mesp1 lineage)
Mylohyoid
Digastric muscles
Intrinsic laryngeal muscles
Esophagus striated muscle
Sternocleidomastoid
Acromiotrapezius

+/-
+/-
!

!

+/-
!

++
++
+
++
+
+

Anterior-most somite muscles (Mesp1/Pax3 lineage)
Epaxial musculature
Longus capitis
Longus colli
Infrahyoid muscles
Tongue muscles*

++
+/-
!

!

+

+
++
++
+/-
+

More posterior somite muscles (Pax3 lineage)
Scapular muscles
Pectoralis

++
++

!

!

++,normal; +, altered morphology; +/-, affected; -, severely affected or undetectable

*Including intrinsic and extrinsic tongue muscles of somitic origin

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.020
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2016; Tada and Kuratani, 2015), suggest that the postcranial extension of the CPM lateral to the

first three somites in tetrapod embryos is a source of cucullaris myogenic cells (Figure 7A). The dis-

cordance with previous studies regarding the origin of the cucullaris is likely due to its proximity to

both anterior somites and LPM (Figure 7A–B), and consequently, to potential contamination of

embryonic sources in grafting experiments (Couly et al., 1993; Huang et al., 1997; Huang et al.,

2000; Noden, 1983; Piekarski and Olsson, 2007; Theis et al., 2010).

A unique genetic program for somite-derived neck muscles
Our study also points to a unique Mesp1/Pax3 genetic program in anterior somites for epaxial/

hypaxial neck muscle formation (Table 1). While it was shown that the Mesp1 lineage gives rise to

tongue muscles (Harel et al., 2009), we demonstrate that it also contributes to all neck muscles. In

Figure 7. Model for musculoskeletal and connective tissue relationships during murine neck development. See

also Figure 7—figure supplement 1. (A, C) CPM (pink), anterior somites (red) and more posterior somites (violet)

muscles are defined by three distinct myogenic programs. (B) Note that the cucullaris develops in a NC domain

(blue dots), but is excluded from the postcranial LPM (yellow dots). (C) Dual NC/LPM origin of trapezius connective

tissue is indicated in (a). NC contribution to connective tissue extends to tongue and anterior infrahyoid

musculature (b). (D) Mixed origins of muscle connective tissues at the head-trunk-limb interface. Example of

representative muscles: (a) masseter, (b) spinalis dorsi, (c) deltoid. atp, acromiotrapezius; ccl, cucullaris; CPM,

cardiopharyngeal mesoderm; epm, epaxial neck musculature; hpm, hypaxial neck musculature; hy, hyoid bone;

LPM, postcranial lateral plate mesoderm; NC, neural crest; PA1-2, pharyngeal arches 1–2; PM, paraxial mesoderm;

stm, sternocleidomastoid; stp, spinotrapezius; tc, thyroid cartilage.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.021

The following figure supplement is available for figure 7:

Figure supplement 1. Muscles affected in Tbx1 and Pax3 mutants.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.40179.022
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chordates, Mesp genes appear to play a conserved role in cardiogenesis and axis segmentation. In

mouse, Mesp1 inactivation causes early embryonic death from abnormal heart development, and

Mesp1/Mesp2 double-knockout embryos lack non-axial mesoderm (Moreno et al., 2008;

Saga, 1998; Saga et al., 2000; Satou et al., 2004; Sawada et al., 2000). During early murine devel-

opment, Mesp1 shows two waves of activation; initially in the nascent mesoderm destined for extra-

embryonic, cranial and cardiac mesoderm at the onset of gastrulation; later during somitogenesis,

transient Mesp1 expression is limited to anterior presomitic mesoderm (Saga, 1998; Saga et al.,

1996; Saga et al., 2000; Saga et al., 1999). Our lineage analysis shows that Mesp1 extensively

labels the anterior mesoderm, including the CPM and anterior somites 1–6, while contribution

decreases in more posterior somites (Figure 1) (Loebel et al., 2012; Saga et al., 2000; Saga et al.,

1999). Previous fate mapping experiments have shown that the mesoderm of late-streak stage

embryos contributes to both CPM and anterior somites (Parameswaran and Tam, 1995). It appears

that the first wave of Mesp1 expression defines not only the CPM field but also includes the meso-

derm destined for anterior somites. In contrast, the Mesp1-labeled cells observed in more posterior

somites using the sensitive Pax7GPL reporter may result from the transient wave of Mesp1 expression

in the presomitic mesoderm during axis segmentation. Furthermore, we show that Mesp1-derived

anterior somites give rise to all epaxial/hypaxial neck muscles in contrast to trunk/limb muscles origi-

nating from more posterior somites marked by Pax3. The boundary of Mesp1 lineage contribution

to muscles corresponds to the neck/pectoral interface. Our findings indicate that the anterior somitic

mesoderm employs a specific transition program for neck muscle formation involving both Mesp1

and Pax3 genes implicated in CPM and somitic myogenesis, respectively (Figure 7A–C).

Whereas little is known about the function of Mesp genes in chordates, there is evidence that

Mesp1 might be differentially required during anterior versus posterior somitic formation. In mouse,

different Mesp1 enhancer activities have been observed between CPM/anterior somites and poste-

rior somites indicating that the regulation of Mesp1 expression might differ in the two embryonic

compartments (Haraguchi et al., 2001). In zebrafish, quadruple mutants of Mesp genes (Mesp-aa/-

ab/-ba/-bb) lack anterior somite segmentation while the positioning of posterior somite boundaries

is unaffected, suggesting distinct requirements for Mesp genes in anterior and posterior somites

(Yabe et al., 2016). Interestingly, during early ascidian development, Mesp is expressed in B7.5

founder cells that give rise to both CPM and anterior tail muscles (ATM) (Satou et al., 2004). In

Ciona, the CPM precursors at the origin of heart and atrial siphon (pharyngeal) muscles depend on

the ascidian homologs of Mesp1, Islet1 and Tbx1 (reviewed in [Diogo et al., 2015]), indicating that a

conserved genetic network promotes chordate myogenesis in the anterior embryonic domain.

Our lineage analysis also reveals an unexpected contribution of Islet1-derived cells to the forma-

tion of cutaneous maximus and latissimus dorsi muscle progenitors (Table 1) (Prunotto et al., 2004;

Tremblay et al., 1998). Islet1 is activated in a subset of CPM progenitors giving rise to branchio-

meric muscles and second heart field myocardium (Cai et al., 2003; Harel et al., 2009;

Nathan et al., 2008). At the trunk level, while Islet1 is widely expressed in the nervous system and in

the LPM forming the hindlimb bud (Cai et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2006), to our knowledge its

expression in somitic myogenic cells has not been reported. The cutaneous maximus and latissimus

dorsi muscles are missing in both Pax3 and Met mutants (Prunotto et al., 2004; Tajbakhsh et al.,

1997; Tremblay et al., 1998). Therefore, the formation of the latissimus dorsi and cutaneous maxi-

mus muscles depends on a specific developmental program implicating Pax3, Islet1 and Met genes.

Given that the latissimus dorsi and cutaneous maximus participated in the gain in mobility of the

forelimbs towards the shoulder girdle in tetrapods, our findings provide insights into their genetic

and evolutionary origins.

Our detailed analysis of Tbx1- and Pax3-null mice on sections and in 3D reconstructions now pro-

vides a clarified view of neck muscle morphogenesis (Table 2). In both Tbx1 and Pax3 mutants,

whereas the epaxial neck musculature is unaffected, the hypaxial muscles originating from anterior

somites are perturbed with a more severe phenotype observed in Tbx1 mutants (Table 2). Whereas

no Tbx1 expression has been reported in early myotomes in somites, Tbx1 transcripts appear in

hypaxial limb and tongue precursors after myogenic specification (Grifone et al., 2008; Kelly et al.,

2004; Zoupa et al., 2006). Tbx1-null embryos show normal myotomal and limb muscle morphology

while the hypoglossal cord is hypoplastic, resulting in reduced tongue musculature (Table 2)

(Grifone et al., 2008; Kelly et al., 2004). Therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that Tbx1 is

activated and plays a role after specification of neck hypaxial muscles (Okano et al., 2008;
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Zoupa et al., 2006). The hypaxial muscle defects might also be secondary to a failure of caudal pha-

ryngeal outgrowth (Kelly et al., 2004). While Tbx1 acts cell autonomously in mesodermal progeni-

tors (Kong et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2006), its expression in pharyngeal endoderm might imply an

indirect role in CPM myogenesis (Arnold et al., 2006). Defects in signaling from pharyngeal endo-

derm may explain the hypoglossal cord deficiency and the potential non-autonomous role for Tbx1

in neck hypaxial myogenesis. Detailed analysis of muscle formation in conditional Tbx1 mutants is

needed to resolve the relative roles of Tbx1 in neck myogenesis.

It has been shown that hypaxial muscles are perturbed to a greater extent than epaxial muscles in

Pax3 mutants (Tajbakhsh et al., 1997; Tremblay et al., 1998), suggesting a different requirement

for Pax3 in these muscle groups, possibly through differential gene regulation (Brown et al., 2005).

An unexpected outcome of our analysis was that hypaxial neck muscles (derived from Mesp1 and

Pax3 lineages) are less perturbed in Pax3-null mutants than hypaxial trunk/limb muscles (Pax3 line-

age only) that are severely altered or undetectable (Table 2). Our results indicate that Pax3 is not

essential for the formation of neck muscles derived from anterior somites in contrast to hypaxial

muscles originating from more posterior somites. These observations support our model that a dis-

tinct genetic program governs somitic neck muscles compared to more posterior trunk muscles.

Connectivity network of the neck and shoulders
Assessing the non-muscle contribution to the neck region is a major challenge due to the extensive

participation of diverse cell types from different embryological origins. Previous studies in amphib-

ians, chick and mouse reported that branchiomeric and hypobranchial connective tissue originates

from NCCs (Hanken and Gross, 2005; Köntges and Lumsden, 1996; Matsuoka et al., 2005;

Noden, 1983; Olsson et al., 2001; Ziermann et al., 2018b). It has been shown that the neural crest

provides connective tissue for muscles that link the head and shoulders, whereas mesodermal cells

give rise to connective tissue for muscles connecting the trunk and limbs (Matsuoka et al., 2005).

Our findings demonstrate that not all branchiomeric muscles are composed of neural crest-

derived connective tissue, thereby redefining a new limit for NCC contribution to the neck and

shoulders. Unexpectedly, we noted that the contribution of the neural crest lineage is limited in

infrahyoid and posterior branchiomeric muscles that connect skeletal components of mesodermal

origin. Indeed, it appears that the connective tissue of muscles that link exclusively mesodermal skel-

etal derivatives is of mesodermal origin. In contrast, the connective tissue of cucullaris-derived

muscles is of a mixed origin, first developing in a cranial NCC domain at early stages, then expand-

ing to incorporate connective tissue from both neural crest and LPM populations (Figure 7B). While

NCCs are present in the anterior acromiotrapezius, sternocleidomastoid and infrahyoid muscles,

contribution gradually decreases at posterior attachment sites and is undetectable at scapular level.

In parallel, the LPM gives rise to shoulder skeletal components and to connective tissue at the

attachment sites of associated musculature including trapezius muscles (Figure 7C). Therefore, the

dual NCC/LPM origin of the trapezius connective tissue correlates with the embryonic origin of skel-

etal components to which it is connected.

Wnt1Cre and Sox10Cre NCC reporter mice were used to show that endochondral cells connecting

the cucullaris-derived muscles on the scapula, clavicle and sternum share a common NCC origin with

the connective tissue (Matsuoka et al., 2005). However, NCCs are not found in pectoral compo-

nents of fish, axolotl and chick, while contribution to neurocranium is conserved, suggesting that

NCC involvement in shoulder formation would be specific to mammals (Epperlein et al., 2012;

Kague et al., 2012; Piekarski et al., 2014; Ponomartsev et al., 2017). In contrast to this view, our

lineage analysis reveals that the neural crest lineage shows limited contribution to cucullaris connec-

tive tissue and does not form endochondral cells at the posterior attachment sites (Figure 7C). Dif-

ferences in genetic lineage tracers and reagents might explain these discordant results

(Matsuoka et al., 2005).

Taken together, our findings indicate that the gradient of neural crest and mesodermal contribu-

tions to neck connective tissue depends on the embryonic source of attachment sites. Therefore, it

reveals that connective tissue composition in the neck region correlates with the cellular origin of

associated skeletal components, independently of the myogenic source or ossification mode, form-

ing a strong link between muscles and bones of the head, trunk and limb fields (Figure 7D).
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Evolutionary and clinical perspectives
Our findings demonstrate that the hybrid origin of the skeletal, connective tissue and muscle compo-

nents of the neck is defined during early embryogenesis. The close proximity of neural crest, CPM,

LPM and somitic populations is unique along the body plan and underscores the difficulty in defining

their relative contributions to structures in the neck (Figure 7A–B). Our results refine the relative

contributions of the neural crest and mesodermal derivatives in mouse, thereby providing a coherent

view of embryonic components at the head-trunk interface in gnathostomes. Our study highlights

the limited NCC contribution to posterior branchiomeric and infrahyoid muscle connective tissue,

that is instead of mesodermal origin. This reinforces recent notions suggesting that the cranial NCCs

and the postcranial rearrangement of mesodermal populations at the head-trunk interface had been

central for the establishment of the neck during gnathostome evolution (Adachi et al., 2018;

Kuratani et al., 2018; Lours-Calet et al., 2014; Nagashima et al., 2016; Sefton et al., 2016). The

contribution of anterior mesoderm in the origin of the neck needs to be elucidated in future studies

of gnathostomes.

Our study reveals that neck muscles develop in a complex domain that is distinct from the head

and trunk (Figure 7A–D), and that might be a contributing factor to pathologies that affect subsets

of neck muscles in specific myopathies (Emery, 2002; Randolph and Pavlath, 2015). In human,

TBX1 has been identified as a major candidate gene for 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (Papangeli and

Scambler, 2013). Laryngeal malformations, esophageal dysmotility and shortened neck are frequent

in patients. Moreover, the neck deficiencies might not be exclusively due to cervical spine abnormali-

ties but also to neck muscle defects (Hamidi et al., 2014; Leopold et al., 2012; Marom et al.,

2012). Therefore, our analysis of Tbx1-null mutants provides a better understanding of the etiology

of the 22q11.2 deletion syndrome and has direct implications in establishing clinical diagnosis in

cases where patients present failure in neck-associated functions.

Materials and methods

Key resources table

Reagent type
(species) or resource Designation Source or reference Identifiers Additional information

Strain, strain
background
(Mus musculus)

B6D2F1/JRj Janvier

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Mef2c-AHFCre PMID:16188249 MGI:3639735 Dr. Brian L Black
(Cardiovascular Research
Institute, University of
California, USA)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Islet1Cre PMID:11299042 MGI:2447758 Dr. Thomas M Jessell
(Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, Columbia
University, USA)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Mesp1Cre PMID:10393122 MGI:2176467 Pr. Yumiko Saga
(National Institute of
Genetics, Japan)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Pax3Cre PMID:22394517 MGI:3573783 Dr. Jonathan A. Epstein
(Perelman Shool of Medicine,
University of Pennsylvania, USA)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Myf5Cre PMID:17418413 MGI:3710099 Dr. Mario R Capecchi
(Institute of Human
Genetics, University
of Utah, USA)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Wnt1Cre PMID:9843687 MGI:J:69326 Pr. Andrew P. McMahon
(Keck School of Medicine
of the University of
Southern California, USA)

Continued on next page
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Continued

Reagent type
(species) or resource Designation Source or reference Identifiers Additional information

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Prx1Cre PMID:12112875 MGI: J:77872 Dr. Clifford J Tabin
(Department of genetics,
Harvard Medical School, USA)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Pax7GPL PMID:19531352 MGI:3850147 Dr. Shahragim Tajbakhsh
(Department of Developmental
and Stem Cell Biology,
Institut Pasteur, France)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Rosa26R-lacZ PMID:9916792 MGI:1861932 Pr. Philippe Soriano
(Icahn School of Medicine
at Mt. Sinai, USA)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

R26mTmG PMID:17868096 MGI:3716464 Pr. Philippe Soriano
(Icahn School of Medicine
at Mt. Sinai, USA)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

R26tdTomato PMID:20023653 MGI:3809524 Dr. Hongkui Zeng
(Allen Institute for Brain
Science, USA)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Myf5nlacZ/+ PMID:8918877 MGI:1857973 Dr. Shahragim Tajbakhsh
(Department of Developmental
and Stem Cell Biology,
Institut Pasteur, France)

Genetic
reagent
(M. musculus)

Tbx1-null PMID:11242110 MGI:2179190 Dr. Virginia Papaioannou
(Department of Genetics
and Development,
Columbia University
Medical Center, USA)

Antibody Chicken polyclonal
anti-b-gal

Abcam Cat. #: ab9361 IF (1:1000)

Antibody Rabbit polyclonal
anti-b-gal

MP Biomedicals Cat. #: MP 559761 IF (1:750)

Antibody Chicken polyclonal
anti-GFP

Aves Labs Cat. #: 1020 IF (1:500)

Antibody Chicken polyclonal
anti-GFP

Abcam Cat. #: 13970 IF (1:1000)

Antibody Mouse monoclonal
IgG1 anti-Islet1

DSHB Cat. #: 40.2D6 IF (1:1000)

Antibody Mouse monoclonal
IgG1 anti-My32

Sigma Cat. #: M4276 IF (1:400)

Antibody Mouse monoclonal
IgG1 anti-Myod

Dako Cat. #: M3512 IF (1:100)

Antibody Mouse monoclonal
IgG1 anti-Pax7

DSHB Cat. #: AB_528428 IF (1:20)

Antibody Rabbit polyclonal
anti-Tcf4

Cell Signalling Cat. #: C48H11 IF (1:150)

Antibody Mouse monoclonal
IgG1 anti-Tnnt3

Sigma Cat. #: T6277 IF (1:200)

Antibody Rabbit polyclonal
anti-Tomato

Clontech Cat. #: 632496 IF (1:500)

Antibody Mouse monoclonal
IgG2a anti-Pax7

Ozyme Cat. #: BLE801202 IF (1:1000)

Software,
algorithm

GE phoenix
datos|x 2.0

GE Sensing and
Inspection Technologies
GmbH

Software,
algorithm

3D PDF maker SolidWorks
Corporation

Software,
algorithm

Zen Zeiss

Continued on next page
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Continued

Reagent type
(species) or resource Designation Source or reference Identifiers Additional information

Chemical
compound, drug

X-gal Fisher Cat. #: 10554973

Chemical
compound, drug

paraformaldehyde Electron Microscopy
Sciences

Cat. #: 15710

Chemical
compound, drug

Triton X-100 Sigma Cat. #: T8787

Chemical
compound, drug

Tween 20 Sigma Cat. #: P1379

Chemical
compound, drug

Histoclear II National Diagnostics Cat. #: HS-202

Animals
Animals were handled as per European Community guidelines and the ethics committee of the Insti-

tut Pasteur (CTEA) approved protocols (APAFIS#6354–20160809 l2028839). Males carrying the Cre

driver gene, Mef2c-AHFCre (Verzi et al., 2005), Islet1Cre (Srinivas et al., 2001), Mesp1Cre

(Saga et al., 1999), Pax3Cre (Engleka et al., 2005), Myf5Cre (Haldar et al., 2007), Wnt1Cre

(Danielian et al., 1998), Prx1Cre (Logan et al., 2002), were crossed to reporter females from previ-

ously described lines including Pax7GPL (Sambasivan et al., 2013), Rosa26R-lacZ (R26R) (Sor-

iano, 1999), R26mTmG (Muzumdar et al., 2007) and R26tdTomato (Madisen et al., 2010). Myf5nlacZ/+

KI mice and mice carrying the Tbx1tm1pa allele (referred to as Tbx1-null) were previously described

(Jerome and Papaioannou, 2001; Kelly et al., 2004; Tajbakhsh et al., 1996). To generate experi-

mental Pax3-null fetuses, Pax3WT/Cre males and females were intercrossed (Engleka et al., 2005)

(n = 5 Tbx1 and Pax3 mutants analysed including n = 2 by mCT scanning). Mice were crossed and

maintained on a B6D2F1/JRj background and genotyped by PCR. Mouse embryos and fetuses were

collected between E9.5 and E18.5, with noon on the day of the vaginal plug considered as E0.5.

X-gal and immunofluorescence stainings
Whole-mount samples were analysed for beta-galactosidase activity with X-gal (0.6 mg/ml) in 1X

PBS buffer (D1408, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) containing 4 mM potassium ferricyanide, 4 mM potassium

ferrocyanide, 0.02% NP-40 and 2 mM MgCl2 as previously described (Comai et al., 2014). For

immunostaining on cryosections, foetuses were fixed 3 hr in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (15710,

Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) 0.5% Triton X-100 (T8787, Sigma) at 4˚C, washed over-

night at 4˚C in PBS 0.1% Tween 20 (P1379, Sigma), cryopreserved in 30% sucrose in PBS and

embedded in OCT for 12–16 mm sectioning with a Leica cryostat (CM3050 S, Leica, Wetzlar, Ger-

many). Cryosections were dried for 30 min and washed in PBS. For immunostaining on paraffin sec-

tions, samples were fixed overnight in 4% PFA, dehydrated in graded ethanol series and penetrated

with Histoclear II (HS-202, National Diagnostics, Atlanta, GA), embedded in paraffin and oriented in

blocks. Paraffin blocks were sectioned at 10–12 mm using a Leica microtome (Reichert-Jung 2035).

Sections were then deparaffinized and rehydrated by successive immersions in Histoclear, ethanol

and PBS. Samples were then subjected to antigen retrieval with 10 mM Citrate buffer (pH 6.0) using

a 2100 Retriever (Aptum Biologics, Rownhams, UK).

Rehydrated sections were blocked for 1 hr in 10% normal goat serum, 3% BSA, 0.5% Triton X-100

in PBS. Primary antibodies were diluted in blocking solution and incubated overnight at 4˚C. Primary

antibodies included the following: b-gal (1/1000, chicken polyclonal, ab9361, Abcam, Cambridge,

UK; 1/750, rabbit polyclonal, MP 559761, MP Biomedicals, Illkirch, France), GFP (1/500, chick poly-

clonal, 1020, Aves Labs, Tigard, OR; 1/1000, chick polyclonal, 13970, Abcam), Islet1 (1/1000, mouse

monoclonal IgG1, 40.2D6, DSHB), My32 (1/400, mouse monoclonal IgG1, M4276, Sigma), Myod (1/

100, mouse monoclonal IgG1, M3512, Dako, Santa Clara, CA), Pax7 (1/20, mouse monoclonal IgG1,

AB_528428), Tcf4 (1/150, rabbit polyclonal, C48H11, Cell Signalling, Leiden, Netherlands), Tnnt3 (1/

200, monoclonal mouse IgG1, T6277, Sigma), Tomato (1/500, rabbit polyclonal, 632496, Clontech,

Shiga, Japan; 1/250, chick polyclonal, 600-901-379, Rockland, Pottstown, PA) and Tuj1 (1/1000,

monoclonal mouse IgG2a, BLE801202, Ozyme, Montigny-le-Bretonneux, France). After 3 rounds of
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15 min washes in PBS 0.1% Tween 20, secondary antibodies were incubated in blocking solution 2 hr

at RT together with 1 mg/ml Hoechst 33342 to visualize nuclei. Secondary antibodies consisted of

Alexa 488, 555 or 633 goat anti-rabbit, anti-chicken or anti-mouse isotype specific (1/500, Jackson

Immunoresearch, Cambridgeshire, UK). After 3 rounds of 15 min washes in PBS 0.1% Tween 20,

slides were mounted in 70% glycerol for analysis.

For whole-mount immunofluorescence staining, embryos were dissected in PBS, fixed in 4% PFA,

washed in PBS and stored at !20˚C in 100% methanol. After rehydration in PBS, whole mount immu-

nostainings were performed incubating the primary and secondary antibodies for 3 days each. Sam-

ples were cleared using benzyl alcohol/benzyl benzoate (BABB) clarification method

(Yokomizo et al., 2012).

mCT scan analysis
For mCT scan analysis, the fetuses were treated with the phosphotungstic acid (PTA) contrast agent

to well reveal skeletal and muscle structures. After dissection of the cervical region (including the

mandible and scapular components, see Figure 2—figure supplement 1), the fetuses were fixed in

4% PFA for 24 hr at 4˚C. Samples were then additionally fixed and dehydrated by exchanging the

fixative and washing solutions to incrementally increasing ethanol concentrations (30%, 50%, 70%)

with 2 days in each concentration to minimize the shrinkage of tissues. To start the contrasting pro-

cedure, the embryos were firstly incubated in ethanol-methanol-water mixture (4:4:3) for 1 hr and

then transferred for 1 hr into 80% and 90% methanol solution. The staining procedure was then per-

formed for 10 days in 90% methanol 1.5% PTA solution (changed every day with fresh solution) to

ensure optimal penetration of the contrast agent. Staining was followed by rehydration of the sam-

ples in methanol-grade series (90%, 80%, 70%, 50% and 30%) and stored in sterile distilled water.

The samples were placed in polypropylene tubes and embedded in 1% agarose gel to avoid move-

ment artefacts during measurements. mCT scanning was performed using laboratory system GE

Phoenix v|tome|x L 240 (GE Sensing and Inspection Technologies GmbH, Hamburg, Germany),

equipped with a nanofocus X-ray tube with maximum power of 180 kV/15 W and a flat panel detec-

tor DXR250 with 2048 " 2048 pixel2, 200 " 200 mm2 pixel size. The mCT scan was carried out at 60

kV acceleration voltage and 200 mA tube current with voxel size of 5.7 mm for all samples. The beam

was filtered by a 0.2 mm aluminium filter. The 2200 projections were taken over 360˚ with exposure

time of 900 ms. The tomographic reconstructions were done using the software GE phoenix datos|x

2.0 (GE Sensing and Inspection Technologies GmbH) and data segmentations and visualizations

were performed by combination of software VG Studio MAX 2.2 (Volume GraphicsGmbH, Heidel-

berg, Germany) and Avizo 7.1 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) according to

(Tesařová et al., 2016). The interactive 3D PDFs were set up using 3D PDF maker software.

Imaging
Images were acquired using the following systems: a Zeiss Axio-plan equipped with an Apotome, a

Zeiss stereo zoom microscope V16 or a Zeiss LSM 700 laser-scanning confocal microscope with ZEN

software (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). For whole-mount rendering, acquired Z-stacks were 3D

reconstructed using Imaris software. All images were assembled in Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Sys-

tems, San Jose, CA).
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